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You Did It Yourself 
Using Raised Panel Doors, 
Dovetail Drawer Boxes or 
Complete Cabinet Kits 

from 
Scherr's 
Cabinet and Doors, Inc. 

531 5 Highway 2 East. Minot, NO 58701 
Ph. (701 ) 839-3384 • Fax (701 ) 852-6090 
email: doormker@minot.com 

www.scherrs.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 138 

If you like wrestling 
full sheets of plywood, 

don't call US • • . (fjfp 
For your nearest dealer and FREE catalog, 

call toll-free 1-800-624-2027 N 
C HTC ProdUCfi, 11l(.!� 

READER SERVICE NO. 69 

Specialty Hardware 
for 
Home 
Entertainment 

The Flat PanellWidescreen TV Swivel 

-,l/cct.iridt!i 
www.accuride.com 

• Televisions up to 65" wide 
and loads up to 325 Ibs. 

• Optional brackets available 
to mount flat panel units. 
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C o n t r i b u t o r s  
Lonnie Bird ("Pen nsylvania Tall Clock") got bit by 

the woodworking bug when he was a youngster 

living in Virginia. Just out of high school, he took a 

job as an apprentice in a small cabinetmaking shop 

that specialized In reproductions of 18th-century 

furniture, where he received an exquisite education 

in the trade. Bird taught woodworking for years at a 

college in Ohio before he moved to the foothills of 

the Smoky Mountains, where h e  lives on a 12-acre farm with his wife, two 

children, a n d  a herd of horses a n d  dogs. In a separate shop adjacent to the 

house, in Dandridge, Tenn.,  Bird teaches woodworking courses to interested 

students of al l  skil l  levels (www.lon niebird.com). 

Sean Clarke ("A Durable 

Tabletop Finish") grew up 

in  London, England, 

where he apprenticed as 

a French polisher at the 

age of 15. He worked as a 

restorer/French polisher 

for 10 yea rs u nti I 

emigrating to the United 

States in  1992. He and h is wife, Angela, 

opened a restoration a nd refinishing business 

in  Valencia, Calif., in  1999. A recent addition 

to the company, Connor Domin ic, prompted 

a move to Columbus, Ohio,  so that he 

could grow up among family. Clarke spends 

much of his spare time on home-remodel ing 

projects. He welcomes questions and comments 

at www.clarkecompany.com. 

Chris Gochnour ("Shoulder Planes Reviewed ") 

will miss the Wasatch Range, both for the 

dramatic view from h is Salt Lake City shop 

a nd because he is an 

avid skier. He is 

following h is wife to 

Washington, D.C., where 

she works for the 

Environmental Protection 

Agency. Because h is 

East Coast woodworking 

will be confined to a townhouse, Gochnour 

has made himself a new, collapsible workbench 

and will be relying exclusively on hand tools in 

his furniture making-including, of course, his 

collection of shoulder planes. 

Dan Faia (Master Class) has been a professional 

furniture maker a nd educator for more than 
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10 years. H e  is a graduate of North Bennet 

Street School in Boston a nd has been a 

long-time workshop instructor there. He also 

teaches Windsor-chair  making at The Windsor 

I nstitute in  Hampton, N .H .  "Crafting fine furn iture 

has been a passion of mine from the beginn ing, 

and teaching others is just as reward ing: 

Faia sa id.  

Kim Carleton Graves ("Laminate Trimmers") has 

written several articles for Fine Woodworking. 

His last contribution was a Master Class 

on veneering in issue #155. Readers who 

pay close attention to photos 

may notice that Graves looks 

a l ittle different. He was 

pleased to tell us that he's 

lost 40 lb. by maintain ing a 

strict diet and getting plenty 

of exercise. His newfound 

health has allowed him 

to rediscover the sport 

of his youth: rock cl imbing. On his days off, you 

can find h im on the rocky cliffs known as the 

"Gunks" in  New Paltz, N .Y. Graves owns and 

operates Carleton Woodworking i n  Brooklyn, N .Y. 

(www.carletonwoodworking.com). 

Steve Latta ("Graceful Glass Doors") teaches 

woodworking at Thaddeus Stevens College of 

Technology in Lancaster, Pa., a nd he's a student 

h imself, working toward a master's degree in 

American studies at Penn State University. Latta 

a lso serves on the executive council of the Society 

of American Period Furniture Makers. He lives in 

the heart of Pennsylvania Dutch country with h is 

wife, Elizabeth, and three chi ldren, Fletcher, 

Sarah, and Grace. 
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Build Your Own Boat! 
The world's most popular 

kit boats! Choose 
from 30 beautiful, 
easy-to-build 
kits. 

Call 
4102670137 
or visit: 

www.clcboaIS.com 
Now, lum a $5.00 rough 

boord into $75.00 worth of Irim in just 
minutes! Make over 500 stondard pot· 

tems, curved molding, tongue & groove, any custom 
design. QUICKLY CONVERTS Irom Molder/ planer 
to Drum Sander or power·feed Mul�·Blode Rip Sow! 
Variable leed Malees HIe DiHerence! 
Just a twist of the dial adjusts the Woodmaster from 70 
to over 1,000 cuts per inch. Produces a gloss-smooth 
�nish on Iricky groin poHerns no other molder/planer 
can handle. Plenly of American·made "muscle" to 
handle money·saving, "stroight-from-the-sowmill" 
lumber. 5-Yeor Warranly. 
Prouder tltall elfer to be MADlIN AMIIlCA! 

woodmosler Tools, 1431 N. 

. 
EXT. 
PJ11 
M064120 

MORTISE & TENON JIG 
W oridwide Patent Pending PCT/GB02IOO253 

Enables mortise & tenons and dowel joints 
to be cut with a plunge router. Ideal for 
cabinet, chair and table construction. 
• One set·up for both mortise and tenon giving perlectiy fitting joints. 

• Cuts mortise & tenon sizes of \0' to 'is'. 
• Fully adjustable for compound angle joints up to 45'. 
• Reversible templates to produce round and square end tenons. 

• Templates can be used for accurate dowelling applications. 

• Template guide bushes are included but router bits are required. 

READER SERVtCE NO. 177 
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L e t t e r s  
Do you make your own tools? 

The next Tools & Shops issue is only a 
few months away, and we are seek
ing photos of tools that you have 
built for yourself: handplanes, mark
ing tools, machine tools, benches, 
and more. Please send images (print, 
u'ansparency, or high-resolution digi
tal file) to Fine Woodworking, Cur
rent Work Department, 63 S. Main St., 
Newtown, CT 06470, or email 
mberger@taunton.com. 

Corrections and clarifications 

The article "Scaling Furniture From 
Photos" (FWW# 170, pp. 59-63) includes 
a graphic that caused some confusion. 
On p. 62, the red vertical l\nes (marked 
#2) represent the outer edges of the 
tabletop (not the gallery on top). 
The line on the right is slighdy off (too 
far to the left). The black-and-white 
photo to dle right is a more accurate 
depiction of the actual location of the 
vertical lines. 

Several astute readers pointed out that 
the fire extinguisher pictured in Q&A 
(FWU7# 170, p. 98) was not a carbon
dioxide model. For more on the subject, 
see the letter below. 

Fire in the shop 

Mike Dunbar's response to Anne Green's 
question on fire extinguishers (FWW 
# 170, p. 98) missed dle mark. A dry 
chemical extinguisher (as you pictured) 
using monoammonium phosphate will 
outperform a carbon-dioxide fire 
extinguisher (as Dunbar and his source 
suggested) in aU situations expected to 
be encountered in a typical wood
worker's shop, including flammable 
liquid vapor fires. The determination of 
what type, how many, and location(s) of 
fire extinguishers comes only after 
assessing what are the anticipated or 
realistically foreseeable hazards. 

The second point I would take issue 
with in Mike's response is the claim dlat 
the "number-one cause of fires in 
woodshops is an overloaded circuit." I 
don't know his source for this, but I have 
been unable to find any data through 
reporting agenCies that would SUppOlt 
that statement. My personal experience 
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from over 30 years of investigating and 
analyzing fires is that "overloaded circuits" 
would not be the prime cause of 
woodshop fires. He claims that dle 
second-leading cause is other electrical 
problems such as loose connections, 
screws, etc. Again, I know of no data 
source to support tlus claim. 

Dunbar lists "lughJy flammable wood 
dust" as dle durd-leading cause of 
woodshop fires. What he has done is 
confuse the cause of a fire-Le. ,  ignition 
source-with the fuel source for a fire. 
Wood dust is combustible and, when 
suspended in air in the right proportions, 
can burn rapidly, reSUlting in an 
explosion. I certainly wouldn't argue widl 

the view that wood dust is a fuel for fire in 
a woodshop, but it is not a cause. 

-John M. Hoffmann, Warren, Mich. 

Thanks for the tool reviews 

I had just a few minutes to look at your 
fine article on bandsaw blades (FWW 
# 169, pp. 76-79) wlule having a coffee at 
Barnes & Noble. Excellent article. You 
help us save money by testing tools. 

-Ken Karlene, Oregon, Ohio 

Varnishing secrets unveiled 

Congratulations to David Sorg (FWW 
#168, pp. 39-43), You have taught a 
woodworker that varnish works when 
properly applied. 

I u'ied to follow your insu'uctions from 
an earlier article but could not get 
[satisfactory] results widl even the best 
brush I could buy. 

However, you have now revealed 
what has truly been a secret to me and 
guided me dlrough the process of 
producing the finish I have long wished I 
could accomplish. For many 
woodworkers, I suspect, applying the 
finish has been a frusu'ating and 
disappointing part of many projects, until 
you provided dle information that I have 
been nussing. 

Varnish is now a valuable weapon in 
my arsenal, rather than a frustrating 
mystery. Thanks again. 

-Jim Merrill, Burlington, Ont., Canada 

Seeing even better 

Instead of buying expensive triple-vision 
lenses, as was suggested by a letter writer 
(FWW # 170, p. 12) to see things overhead, 

U'y tlle plastic add-ons that are intended 
to make "instant bifocals," but put them at 
the top of regular glasses. I have seen 
these at Walgreens and other such stores. 
They are made of soft plastic that adheres 
to smooth surfaces but can be peeled off 
when not needed-no adhesive. They are 
available in various powers of 
magnification. 

-Milford Brown, via email 

Question on dovetails 

Whenever your new issue arrives at my 
shop, it is sure to include one or two 
articles with helpful information for 
whatever project I'm building: at present 
a southern "hunt" style mahogany 
sideboard. So I read with special interest 
Michael Pekovich's excellent feature 
("Cherry Chest of Drawers," FWW # 170, 
pp. 50-58), including his method for 
making lipped drawers, wluch I need for 
my sideboard. 

I'm widl lum all tlle way (p. 58) as far as 
"3" in the photo caption, where he 
removes waste between the pins with a 
router. But how does he control lateral 
movement to avoid cutting into the pins? 
My experience is that with chips flying 
and dle base of the router obscuring 
vision, it's lugh impossible to keep the 
router on course and not damage or 
desu'oy dle pins. 

If he's got any tips, please pass dlem on! 
Thanks. 

-Bruce H Burnham, Pittsfield, Mass. 

MICHAEL PEKOVICH REPLIES: I share your 
frustrations. Short of investing in a 
dovetail jig, there isn't a foolproof way to 

About your safety 
Working wood is inherendy danger
ous. sing hand or power tools 
improperly or ignoring standard safe
ty practices can lead to permanent 
injury or even death. Don't uy to 
perform operations you learn about 
here (or elsewhere) until you're cer
tain they are safe for you. If something 
about an operation doesn't feel right, 
don't do it. Look for another way. We 
want you to enjoy the craft, so please 
keep safety foremost in your nund 
whenever you're in the shop. 

-Anatole Burkin, editor 



GET 

READER SERVICE NO. 44 

WI'RI MORI THAN JUST THI 
WORLD'S BIST PLATI JOINIR 
Our Flush Milling Machines and Laminate 
Trimmers are unlike any you've ever used! 

LAMINA® Laminate Trimmer 
These clever machines allow you to 
flush or chamfer cut edge banding. 
plastic laminates. wood veneers. 
non-ferrous metals. and most other 
composite materials precisely and 
with no chips. The exchangeable 
plastic base plate will not damage 
the worksurfaces. Its lightweight. 
ergonomic design allows for 
extended use without fatigue. 

CANTEX® Flush Milling Machine 
Now you can quickly and easily 
flush mill solid wood edges for a 
smooth. seamless finish. The 45' 
cutter allows for tear free work even 
around corners. Milling height can 
be adjusted to 200 easily repeatable 
positions and an optional edge 
alignment fence guarantees a 
consistent feed. 

Visit us at IWF 2004 - Booth 6035 

EAST 1-888-777-2729 www.csaw.com 
Colonial Saw Company. Inc. WEST 1-800-252-6355 lamello@csaw.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 106 

18" BANDSAW 
• 2-HP. 12.5 Amps. 220V 
• 2 speed 

(1510 ft.lmin. & 3220 ft.lmin.) 
• Quick release blade tension 
• 21" x 19" cast-iron table 
• Table tilts 10' left & 45'right 
• 12" cutting depth and a huge 

18-3/8" throat 
• 2 - 4" dust ports 
• Blade tracking & tension windows 

14" BANDSAW 
·1-HP. 9 Amps 
• 2 speed 

(1445 ft.lmin. & 2950 ft.lmin.) 
16 x 20-1/2" cast-iron table 
• Table tilts l' left & 46' right 
• 2-1/2" & 4" dust ports 
• 93-1/2" blades 
• Fence included 
• Optional miter gauge 

400 West Cummings Park 
Suite 1200 

Woburn, MA 01801 
781.933.8400 or 
877.884.5167 
781.933.5005 

info@rikontools.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 155 
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L e t t e r S ( c o ntin u e d )  

rout out the waste between the pins. I 
minimize the risk by making sure I've got 
a sharp router bit, and I take light passes 
as I near the scribe lines. 

Government is liberal with accuracy 

After reading Rules of Thumb (FWW 
#169, p. 86), I became curious about 
government standards on accuracy. I 
decided to look them up on the Web, as 
many manufacturers claim to "".meet 
Federal specifications for accuracy." 
When I found the government Web site, I 
was surprised at how liberal the standards 
are for measuring devices. How liberal, 
you say? For "measuring devices," a 'l16-in. 
error over 6 ft. is acceptable. 

When the Cooper rep came out to my 
craft-club meeting, I was enamored 
with the company's Lufkin Quikread tape. 
I bought one that week, and it was 
exactly 'l16 in. off at the 6-ft. mark. I guess 
I can't complain. 

-Vance Burns, via email 

You are on the right track 

Since 1986 I have been a subscriber to 
Fine WOOdw01-king and feel guilty that 
I have not written before to tell you 
how much I appreciate your publication. 
I am near 80 years old and have been 
an avid woodworker for almost 50 years. 
There has never been an issue from 
which I haven't learned something 
new. Keep up the excellent job you're 
doing. You always have a good balance 
of articles that are very educational. 
Thanks again for what you have done 
for me in the past and continue to do 
with each issue. 

-Bob Damon, Appleton, Wis. 

Inexpensive alternative 

to use with abrasives 

I could not help but notice that in its most 
recent catalog, Woodcraft is offering 
machinist's granite surface plates and 
recommending them as bases for 
sharpening with wet-or-dry sandpaper. 
They are nice and flat, to be sure, and so 
seem to make handy surfaces for the 
sharpening of plane irons, chisel blades, 
and such. And I cannot help but think tllat 
Fine Woodworking deserves some of the 
blame for this. Let me affirm immediately 
that I am not one of those people who 
thinks there is a "right" (or rather "my 
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own") way of doing things-far from it. I 
have taken as much malicious satisfaction 
as anyone as I have observed the furious 
"right-way wars" that are periodically 
waged by readers in your pages-the 
ongoing battle about tile right way to 
place a hand plane on a workbench 
comes immediately to mind as the sort of 
thing I do not care to participate in. 

But, to be honest, I have been bothered 
for some time by the repeated suggestion 
by your autllors of such a use for surface 
plates. And now look how you have 
infected others! I had been intending to 
write my protestations, but the future of 
woodworking has always seemed quite 
secure in your hands, and I never got 
around to it. 

But this Woodcraft catalog is the last 
straw. I take pen in hand, as it were, and 
leap into tlle fray. I myself am the owner 
of one of these tools, and when I received 
it also received a certificate of accuracy 
and a short caveat from its manufacturer 
warning that even casual contact with 
abrasives was a danger to its accuracy. 
And tllis is the bone I would like to pick 
on. It just does not seem, well, seemly to 
use a tool in a way that violates its nature 
and design. Abrasives are a danger to the 
accuracy of surface plates, yet you 
recommend their use in such situations, 
and tlleir accuracy is precisely tile reason 
for recommending them in the first 
place-if tllere is no one "right" way, there 
certainly can be a wrong way, and I 
would call it wrong if it is disrespectful 
to the nature of a tool and destructive of 
its character. 

But all is not lost-I have a substitute to 
recommend. For the very low price of 
about one dollar, you can buy a small, 
solid cinder block at any home
improvement store. Check them out; they 
are amazingly flat and uniform, readily 
available, light in weight, need no special 
care or coddling, are easily and cheaply 
replaced, and their nature is not harmed 
by contact with abrasives-they 
themselves are abrasive. I made a nice 
little wooden frame for mine, and it has 
been functioning for quite some time as 
my all-purpose base for flattening and 
sharpening with sandpaper. And if it ever 
wears or cracks, I'll buy another for a 
dollar. The only danger you might 
encounter is embarrassment caused by 

the incredulous stares and frankly 
abrasive comments you might get from 
the contractors you could encounter on 
the check-out line-buying one cinder 
block will earn you no respect from them 
and their ilk. 

-John M. Dougherty, Edgewater, Md. 

Regarding my vacuum gouge 

I didn't anticipate the clogging problems 
described by Ernie Conover (FWW # 170 

p. 31), but others have dealt with them 
successfully, and given me feedback. 

One user has his vacuum mounted on a 
55-gal. drum, which he sometimes fills 
twice a day with green wood debris from 
the vacuum gouge. 

Two things cause most clogs. The 
opening in the gouge is 80% smaller 
than a 2-in.-dia. vacuum hose, choking off 
tile air supply. That is solved by allowing 
more air between the vacuum hose 
and the gouge. A tube connecting the 
two can have holes drilled in it, allowing 
in extra air. The gouge doesn't  require 
much air volume, but larger hoses do and 
work better than the small hose Ernie is 
shown using. 

The second clog producer is the diverter 
inside the drum of some vacuums, 
designed to prevent debris from 
damaging the filter. This diverter can be 
replaced by a plumbing fitting called a 
street elbow, which has a smooth curve. If 
the gouge clogs at tile cutting edge, it is 
easily cleared after turning off the vacuum. 

Updated directions on preventing clogs 
are included with each gouge. (The one 
Ernie tested was shipped in March of 
2003, before I was aware of the 
problems.) 

Although I have always offered a 
satisfaction guarantee, including shipping 
charges both ways, only two gouges have 
been returned because of clogging, with 
over 300 sold. 

-John O'Neill, CleanTurn Tools, 

Rochester, NY 

Wr.t.nt an art.e.e 
Fine Woodworking is a reader-written magazine. 
We welcome proposals, manuscripts, photo
graphs, and ideas from our readers, amateur or 
professional. We'll acknowledge all submissions 
and return those we can't publish .  Send your 
contributions to Fine Woodworking, PO Box 
5506, Newtown ,  CT 06470-5506. 
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Me t h ods o f  Wo rk E D I TE D  A N D  DRA W N  BY J I M  R ICHEY 

A reward for the best tip 
Keith Rust was facing the prospect of cutting dovetaifs by hand for a chest that 
contained 10 drawers of varying sizes. Not happy with eyeballing the sawcuts, 
he wanted s omething m ore reliable to guide his saw, which was the inspiration 
for his pin and tail guides sh own ab ove. Rust manages a recording studio in 
Dallas. For his winning tip, he'll receive a set of hand-forged chisels (www.barr 
tools. com). Send your best tip, a long with any ph otos or sketches (we 'll re
draw them), to Meth ods of Work, Fine Woodworking, PO Box 5506, Newtown , 
CT 06470-5506. 
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COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL 
CASEWORK CASEWORK 
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frameless, modular cabinet boxes, 

custom-sized casework, drawer boxes, 
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nationwide has been provided since 1987. 
The CabParts product line is specifically 

suited for use by Cabinet and Millwork 

Shops, General and Remodeling 

Contractors, Building Maintenance 

Departments, DesignlBuild Rrms, 

Architects and Project Managers. 

Outsourcing your casework requirements 

from CabParts means: 

• increased profitability 
• higher productivity 
• better cost control 
• consistent quality 
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Shaper j ig for cutting e nd-gra i n  joints 

T-channel 

Base 

Hold-down 

Workpiece 

/ ! . 
_. __ ��.;/ _ . __ gauge 

------- - ------------I 

Fence Toggle c lamp 

Miter-gauge 
head Toilet bolt 

Gap a l lows for 
fence adjustment. 

Quick-release 
knobs 

T-channel 

M iter-gauge bar 

Cutting end-grain joints on the shaper has always been a challenge 
for me. I have made several unsuccessful jigs and even purchased, 
broke, and returned in a single day a commercially available 
shaper jig. My latest effort is a remarkable success. 

The chassis for my new shaper jig is an aftermarket miter gauge. 
Any inexpensive, moderately robust miter gauge will work. Start 
by drilling and tapping several holes down the center of the steel 
bar that rides in the miter slot. Select a nice piece of *-in.-thick 
hardwood plywood sized for your shaper or router table and at
tach it to the bar using machine screws in the tapped holes. Posi
tion the working side of the plywood base just clear of the 
cope-and-stick cutters. Also, leave a bit of room between the base 
and the miter gauge so that you can square up the miter gauge 
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later, if necessary. Now remove the base, cut two grooves, and in
stall two lengths of aluminum T-channel down the length of the 
base and parallel with the miter slot in the shaper table. 

Reattach the base to the miter gauge and secure a fence to the 

face of the miter gauge with two screws through the back. Remove 
the adjuster handle from the rear of the miter gauge and toss it 
into your box of useful stuff. Replace the handle with a good
quality nut so that you can tighten the gauge better with a wrench 
when you get the settings just right. 

Install a rub collar onto the shaper and, using a large square and 
a feeler gauge, run the miter gauge forward and backward, mea
suring between the square and the rub collar until you have the 
sacrificial fence exactly perpendicular to tlle u'avel of the jig. 

For the hold-down, use a piece of scrap that is about the same 
tluckness as the items you need to shape. Drill holes through the 
hold-down to line up with the T-channel, and attach the hold
down to the jig using nuts and washers. I used tllOse handy quick
release knobs sold by Lee Valley (800-871-8158). Screw toggle 
clamps to the hold-down and adjust everything for a nice, firm 
grip on the workpiece. 

That's it. Simply insert a workpiece, clamp it down, and let 'er rip. 
I think you will be very happy with the performance of this little jig. 

-Marshall Fletcher, Dover, Del. 

Plan i ng to thickness by hand 

Ra i l  

Thickness spacer 

I often need thin pieces of wood for laminating or for making 
small boxes and drawers. Also, I like to use hand tools as much as 
possible because I enjoy hearing the world outside my shop while 
I 'm working. This simple handplaning fixture takes care of both 
these needs. 

My fixture is 7 ft. long, but you can make one any length tlut will 
fit your needs. It consists of two L-shaped rails attached firmly to a 
flat base. I made the rails from oak for its durability, and then put a 
heavy coat of paste wax on them. The width between the rails is 
deternuned by what size handplane you will be using. My rail spac-



The 
Laguna 
Guide is a 
rev o l u t i o n a ry 
b l a d e  g u i d e  sys
tem ( seve ral  patents 
pe n d i n g )  that is desi g n ed 
to give you m a ny yea rs of 
su perior h i g h-q u a l ity ba n dsawi n g .  

LT16HD, N o w  ava i l a ble with rack a nd p in
i o n  t ru n n i o n  a n d  our  fa m o u s  cera m ic 
g u ides. 

This  Resaw King ba n dsaw blade cuts so smoothly that 
it g reatly red u ces sa n d i ng time and saves materia l .  We 
have we lded s m a l l  pi eces of tou g h  C-8 steel onto h i g h 
q u a l ity ba n ds. 

w w w . l a g u n a t o o l s  c o m  LAGU \IA TOO' 5 
READER SEHVlCE 0. 89 
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ing i s  2� in., and I made the base exu-along t o  allow for clamping it 
to the workbench. I place a spacer under the workpiece to control 
the fillal thickness. The rails are � in. deep from the bottom of the 
plane to the top surface of the base; so a U!-in.-thick spacer gives 
me a \.2-in. thickness, a 14-in.-thick spacer gives me a %-in. thickness, 
and so on. For some situations, it's best to use a spacer that is 

backed with sandpaper or double-sided tape to prevent the work
piece from bowing when longitudinal pressure is applied to it. 

Making new spacers is easy, too. Simply put wood of the final de
sired thickness in the fixture and top it with a spacer workpiece 

slightly thicker than desired. Run the plane over the spacer until it 
no longer produces shavings. Keep an even pressure on the plane 
throughout the cut. 

To use the fixture, I clamp a piece of wood to the end of the base 
to act as a stop, making sure the surface of tl1e stop is below the 
level of the piece being planed. Then I rough-cut workpiece 
blanks slightly oversize on the bandsaw, jointing the rough edge 
each time before cutting tl1e next blank That way I'm always pre
senting a smooth sur(ace to the bandsaw. I cut a bunch of rough 
slats and then settle in for some good old-fashioned woodwork
ing, during which I can hear the birds, the ballgame, and the 
steady swish of the plane. 

-Carl Miller, Lakewood, Ill. 

Quick tip: When carving wood that has been in the shop a long 
time and is so dry that it's as hard as a brick, try dousing the wood 
with hot water to soften it up a bit. Be sure to wet both sides of the 
wood to avoid differential swelling, which could cup the board. 

-Hilliard Stone, Irving, Texas 

Dress cutting edges with a pa l m  sander 

Joi nter blade 

Vise-Gr ip pl iers lock 
exposed cutterhead 
in place. 

/ 

/ 

/ 

When my jointer blades are scored or need sharpening, and I don't 
have time to remove them, I dress them quickly and easily using a 
palm sander. For example, if I have a nick in a jointer blade, I lock 
the cutterhead in place using Vise-Grip pliers. Then, maintaining 
the bevel angle of the blade, I use the palm sander to polish the 
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blade and remove the nick I use 3M Sandblaster paper and find 
that 120 grit gives me an adequate edge. This palm-sander tech
nique also works well for getting a relatively straight edge on 
drawknives, axes, and other tools. 

Wood-storage system 

- . -

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

2x4 u pright 

o 

o 

o 

-Jimmy Carter, Plains, Ga. 

o 

12-i n .  lengths of round 
electrical cond u it 

2x4 upright 
wa l l  pieces 

Drill l1,/,,-in.-dia. 
holes at about 
a 10° angle. 

�� 
Electrical condu it, 
i-i n.  inside d ia meter 

When I started looking for an inexpensive but sturdy way to store 
all the leftover wood scraps that I've accumulated over the years, I 
came upon this adjustable system that I use not only for storing 
leftovers but also for shelving in the garage. 

I buy lO-ft. lengths of I-in. ID. (inside diameter) metal electrical 
conduit and cut the conduit into pieces about 12 in. long. Then I 
drill l 14-in. holes in 2x4s, 12 in. apart, at an upward angle of about 
10° ,  being careful to use the exact same spacing on every 2x4. The 
holes will be slightly oversize, which makes the conduit pieces 
easy to remove when you want to change the setting. The upward 
angle compensates for a heavy load. 

I secure the 2x4s to wall studs with decking screws, taking care 



Upside down 

in a router  t a b l e  y o u  c a n  
r a i s e  even t h e  h e a v i e s t  

r o u t e r  e ffort lessly  u s i n g  
j u st o n e  h a n d ,  w h i l e  t h e  

o t h e r  h a n d ' s  f r e e  t o  
c h e c k  t h e  b i t  d e p t h .  

the right way up 
in the Wood R a t  the P l u n g e B a r  
c o n t r o l s  t h e  v e r t i c a l  a x i s  w i t h  
f i n e  preci s i o n  a n d  i s  u s e d  a t  
every c h a n g e  of a c t i o n .  
I t  a l s o  h e l p s  make a n  effective 
preci s i o n  m o rt i s e r .  

Pr ice $ 3 9 . 9 5  A r a n g e  of s i x  P l u ng e B a r s  f its  v i rt u a l ly every P l u n g e  router. 

WoodRatID PlungeBarrM 
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www.outwater.com 
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www.woodfinishing.org 
Treatment of Transparent Coatings' 

Finishing New Wood 

Advanced Finishing with Greg Johnson 

Furniture Refi nishing, Restoration & Conservation 
Spot Repairing Using Western Techniques 

Spot Repair Using Eastern Techniques 

Upholstery for the Furniture Service Technician 

Preservation and Application of Gilded Surfaces' 

Minimally Intrusive Upholstery' 

Register Early. These Workshops Fill Fast! 

June 1-5 

July 6-10 

July 12-16 

July 19-23 

July 26, 27 

July 28, 29 

July 30, 31 

Aug, 3-7 

Oct, 4-8 

* Smithsonion Workshop 
Rosemount, Minnesota • 1-811-YES-DCTC ext. 362 • Equal Opportunity Educator/Em plover 
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Wetzler C lamp 
The Professionals Choice 

Since 1928 
Handcrafted in U,S,A. to 
be strong durable smooth 
working and reliable 

Free catalog cal l today 
800 451 1 852 or www.wetzler.com 
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3001 RAMADA WAY, GREEN BAY, WI 54304 
1 -800-891 -9003 FAX (920) 336-8683 

www.woodworkersdepot.com 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY AT A WAREHOUSE PRICE 

.·.CELTA 
eM, �J�.I 
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Profess iona l  F i n i s h i ng  Made Easy ! 

Ask about our unique 
Variable Speed Turbines! 

Turbine & Compressor HVlP 
Spray Guns & Equipment 

Ideal for the hobbyist and 
the professional ! 

C a l l  t o d a y  f o r  a d i s t r i b u t o r  n e a r  y o u !  
As used by 
Scott Phillips [I] URBINA/RE- 1 -800-866-HVlP 

www_ turbi n a i re .com - sa les@tu r bi n a i re .com 
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t o  align them s o  that all the holes line up. Then I simply slip pieces 
of conduit into the holes as needed for storage. For shelving, I 
place lx12s on top of the pipes, and I'm done. 

This system supports a lot of weight for a relatively small cost. 
And, of course, it is adjustable to allow for just about any width, 
depth, and height of shelving you need. 

Brass-wire depth gauge 

-John E. Stair, Wilmington, NC 

Brass w i re 
wrapped 
around 

-l dr i l l  bit 

� 
Here's an improvement on the old tip of wrapping masking tape 
around a drill bit to make a depth gauge. The tape deteriorates 
quickly from the waste and the heat that build up when drilling a 
lot of holes. A length of brass wire is just as simple to use, and it 
makes a more accurate, longer-lasting depth gauge. 

Starting with thin brass wire (about Y64 in. thick), cut a length 
about 30 times the bit diameter (7\-2 in. or so for a \4-in.-dia. bit). 
Hold the bit in one hand and coil the wire around the bit with your 
other hand, as shown above. Wind the wire in a clockwise direc
tion as you face the tip end of the bit. That way the wire won't un
coil as you drill a hole. Don't use iron wire because it's too brittle, 
and it has some springback. 

-Vincent Lavarenne, Brunoy, France 

Quick tip: Even worn-out computer-mouse pads have lots of use
ful life still in them. They're great for lining your toolbox or work
bench drawers. The pads are durable, and planes and chisels can 
rest on them without being nicked or dulled. 

-R.B. Himes, Vienna, Ohio 

Face-joint ing boards i n  the planer 
Here's a jig tl1at I use to  face-joint boards when they're too wide 
for my 6-in. jointer. Basically, the jig is a sled made witl1 two tl1ick
nesses of medium-density fiberboard (MDF) and a Ciamp-N-Tool 
Guide clamp. The length of the Ciamp-N-Tool Guide determines 
the length of the jig and the length of a board the jig can handle. 

To make this jig, glue the two top pieces of \-2-in.-thick MDF 
to the bottom piece of %-in.-thick MDF, leaving a gap in the 
middle to inset the Ciamp-N-Tool Guide. Position the clamp lever 
over the end of the jig so that you can flip it up and down, and 
screw tl1e clamp in place. It will help to add some shims under-
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M DF sled 

'h-in.-th ick top pieces 

%-in .-th ick  bottom piece 

Workpiece 

Workpiece 

Ciamp-N-Tool 
G u ide 

Shims to level 
�--- workpiece 

neatl1 the clamp before securing it, just enough so that the clamp 
dog will slide easily. 

To use the jig, simply clamp a board in it. If the board rocks in 
the jig, twist it either right or left and insert wooden shims under 
the other side until it can't rock. Initially, I used hot-melt glue to se
cure the shims. Later, I found masking tape to be just as effective 
but easier to apply and remove. I've been using this sled in my 
planer for a couple of years and find myself preferring it over the 
jointer to face-joint stock, even when I have the choice. 

-Daniel Broadbelt, Robesonia, Pa. 



CUSTOM MILLED 
MOULDINGS 

Can't Find It Anywhere? 
Don't give up until 
you've checked our 
NEW 256·pg. 
Moulding Catalog! 

Thousands to choose from 
All Shapes -All Sizes 
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280 Ferris Avenue, White Plains, NY 10603 
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If you are in a 
woodworking 
business ... 
this could be the 
most valuable tool 
in your office"'. 
Please call 
1 ·800·645·9292 
for your 5 28 page 
catalog. 

FREE 
to woodworking 
businesses, 

visit us at woodworker. com 
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eadLOCK® 
loose Tenon Joinery SyStem 
Journeyman Tool Company, llC • Horicon, WI 

Made in the USA • US PATENTS 5,807,033 AND 6,11 6,826 
READER SERVICE NO. 4 

W hat do you get when you choose a 
combination machine created by a company with 

over 50 years of experience? Endless possibilities! Our 
combinations put power and precision at your finger tips . . .  at an affordable price. The 
editors at Fine Woodworking magazine agree. They recently named the Mini Max CU 
300 Smart the best machine in its class. Call today and discover why the only limits 
you'll have with this machine are those of your own imagination. 

Call Toll Free 
866-WRK-WOOD 

(866-975-9663) 

READER SERVICE NO. 40 
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N o t e s  & C omm en t  
Tage Fri d ,  19 1 5-2 004 

Scan the mastheads of Fine Woodworking from the current issue 
all the way back to the first one in the winter of 1975, and only one 
name appears as a contributing editor on all of them: Tage Frid (his 
first name is pronounced TAY). The staff of the magazine was sad
dened to learn that Frid died on May 4, 2004, after several years 

suffering from the effects of Alzheimer's disease. 
When Paul Roman, the founding editor and publisher of Fine 

Woodworking, was launching the magazine, he turned to Frid for 
contributions. And so began an active collaboration that lasted 
more than 20 years. 

Frid had an enormous influence on the resurgence of handmade 
furniture in the United States during the latter half of the 20th cen
tury. As many of his students will attest, he pulled no punches in 
his critiques of students' work. His criticism was delivered with a 
forthright honesty but often was tinged with a sense of humor, 
such as this one: "Congratulations, you've just figured out the most 
complicated way to hold a board 30 inches off the floor." 

Frid was unique in his ability to bridge the gap between the old 
world and the new. A native of Denmark, at the tender age of 13, 
he apprenticed to a master craftsman named Gronlund Jensen. 
Five years later he was awarded journeyman status. He continued 
to pursue a university degree in interior architecture while work
ing in a cabinet shop. In 1948 Frid moved to the United States to 

(Continued on p. 24) 

Remembering Tage Frid by Paul Roman 

I first met Tage Frid in the summer of 1975 
when I was putting together the first issue 
of Fine Woodworking. 

While spending a long, hot evening with 
Tage and his wife, Emma, at their house, I 
explained what the magazine was going 
to be about and asked for his support. 
Tage, a well-known teacher and crafts
man, was at age 60 far from retirement 
and certainly didn't need to risk his repu
tation by putting his name behind some 
dubious journalistic venture with a com
plete stranger 15 years his junior. 

But by the time I left their house, he had 
agreed to help me. I learned later that it 
was only because of Emma's persuasive
ness. Emma, thank you again. 

After he received the first issue in the 
mail, Tage phoned me and in a surprised 
voice said, "Paul, it's beautiful!" 

His endorsement opened a lot of doors, 
giving me access to a large group of 
knowledgeable woodworkers and teach
ers who, like Tage, wanted to share what 
they knew with aspiring woodworkers. 
And the success of Fine Woodworking 
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gave Tage a platform from which to share 
his woodworking knowledge not only in 
the magazine but also in his authoritative 
three-book series Tage Frid Teaches 

WOOdw01-king. He also became a popular 
woodworking lecturer, traveling around 
the country leading seminars. 

Tage was one of those few gifted teach
ers who forever changes your aspirations 
and your life. In visiting his college wood
working classes over the years, I always 
was amazed at how his students weren't 
trying to be little Frids. Their furniture de
signs were all over the lot but certainly not 
"Fridian." He wanted them to find their 
own design voices. 

Tage himself was a talented designer. 
The first time he and Emma visited my 
family's house, they ate at a dining-room 
table I had built years earlier. It was made 
of %-in.-thick oak plywood with a built-up 
edge of l-in.-thick solid oak and an un
seen strip of Masonite. It wasn't long be
fore his hands discovered the inelegant 
construction, which he bluntly described 
as "Mickey Mouse." 

That was my lesson in design integrity, 
which I never forgot. It was also conso
nant with the journalistic honesty I was 
trying to put into Fine Woodworking. 

While Tage eventually retired from 
teaching, he never stopped designing. 
Even into his early 80s, he would come 
down to The Taunton Press offices and 
talk about his latest projects. Tage was al
ways thinking, trying to do new things 
and never satisfied with simply milking 
old ideas. 

His woodworking design and construc
tion precepts influ
enced how we think 
and talk about the 
subject. He was not 
alone, of course, but 
he spoke with a clear 
voice that was widely 
heard. 

Mahogany cabinet 
by Tage Frid. 

Photos, this page, Vincent laurence (top); Susan Kahn (bottom) 



Attention: Makers of solid 
panel cabinet doors 

US Pat# 5317853 CDN Pat# 2115722 
Revolutionary NEW 
Product 
The inexpensive solution 
to your age-old problem: 
• Centers solid panels 
• Compresses if 

panels expand 
• Stops panel rattle 
• Helps eliminate 

cracking glue joints 

SPACEBALLS are 0.26-diameter 
- fit standard stile and rail cutters. 

8 10 10 SPACEBALLS 
BLAC K BRIDGE ONLINE INC. 

1 ·800-826-8912 blackbridgeonline.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 99 

Build your own classic camping trailer ! 
The ultimate woodworking project 

• NO WELDING REQUIRED I 
• FULL GALLEY IN REAR 

8' Cubby 

Complete plans include bui�-in icebox, stove, water tank, 12V 
electric system, cabinets, floor hatch for porta-potty. Sleeps two 
inside the cabin, 4' x B', 900 Ibs. 

Kuffel Creek P ress ' www.kuffe/creek.com 
PO Box 2663 · Riverside · CA 925 1 6 · fax 909/781 -9409 
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CLASSIC DESIGNS by MATTHEW BURAK 
READER SERVICE NO. 175 

PREMIUM 
�PRA� ,��QillR 
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NOW YOU 
CAN ORDER 
ON-LINE! 
• Oxford Premium 

Spray Lacquers 

• Oxford Hybrid 
Varnishes 

• Oxford 
Polyurethanes 

• Homestead Dyes 

• Mirka Abrasives 

• Spray Equipment 

• Polishing Materials 

or cal/ l -800-7S2-9922 

• Scoring unit built 
• European riving knife 

safety 
• Supenor dust collection 

• Table saw / Shaper / 
Planer / Jointer / Mortiser 

• Choice of sliding tables 
• Professional precision & 

accuracy 
• Ideal for small shops & 

basements 

Let us make you a believer! Call toll-free: 

/DmER/ 
"fl.�11 •••••••••••••••• 
Invisible, 23 Gauge 
Headless Pinner 

• 
Shoots up to 1 lIS" 

• • 

PRECISION TOOLS since1971 
••••••••••• �(j.�() 

21 Gauge Headless 
Pinner & Srad Nailer 

• 
Shoots up to 1 9/16" 

/DmER! 
� ire c t:  

3605 Commercial St. Vancouver, Be 
Tel. 604.876.9909 Fax.604.B76.3914 
www.omertools.com 
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• 12" Jointer & thickness 
planer 

• FIXed jointer tables 
means no flipping!!  
Reduced changeover & 
setup 

• Cut deep mortises with ea 
• One-handed 3600 operation 
• 3.6HP motor & reversing switch 
• Over 8" lateral travel 

800-787-6747 



N o t  e s & C 0 ill ill e n  t (cont i n u e d )  

Tage Fri d 
(Continuedfrom p. 22) 

take a job teaching woodwork
ing at the School for American 
Craftsmen, first at Alfred Univer
sity and then later at Rochester 
Institute of Technology. During 
those early years as a teacher, 
Frid continued to make and 
sell furniture in his trademark 
Danish-modern style. 

In 1962 Frid launched the first 
college-level program in wood
working and furniture design at 
Rhode Island School of Design 
(RISD), where his influence 
flourished for the next quarter 
century. Many of his students 
went on to become teachers 
themselves. From 1979 to 1985, 
Frid wrote the classic series of 
books Tage hid Teaches Wood

working. Volumes 1 Goinery: 
Tools and Techniques) and 2 
(Shaping, Veneering, Finishing) 
were so well received that they 
were combined into one text 
and reissued in 1993. 

Although he was classically 
trained, Frid's take on furniture 
making was forever practical, 
grounded perhaps by his time
is-money experience as a work
ing craftsman. He was as equally 
comfoltable using a belt sander 
as he was a handplane. As he 
said in an interview that ap
peared in Fine Woodworking 

(issue #52, pp. 66-71),  "A lot of 
people get romantic about their 
tools. I don't care about the 
tools. I use anything that will get 
the job done. The end result is 
what counts." 

For more about Frid, read the 
article by former RISD student 
Hank Gilpin (FWW # 146, pp. 
80-85), a touching and humor
ous account of learning from 
the master. You also can learn 

more about the man in his own 
words in the very first article 
Frid wrote, titled "Woodwork
ing Thoughts," in FWW #1. 

-William Duckworth, 

associate editor 

Repro d u cti o n  
ta b l e  a n d  ch a i rs 
at ce nter  of 
Lo u i s i a n a  
Pu rch ase 
b i cente n n i a l  

When the 200-year anniver
sary of the Louisiana Purchase 
was reenacted recently in 
New Orleans, with dignitaries 
present from France, Spain, 
and the United States, it was 
the end of a long road for 
Louisiana cabinetmaker Greg 
Arceneaux. 

In 1988, after a fire destroyed 
part of the Cabildo, the old ter
ritorial capital, Arceneaux was 
asked to reproduce the IS-ft. 
mahogany table upon which 
the land treaty was signed, as 
well as 15 pecan chairs that sur
rounded the table. He worked 
from original specifications 
and completed the project in 
time for the reopening of the 
museum in 1991. 

The December 2003 reenact
ment concluded a year-long 
celebration in Louisiana of the 
deal that netted the embryonic 

Part of h'.tory. Greg Arceneaux's Creole-style table was used at 

a reenactment of the signing of the Louisiana Purchase, a bicenten

nial event attended by dignitaries from France, Spain, and the 

United States. 

United States more than 
800,000 square miles-an area 
that now comprises 15 states
for the relatively paltry sum of 
$15  million. Actors used Arce
neatlX'S table and chairs to re
create the 1803 event. 

The furniture is an example 
of the Creole style, which was 
popular in the Mississippi 
River valley for more than 100 
years (roughly 1705 to 1825). 

As requested, Arceneaux 
aged and distressed the pieces. 

He said his family still laughs 
about the time his 12-year-old 
daughter, who had been en
thralled with the project and 
helped to rush the seats, took a 
field tIip to the newly reopened 
Cabildo and proudly an
nounced to the museum's tour 
guide, "My daddy built these." 

The docent replied, " 0, dar
lin'. That table is 200 years old. 
He couldn't have." 

-Asa Christiana, 

managing editor 

H ea d l ey w ins  the Ca rtouche  Awa rd 

Mack Headley, master cabinetmaker at Colonial Williamsburg's 
Anthony Hay Shop in Williamsburg, Va. ,  received the 2004 Soci
ety of American Period Furniture Makers' Cartouche Award at 
Colonial Williamsburg's "Working Wood in the 18th Century" 
symposium last January. 

The award, named and designed for the decorative carving on 
top of case furniture, is given for lifetime achievement. It ac
knowledges Headley's woodworking skills, his knowledge of 
early cabinetwork, and his contributions over 23 years as a 
teacher, lecturer, and author. Headley creates reproduction furni
ture for Colonial Williamsburg's exhibition buildings. His work has 
appeared in Fine Woodworking (#150, p. 84), and he has written 
about shell carving, cabriole knees, and ball-and-claw feet in past 
issues of the magaZine. 

-Marcia Ryan, assistant editor 
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a oil pre:ssecI the seeds of the tung tree [syn: Chinawood oil ] 
Tung Oil has been in existence for centuries. I t is 
pressed from the seeds of the tung tree. Waterlox original 
family formulas are handmade wim tung oil and resin, creating a 
unique blend that bonds with the fibers of the wood surface. 
Since 1916, Waterlox continues to offer a durable and beautiful 

hand-rubbed look! It is easy to apply and can be maintained beautifully with 
little effort. Choose Waterlox for all wood surfaces: floors; woodwork; 
cabinetry; doors; windows and more! 

Ask us about our Original Sealer/Finish, Satin Finish and High Gloss 
Finish. Contact us today by e-mail: info@waterlox.com. 
or call 1 -800-32 1 -0377. 
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Rack and pinion 
blade guide height 

adjustment 

Heavy duty, European 
tri-bearing blade guides 

"'"i_-====:=::..:EXClusive, double box
• beam frame design 

for extra rigidity 
Cast iron rip fence 

Blade tension 
indicator 

Mag netic switch with 
thermal overload 

protection 

Dust collection hookup 

Foot brake w ith 
m icro switch 

USA Made Motor 
Optional 

HTC
@

Mobile Base 
ava i l able 

PBS-440 1 8" Bandsaw 
-1 2" Resaw capacity - Table: 1 6-1/2" x 22-3/4" 

- American made motor: 3hp 1 ph or 3ph 

Also available: PBS-540 22", PBS-740 30" and PBS-940 37" 
(the same great Bandsaw in larger sizes) 

'Best Overall" logo 
provided courtesy of 
Fine Woodworking magazine 

For information and a FREE catalog 
1-866-764-8570 

www.wilkemach.com 
wrrte or visit our showroom: 

3230 N Susquehanna Tmil, York, PA 17402·9716 
READER SERVlCE NO. I I I  



Wo od Tu r n i ng B Y  P H I L I P  C .  L O W E  

M a ki n g s p l i t  tu rn i n gs 
Split turnings have been incorporated into furniture 
since the 17th century and continue to be used as or

namental details in modern designs and reproduc-
tions. As the name suggests, these elements are 
turned round and then split into segments. Most of
ten, split turnings are applied to the facade of furni
ture or buildings. 

I have worked on a few antiques that incorporate 
incredibly fine split-turned elements. Some featured 
half-round turnings as surface decorations, while 
quarter-round turnings often decorated the interior or 
exterior corners of a piece. There are examples of 
other fractions of a round. Three-quarter turnings, for 
instance, were adopted in architecture to serve as a 
"bumper" to protect the outside corner of a wall. 

For the most part, early split turnings were turned 
round and then sawn apart by hand-a precarious 
job, to say the least. After the turning was split, the 
maker handplaned the back side and applied it  to 
furniture. This technique is apparent in many museum 
pieces on which half-round split turnings are not ex
actly half round. The modern process is more reli
able and involves far less risk of making a mistake. 
Dimensioned parts are glued into a single turning 
block, or billet, with a piece of kraft paper between 
each joint. After the billet has been turned on the 
lathe, it is split apart at the paper joints, which pro-

duces matching parts. 

Add a layer of paper to the glue joi nts 
To make a quarter-round split turning, glue up 

four segments that are equal in width 
and thickness into a billet. Between 
each segment place a sheet of brown 
kraft paper, which will provide a se
cure bond for turning on the lathe but 

will make the joint easy to break after the 
billet has been turned. The paper should be of medium to heavy 
weight (40 lb. to 75 lb.). The thicker or heavier the paper, the eas
ier the billet will be to split. I often use recycled brown packing pa
per or grocery bags. 

Apply glue to the surfaces of both adjoining segments. You can 
think of the paper as a very thin piece of veneer: It must have a 
glue bond with both segments. Water-soluble adhesives, such as 
hide, white, or yellow glue, work best because they are easy to re
move after d1e parts are split. 

Glue up in stages-Quarter-round split turnings require two 
stages of glue-up. First, glue up two pairs of quarter segments with 
paper in between, and then plane a flat sUIiace on each piece. Fol
low d1e same gluing procedure to assemble the two halves into the 

final turning biUet. When preparing the stock for quarter segments, 
you can dimension the pieces so d1at d1ey are slighdy thicker d1an 

Dimension two half 
segments on a jointer 
and planer so that they 
are half as thick as 
they are wide. 

Glue the two parts 
together with kraft 
paper in between. 
Apply glue to both 
s urfaces. 

Dimension fo ur 
quarter segments, 
leaving extra 
thickness to a llow 
for planing the 
two halves flat. 

Glue the quarter 
segments into 
halves with kraf�

. 

� 

HALF ROUND 

The facade of this 17th-century 

reproduction cu pboard by Bi l l  

Brown features half-round spl it 

turnings. 

QUARTER ROUND 

This serpentine chest of  drawers by 

Steven Frankl in  i l lustrates how 

quarter-round split turnings are 

used on exterior corners. 

pap" '" b""'; � . 
Fina lly, glue the �" " '\ 
two ha lves together �'. \ after planing the '., , 
adjoining faces. 
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ROll erbits.com 
Bits, Blades, Books It JXU)1'e. •• 

Shop Online For 
Whiteside Router Bits Fisch Forstner Bits 

Bench Dog Systimatic Saw Blades 
Books & Accessories 
Or Call Toll Free 

1-888-811-'l2iJ9 
www.Routerbits.com 

READER SERVICE O. 137 

• Square Drive SeaTs 
Driver SiT Slippage 

• Hardened Steel for extra Strengtn 
• Deep Tnread for Super Grip 
• Stocking Over 750 Sizes $ Styles 

THE SOURCE fOR BANDSAW ACCESSORIES 
-----------------------------------------------------------

Iturra Design : New 2004 Catalog 
• Introducing the Quick Release by Carter Products 

• Our new Blade Gage band saw blade tension meter. 

• Lenox Pro Master carbide-tipped and Bimetal blades 

• Bandrollers, rip and re-saw fences, improved tension 

springs, tires, table inserts, circle jigs, and much more. 

• History and comparison between Delta and JET bandsaws. 

CALL 1 -888-722-7078 or 1 -904-642-2802 

READER SERVICE NO. 6; 

C layton 
built in the with precision 
balanced spindles, oversized 
bearings, and a premium 
Baldor Induction Motor. 
• Benchtop and full-sized, 

professional models 
• Large table surface 
• Built-in dust port 
• Quick-change drums 

Clayton tackles the toughest 
sanding jobs . . . smoothly. 

FREE COLOR CATALOG, 
call: 1 -800-97 1 -5050 �CLAYTDN �_It?t'§jlf,mtl 
ROYAL OAK, Ml48068·0520 
READER SERVICE 0. 68 

Who SalS Good HelP 
Is Hard To Find? 

Horne shop or 
industrial plant, 
cabinet making, 
v-catVing or 3D 
crafts - ShopBot 
CNe tools are 
perfect for every 
woodworker! 

Starts at 
$5,995.00 

www.slropbottools.com 
888-680-4466 

.3hopBoL 
---'-Tools for � today! 

READER SERVICE NO. 9 

REQUEST YOUR FREE 
INFORMAnON lOTI 
www.gorillaglue.com 

1·800·966·3458 
READER SERVICE NO. 87 
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Wo 0 d Tu r n i ng ( c o nt i n u e d )  

they are wide. That way, when they are glued u p  into halves, you 
can plane one surface flat and run it through the thickness planer to 
make the surfaces parallel. Providing this extra material from the 
start allows you to remove material and still come up with a square 
piece when the two halves are joined. 

Follow the same basic steps when preparing split turnings of 
other fractions. For instance, half-round split turnings consist of 
two glued-up pieces dimensioned so that the thickness is equal to 
half the width. 

Center the bi l let on the lathe 
Before mounting the billet on the lathe, drill a pilot hole in each 
end for the headstock and tailstock centers. If you drive the coni

cal points on the centers into the ends without making pilot holes, 
the billet may split prematurely. This can make for an unsafe situ
ation, as the billet has a greater chance of breaking apart and fly
ing off the lathe while you are turning it. It's also important that the 
headstock and tailstock centers hold the billet as close to the mid
dle as possible. Mounting the billet perfectly centered ensures that 
the pieces, once separated, will be exactly tl1e same size. Use the 
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For a quarter-round 

split turning, begin by 

gluing up segments 

in pairs. Apply glue to 

both surfaces and 

clamp them with a 

piece of kraft paper 

in between (1). Hand

plane the surface 

of each half to re

move any glue 

squeeze-out (2), 
_...,...-..... _ and then glue up the 

halves with kraft 

paper between 

them (3). Clamp the 

halves (4). Make sure 

the glue is completely 

set before mounting 

the billet on the 

lathe, to prevent pre

mature separation. 

intersection of the paper joints as a centerpoint. Also, if you use a 
spur center, don't align the spurs with the joints. 

Turn with gouges and a skew chisel-Once the billet is 
mounted on the lathe, begin by rough-cutting a cylinder with a 
large flat gouge. Map out tl1e profile of the design on a story stick 
and mark the location of various elements (for example, the begin
ning and end of a cove) on tl1e cylinder. A parting tool, along witl1 
calipers adjusted to tl1e appropriate diameters, is used to turn any 
fillets or flats and to establish critical dimensions. I generally turn 
beads and quarter-rounds with a skew and use gouges of the ap
propriate size to cut the coves. I also use a gouge to cut a taper, or a 
slightly convex profile known as an entasis. The final step is sanding. 

Remove from the lathe, and split 
When the turning is complete, remove it from the lathe. Witl1 the 
turning upright on a solid surface, break it apart with a stout mal
let and the widest chisel you have. Place the cutting edge of the 
chisel on the paper joint. As you strike the chisel, angle it so that 
the bevel and the flat side of tl1e chisel are at equal angles to tl1e 

Photos, except where noted: Man Berger 



F RE E  
CATALOG! 
Your Source For 

Essential , U nique , 
& Hard To 
Find Tools!  

10 patterns · Variety of sizes/thicknesses 

Brookside Veneers Ltd. 
Cranbury, NJ 609-409-1311 

HEARNE HARDWOODS, INC. 
Specializing in 

Pennsylvania Cherry 
Plain & Figured Cherry from 4/4 to 1 6/4 

Also: Premium Walnut, Figured Maple, wide 

planks & a large variety of exceptionally fine 

domestic & imported woods including free form 

slabs, turning blanks, burls, & instrument lumber. 
Natiollal & Illtematiollal Shippillg 

200 Whiteside Dr., Oxford, PA 19363 :;: ph 610-932-7400 fax 610-932-3130 .. 
www.hearnehardwoods.com 

Toll Free 1-888-814-0007 
READER SERVICE NO. 90 

Heavy Glass Table Tops 

• Table tops 

FACTORY 
DIRECT 

DISCOUNT 
PRICING 

• Shelves TABLE 
• Doors TOPS 
• Display PHONE 
• Entertainment Centers SATISFACTION 
• Tempered Glass GUARANTEED! 
WGB • SHAPES . THICKNESSES . EDGE DESIGNS Use Reader Service For FREE Catalog 
SALES 1 -800-288-6854 
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. . . to explore 
the art of fine 
woodworking. 

to discover 
professionals 
who will help 
create your dream. 

"" ".rose" oodstudio.com 
Toll Free 1 -866-704-7778 
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Wo o d Tn r n i n g ( c o nt i n u e d )  

S P L I T  T H E T U R N I N G  

Finish the turning. Use a roughing 

gouge, a spindle gouge, a skew chisel, 

and a parting tool to turn the billet to 

its final shape. 

work and cleave the turning along 
the glueline. The fibers of the paper 
will begin to separate. 

As you drive the chisel farther into 
the turning, it may be necessary to 
rotate the chisel on its side to prevent the handle from hitting the 
workpiece. Continue to drive the chisel down the turning by strik
ing the chisel on its edge until the segments pop apart. Try to re
strain the halves so as not to drop and bruise them. Follow the 
same procedure to split apart the quarter segments. 

Remove glue and paper before appl ication 
Wipe down the flat side of the turning with a damp cloth soaked 
in hot water to remove the excess paper and glue that remain. As 
the adhesive softens, scrape it off gently with a wide chisel, card 

scraper, or hook scraper. To speed things along, you can waft the 
glue surface with heat from a heat gun, but be careful not to burn 
the edges. Repeat this until all of tlle residue is gone. 

Apply a f"mish-You have two options for finishing. If you decide 
to apply a finish to the turning on the latlle before it is split, you will 
need to use a varnish or polyurethane product, which won't be af
fected by the water and heat used during the glue-removal process. 

You also can finish the turning after it is split and clean of glue and 
paper. Temporarily mount the turning on the furniture piece with 
wood screws from behind or with double-faced tape. Mark the 
turning's location, then remove it and mask off the area to leave a 
clear spot where you will apply glue. Finish the furniture piece 
and the turning separately, and then glue the turning into place. D 
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Scrape away 
leftover glue 
and paper 
with a chisel. 
Drag the chisel 

over the sur

face with the 

bevel facing for

ward. Hide glue 

is easier to re

move with wa

ter and heat 

than yellow 

glue, but either 

choice is fine. 



WOODWORKOR1S 
15 Year Anniversary �� 

Truck Giveaway 
With each purchase you make, either from our catalog, our website 

or in one of our stores, your name will be automatically entered into our drawing! 

Call 1 -S00-22S-0000 to order a free catalog 
Check website for details: www.woodworkingshop.com 

The Keller Dovetail 
System only promises 
what it can deliver. 
Fast serup. No test curs. Precision 
joinery. Unlimited widths. Classic 
and variable spacing. Compound, 
acure and obtuse angles. Curved 
dovetails. Box joinrs. Made in USA 
since 1976. 20-yr_ warranty. 30-day 
money-back guarantee. 

"Your best choice. 
It's the easiest of all the 
jigs to use and great for 
production use." 

-Woot!worker'sjollr1lal 

VIDEO: $8.95 + $2 P/H 
KELLER & CO. 
1327 '1' Stree" Depr. F84 
PeraJuma, CA 94952 
1-800-995-2456 
707-763-9336 
www.kellerdovetail.com 

Keller Dovetail System 
Simple. Fast. Accurate. Enjoyable! 
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FREE TOOL CATALOG 
Visit us on the internet at 
highlandhardware.com 

Our comprehensive tool catalog gives you 
..........,""-"'.� more than just manufacturer's specs. 

We provide detailed tool descriptions, 
useful tips & techniques and a schedule 

of seminars & hands-on workshops. 

CALL FOR FREE TOOL CATALOG 

1 -888-500-4466 
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BUILD A 
BETTER 

stab i l i zersTM 
t i res 

READER SERVICE NO. 74 

� 1 00% Made in USA 

� 1 .5 - 25hp Systems 

� Highest Filtration 

� FREE Catalog 
� Superior Customer Service 

FREE Duct Deslln Service 
with System purchase. 

Send in a diagram of your shop and a Sales Technician will 
call you and with our On-Staff Engineers help you design a 
balanced, technically correct system to sun your needs. 

Itemized ductwork parts list & drawing provided for your 
shop - No guesswork! 

Complete line 01 Dlctwork 
Order Onl ine ! www.oneido-oir.com 
Call Us Todalr 1.8 .132.4065 
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To o l s  & M at e r i a l s 
N ew 14- i n .  b a n dsaw fro m R i ko n  offe rs good va l u e  

Rikon Power Tools recently introduced a 
14-in. bandsaw, model 10-320. And consid
ering its relatively low cost, the saw 
proved to be a solid performer. 

It has a frame built from folded sheet 
metal, a construction commonly used by 
European bandsaw manufacturers. The re-
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saw and rip capacities measured 6\.8 in. and 
13% in., respectively, numbers typical of 
most 14-in. bandsaws. 

Power is provided by a 1 -hp, 9-amp, 
120v, totally enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) 
induction motor. Unlike non-enclosed in
duction motors, a TEFC motor is much less 
likely to be affected by dust. 

The saw has two speeds: 1,445 ft. per 
minute (fpm) and 2,950 fpm. The slower 
speed generally is used for cutting plastics 
and nonferrous metals. Changing from 
one speed to another was relatively quick 
and easy. 

In terms of flatness, the table showed a 
dish of 0.005 in. ,  well within acceptable 
tolerances. Both wheels were only slightly 
out of round: the top wheel by 0.004 in. ,  
and the bottom wheel by 0.005 in. Both 
values are acceptable. 

As a rule, a bandsaw blade is easiest to 
track when the upper and lower wheels 
are in the same plane. I found the wheels 

to be perfectly parallel when 
viewed from above. But 

when viewed from the side, 
the two wheels were mis
aligned by 0 .200 in. That 

compares with an average misalignment 
of 0.106 in. in a previous review of 14-in. 

bandsaws (see FWW # 153, pp. 92-99). De
spite the higher-than-average misalign
ment, however, the blade tracked just fine. 

A rip fence is included with the saw. And 
while it won't likely be mistaken for a 
heavy-duty accessory, the fence does offer 
plenty of adjustment for blade drift. Also, it 
locked securely in place and was square to 
the top of the table. 

I ran a little test to get a sense of how 
well the Rikon could handle a heavy cut. 
First, I installed a sharp, \-2-in.-wide, 3-tpi, 
carbon-steel blade in the saw. Then, using 
a commercial tension gauge, I tensioned 
the blade to 15,000 psi. After that, I made 
several resawing cuts in 6-in.-wide soft 
maple with the saw set at the higher 
speed. The Rikon made each cut with 
little effort. 

The Rikon 10-320 sells for about $450. 
For more information, contact Rikon toll
free at 877-884-5167 or visit www.rikon 
tools.com. 

-Tom Begnal is an associate editor. 

Rikon includes a pair of dust-collection 
ports. The top port accepts hoses from most 

shop vacuums. The bottom port works with 

larger dust·collection systems. 

C rafts m a n  Qu ickRout  
wre n c h l ess ro uter c h u c k  

Craftsman has introduced a router chuck 
that allows bits to be snapped in and out 
of a router without having to wrestle 
with wrenches. The system has two 
components: a new chuck that replaces 
the router's standard chuck and adapters 
that mount to the shank of each router 
bit. Craftsman makes the new chucks in 
three versions to fit various models of 
Craftsman routers, and one version that 
will fit any Porter-Cable router. 

111e QuickRout chuck works much tl1e 
same way as quick-release fittings used 
on compressed-air hoses. The bit is held 
in the chuck by spring-loaded balls that 
snap into a groove in tl1e adapter. 

Adapters are made for both \4-in.-dia. 
and \-2-in.-dia. shank bits. The \4-in. 
adapter attaches with setscrews, while 
the \-2-in. version has a true collet. Al
though they're removable, the adapters 
are meant to be left permanently in
stalled on tl1e bits. This means that using 

Photos, except where noted, Tom Begnai 



S m a l l  ten o n  saw ri ps 
a n d  crosscuts p recise ly 
Recently, I had a chance to use a small 
tenon saw from Adria Toolworks, a company 
in Vancouver, B.C., Canada, known for mak
ing high-quality handsaws. For several 
weeks, I gave the saw a good workout. 
Visually, the saw is a beautiful blend of 

steel, brass, and African rosewood, also 
called bublnga. But the saw offers more 
than good looks. 
A 12-in.-long polished blade, made from 

spring-steel hardened to Rc54, measures 
2lf.z in. wide under the back. It has 13 tpi in 

Smoofh-cutting handsaw. Clean, smooth cuts were the norm with this small (12-in.) tenon saw 

from Adria Toolworks. 

a rip pattern. The saw has minimal set, producing a narrow kerf of 
0.025 in. The thin (0.020-in.) blade is housed In a sturdy brass 
back that holds It steady and gives the saw nice heft. 
I used the saw to cut dovetails In a cherry chest. Held in the 

typical three-fingered grasp, the handle fit my hand nicely. The 
angle of the blade, in relation to the handle, also felt natural. 
I liked the thin kerf because It enabled the saw to cut through 

the wood with little resistance. And the minimal set ensured that 
once the cut was established, it stayed the course without drifting. 

The saw was a bit grabby at the start of the cut, but with a really 
light touch, the cut was established and proceeded smoothly. 
I also used the saw to cut some tenons for a chair. In spite of 

Its rip teeth, the Adria still cut cleanly across the grain when saw
Ing tenon shoulders. 
In short, I was impressed with the performance of this saw. It's 

available for about $125 from Tools for Working Wood. For further 
details, call 800-426-4613 or go to www.toolsforworklngwood.com. 
-Chris Gochnour Is a furniture maker and woodworking teacher. 

Attach the adapter, and the rest is a snap. 
Buy an adapter for each commonly used router 

bit, and then they will snap into your router 

chuck without the need for wrenches. 

when used in the QuickRout chuck, but 
the difference wasn't dramatic. 

the system will require buying as many 
adapters, at three for $9.99, as you have 
router bits. The chuck itself sells for $ 19.99. 

I was pleased to discover that while not 
flawless, the new Craftsman chuck worked 
well without degrading the performance 
of the router or increasing runout. The 

chuck's instructions warn that only \.8-in.
deep cuts should be taken, but I found that 
Y.!-in.-deep cuts with a %-in.-dia. straight bit 
were not only possible but also were as 
smooth as cuts made with the same bit in 
the router's stock chuck. One or two bits 
seemed to have a little more vibration 

Initially, the bits did not release proper
ly, so I had to blow dust out of the chuck 
with compressed air and keep a film of 
oil on the surface of the adapters, both of 
which were recommended in the in
structions. One drawback to using the 
QuickRout chuck on Craftsman routers 
is that the chuck is almost an inch longer 
than the stock chuck, which reduces the 
available height-adjustment range con
siderably. The Porter-Cable version of 
the chuck positions the bit only l4 in. far
ther from the motor, which shouldn't 
cause problems in most setups. 

For more information, contact Crafts
man at 800-697-3277; www.sears.com. 

-John White manages the workshop 

for Fine Woodworking. 
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SawSto p 
ca b i n et 
saw soon 
to  be ava i l a b l e  

It has been almost four years now 
since SawStop introduced a remark
able device that stops a spinning saw
blade the instant it's touched by a 
finger, hand, wrist, or any other way
ward body pan. Steve Gass, the inven-
tor of the device (he's also a 
woodworker and a patent attorney 
with a doctorate in physics), had 
hoped to license the product to saw 
manufacturers. Initially, sev�ral manufac
turers showed interest, but various legal 
and economic issues soon got in the way. 
Convinced he had a valuable product, and 
aware that more than 64,000 tablesaw
related injuries occurred in 2001 alone, 
many from contact with the blade, Gass 
felt his only good option was to start mak
ing his own brand of lO-in. tablesaws. 

two Biesemeyer
style rip fences. The 36-in. fence sells for 
$250; the 52-in. version costs $350. 

The 1 Yz-hp contractor's saw, also expect
ed to be available this summer, will sell 

Cabinet saw makes shops 
safer. SawStop's long-awaited 

first saw, a cabinet-style table

saw, features the company's 

blade-stopping technology. 

for $700, including a basic rip fence. A 
Biesemeyer-style fence (either 36 in. or 
52 in.) is available as an option. For more 
information, contact SawStop at 503-638-
6201 (www.sawstop.com). 

Look for a comprehensive review of a 
production-line version of both saws in 
upcoming issues of Fine Woodworking. 

-TB. 

An experienced Taiwanese tablesaw 
manufacturer was willing to work with his 
fledgling company on the project, and to
gether they set about building both a cabi
net saw and a contractor's saw under the 
SawStop name. That was almost two years 
ago. A few weeks ago, however, abstract 
ideas became reality as the first prepro
duction SawStop cabinet saw arrived at 
company headquarters near Portland, Ore. 
That's where I got to see it up close. 

Push b l ock  has  a retracta b l e  hee l  

The SawStop cabinet saw was designed 
to compete with the popular Delta Unisaw 
and Powermatic 66 saws. In addition to the 
SawStop blade-stopping device, the saw 
has a 3-hp, 220v motor, with a 5-hp motor 
as an option. The motor includes a five
year guarantee. 

For those occasions when the blade 
guard interferes with a cut, it can be re
moved (or replaced) in just seconds. To 
help prevent kickback, the saw also in
cludes a riving knife that attaches as easily 
as the blade guard. 

The first production run of the cabinet 
saws is expected to be available this sum
mer. The basic 3-hp saw sells for $2,200, 
not including a rip fence. SawStop offers 
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A lot of push blocks have flat bottoms 
and nonslip surfaces that let you push 
against the face of a board as it's fed into 
a tablesaw blade or jointer knives. Other 
push blocks include a heel that hooks 
over the end of a board to provide ex
ceptionally secure pushing force. Now, 
however, you can get both features in 
one tool. The Joy-Block has a spring
loaded heel that hooks over the end of a 
board but retracts into the block when 
pushed against the face of a board. 

It's a clever idea that works well. 
The Joy-Block sells for about $ 13. 
For additional information, contact 
Woodworker's Supply at 800-645-
9292 (www.woodworker.com). 

-TB. 

Two-In-one push b'ock. With a 

spring-loaded and retractable heel, 

the Joy-Block push block can push a 

board from the face surface (top) or 

by hooking the heel over the end 

(bottom). 
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Build a Greene & Greene 
Side Table 

Pi n ned a n d  p l ugged j o i nts a d d  bea uty a nd stre ngth 

B Y  G A R Y R O G O W S K I  

S imple is beautiful, so they say. But I also know that simple and 

beautiful together are challenging to achieve. This became 

apparent when I set out to reproduce this Greene and Greene 

side table, which embodies the details and construction tech
niques practiced by the prolific furniture-making brothers Charles 

and Henry Greene in the early 20th century. 

The table base is assembled with pinned mortise-and-tenon 

joints; square ebony plugs decorate the pinned joinery; 
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breadboard ends keep the tabletop flat; and the piece features a 

cloud-lift motif. 

Although the construction details are fairly simple, the challenge 

lay in translating the beauty of the table from photograph to the 

real thing. At first, I made a scale drawing from the photo, but the 
table looked oversize and chunky. To overcome my dilemma,  I 
built a full-scale mock-up out of cardboard. This took only a few 

hours of slicing pieces of cardboard and assembling them with 
hot-melt glue. If a part seemed too big, I cut it down 

and rebuilt the model. 
For the tabletop, the aprons, and 

the stretchers, I chose a thickness 

of 1 in., which matched the strong 
appearance of the legs. When I was hap

py with the look of the cloud lift, I made a 

template for it out of '/!-in.-thick medium

density fiberboard ( MDF) and then transferred 

the shape to my cardboard aprons. After I 

drew the breadboard ends on the cardboard 
top, the design felt and looked right. Now it 

was time to mill some wood. 

Cut mortise-and-tenons first 
The table is assembled with mortise-and-tenon 

joinery that is pinned and plugged. Thick legs 

provide ample room for the mortise-and-tenon 

joints from the aprons and stretchers without 

having them run into each other. All eight mor

tises for the aprons are the same size, and the 
tenons are haunched on top. The four mortises 

for the side stretchers also are the same size, 

but the tenons are not haunched. 
The first step is to mill the legs to final dimen

sion. Once the legs are complete, cut and fit the 

aprons and the side stretchers. These pieces 

Photos, except where noted: Mart Berger; lhis page: Michael Pekovich 
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Cut the cloud 11ft with a template and router table. Rout the 

cloud-lift motif on the aprons after cutting and fitting the apron 

tenons in the leg mortises. 

should be cut and fitted before shaping the cloud lifts. The tenons 

can be cut on the tablesaw or on the router table. Fine-tune with 

a shoulder plane until you achieve a sweet fit. 

Cut the through-mortises in the side stretchers-The center 

stretcher isn't absolutely crucial for the strength of the table, but it 

is an important visual element. The center stretcher is connected 

to the two side stretchers with pinned through-mortise-and

tenons. To allow the center stretcher to expand and contract as 

needed, the holes in the tenons are elongated, and no glue is used 

in the joint. 

Cutting the through-mortises in the side stretchers requires re

moving a lot of wood, so it's best to do this in steps. First, remove 

most of the waste on the drill press with a brad-point bit sized 

slightly smaller than the mortise. Use a fence to keep the bit cen
tered in the workpiece, and clamp a piece of scrapwood to the 

table under the exit point of the bit to prevent any blowout on 

the bottom of tile workpiece. Next, set up your router table with a 

3,4-in.-dia. straight bit and make a series of passes to clean out the 

rest of the mortise. To set the length of cut, clamp stops onto the 

router-table fence. Finally, square up the mortise ends with a chisel. 

Shape the cloud l ift 
Once all of the joinery on the table base has been cut (except for the 

tenons on tile center stretcher), you can shape tile cloud-lift pattern 

on the aprons. Shaping always comes after jOinery so tllat you can 

utilize the flat faces and edges for measuring and indexing your cuts. 
Use a template to trace the cloud lift on each end of the aprons, tllen 

rough-cut the shape on the bandsaw. Cut close to the line, within 

\16 in., then use the template as a guide to rout the final shape. 

For speed and safety, I made a holding jig for template

routing the cloud lifts (see the top photo at left). Make the 

P I N  A N D  P L U G  

T H E  J O I NTS 

Drive in  a dowel with 

glue below the area 

chiseled square 

(top). Cover the 

squared hole with an 

ebony plug. Bevel 

the top of the plug 

on four sides with a 

chisel (bottom). A 

piece of veneer 

placed under the 

chisel protects the 

table leg from dam

age as you pivot the 

chisel upward on its 

bevel edge. 

Assemble the table sides. Apply glue to the tenon cheeks and the mortise 

walls and then assemble each side separately, checking to make sure they 

go together square and true. 
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Dry·flt the base and measure for 
the center stretcher. A piece of 

wood between the bottoms of the legs 

(above) prevents them from bowing in

ward. Then center the stretcher and 

mark for the tenon shoulders (below). 

router cut downhill on the end grain to prevent blowout. If cut 

properly, it will take only a bit of sanding with 180- and 220-grit 

paper to clean up the edges. The long edges of the aprons can be 

scraped or planed where needed, and the corners are rounded 

first by chamfering with a block plane and then sanding lightly. 

Dri l l  and chop for the square plugs 
The mortise-and-tenons are pinned for strength and are capped 

with square ebony plugs. It's easier to drill and square up tl1e holes 

before assembling the table. Chuck a \4-in. brad-point bit in me 
drill press and drill about \4 in. into the legs where the plugs will be 

roughly centered in me tenon. Then square up each hole witl1 a 

chisel. If your squaring is a little off, don't worry. The square plug 

stock is made a hair oversize and will fill up any little indiscretions. 

The holes for the pins will be drilled after table assembly. 

ow's a good time to sand the parts because it's much simpler to 

do before assembly. On tl1is table, I planed, scraped, and sanded 
all of the parts, except for tl1e inside faces of me aprons, which I 

simply handplaned. Leaving any tool marks will make tl1e piece 

worm more someday on Antiques Roadshow. 

Glue up the two side assemblies 
This table is easier to glue up in sections, beginning with the side 

assemblies Oegs, aprons, stretchers). But before you break out me 

glue bottle, test tl1e fit of all parts with a dry run. Dry-assembling 
any piece is not just a good idea-it's the law in my shop. I know 

it's hard to stop me building momentum, but just a few minutes of 

Glue up the base. 
Clamp one side of the 

table to a workbench to 

help support the project 

during final glue-up. 

Pins secure the 
unglued through· 
tenon. Drive a dowel 

through the stretcher 

and cap it with a square 

ebony plug. No glue is 

necessary to hold this 

joint together. 

planning and practice will keep your pulse rate nice and low and 
make for smoomer glue-up. 

First, pull out all of the clamps and clamping pads that will be re
quired and run through the sequence to determine where you 

need to apply pressure. When you're satisfied with the fit, assem

ble the parts with glue. Once the clamps are on, check the legs 

wim a straightedge to make sure mey are flat and square. If tl1e as
semblies are out of square, adjust the clamp pressure as needed. 

Plane me aprons flush to tl1e tops of me legs after me glue dries. 

Pin and plug the joinery-When me assembled table sides are 

dry, drill for me pins everywhere you made square holes for the 
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Attach breadboard ends 

to the tabletop 

Cut a groove in each bread
board end. Center the groove in 

the board but reference all of 

the related cuts off the top side 

of each workpiece. 

Rout a stopped groove for the 
ebony end caps. Cut a deep 

groove in the edge of the bread

board end and a shallow groove 

in the tabletop panel. 

Rout the tongue. Creep up on the fit by routing just 

shallow of the final fit on both sides. Then fine-tune the 

fit with a shoulder plane. 

Fit the tongue-and-groove 
joint. Handplane a slight con

cave on the breadboard ends 

to create a tight spring joint. 
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ebony plugs. Drive the pins below the surface of the legs with a drift 

pin. Now you're ready to add the ebony plugs. You can prepare the 

plug stock ahead of time; just remember that the project requires 

two sizes of pins and plugs. Mill the plugs square but a bit oversize 

on the tablesaw, then fine-tune the fit with a block plane. Before 

cutting off each square plug, chamfer one end of the ebony stock. 

The plugs are glued in place with some help from a hammer. 

When you're driving in a wood plug, you can tell that it's gone far 

enough when blows from the hammer make a pinging sound. Fi

nally, bevel the plugs to a pyramid with a chisel. 

Cut and fit the center stretcher 
To size the center stretcher, you first have to dry-fit the base with 

the long aprons clamped in place. Put a spacer between the bot

toms of the legs that is the same length as the long apron (from 

shoulder to shoulder) to keep the legs from bowing inward. Rest 

the center stretcher over the side stretchers, then mark the location 

of the tenon shoulders directly on the workpiece. 

Once the shoulder-to-shoulder dimension of the center stretcher 



has been determined, establish the tenon shoulders on the table
saw and cut away the cheeks using the router table. I put Yl6-in. 

shoulders on the sides of the tenons to conceal any inconsistencies 

in the fit. These shoulders can be cut on the bandsaw and finished 
with a chisel. Finally, use a shoulder plane to fit the through-tenons. 

When fitting a tenon, check it for shiny spots after each test fit. 

These spots indicate where the tenon is rubbing against the wall of 

the mortise. Plane a little off these spots until the jOint fits perfectly. 

Finish the tenons by cbamfering the ends with a block plane. 

Last, rout tbe cloud-lift patterns on the center stretcher at the 

router table witll the cloud-lift template. 

Finish assembling the table base 
Final assembly should be done on a flat surface. Once again, dry

fitting tlle parts is essential before getting out tlle glue. Put tlle long 

aprons into their mortises on one side. Then install the center 

stretcher. Line up the other side assembly and put all of the tenons 

into place. Once the base bas been glued up, check it for square 

across its diagonals and adjust as needed. 
After the glue dries, stand the table on all four legs and hammer 

the pins into tlle mortise-and-tenons on the stretcher system and on 

the long aprons. Then glue in the ebony plugs on top of the pins. 

Shift your sights to the breadboard ends 
When gluing up tlle tabletop, make sure the boards are aligned for 

looks and grain direction. Milled to tbe same thickness as the top, 

the breadboard ends are \-2 in. longer tllan the top is wide. The ends 

attach with a tongue-and-groove joint and screws set in slotted holes. 

On the router table, cut tlle groove in the breadboard ends first. 

Then cut the tongue on tlle top using a plunge router. I sneak up 

on a good fit by routing tlle tongue close to size and tllen using a 
shoulder plane to fine-tune the fit. Don't force tllis fit or you'll split 

the breadboard end along tlle groove. 

Once the breadboard ends are fitted onto the tongues, drill holes 

for tlle screws. Elongate the screw holes (making them wider as 

you move out from center) so tlut tlle tongue can shrink and ex

pand inside the groove. Use the tang (handle end) of a \I.l-in. 
round-saw file to ream the hole from the inside. Similar to the 

pinned and plugged leg joinery, tlle screw holes in the breadboard 

ends are squared for ebony plugs. 

Another detail to these Greene and Greene style breadboard 

ends are the shaped ebony caps on the sides of the breadboard end 

joints, which mimic a spline. These caps are set into stopped 

grooves cut in the breadboard ends as well as the tabletop. The 
caps are glued only to the top panel. That way, as the top expands 

and contracts, it will move inside the breadboard ends and dis
guise the movement of the top panel (see the top left drawing on 

p. 37). These stopped grooves are cut on the router table before 

tlle pans are assembled, using tlle same fence setting used for cut
ting tlle grooves in the breadboard ends. 

Last, handplane a slight concave on tlle groove side of the bread

board ends. Tllis creates a spring joint to hold the ends tightly to the 

tabletop. During assembly, apply glue only to the center 2 in. of the 

tongue. Then drive 3-in.-long screws through the elongated holes. 

Once the parts have been assembled, plug the screw holes with 

ebony and c1lisel the square plugs into pyranlids. 

Tbe tabletop is fastened to tlle base with wood buttons that fit in
to slots on the inside of the table aprons about \-2 in. down from 
tlleir top edges. Make sure the buttons have room to move back 

and forth in their slots to accommodate any wood movement. 

If you've planed, scraped, and sanded all of the pans ahead of time, 
tlle table should be ready for a finish. I used three coats of garnet 

shellac rubbed out with rottenstone for an even, durable coat. 0 

Gary Rogowski teaches classes at The Northwest Woodworking Studio in 
Portland, Ore., where he lives. 

D E C O R A T E  T H E  B R E A D B O A R D  E N D S W I T H  P L U G S  A N D  C A P S  

Drive screws through the breadboard ends. The 

holes on either side of center should be elongated to 

allow the panel to expand and contract. 

Apply the ebony plugs and end caps. Glue the ebony end cap only to the tabletop panel 

so that it can move freely in the breadboard end. 
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Shoulder 
Planes 

Reviewed 
Fu rn itu re m a ke rs ca n ch oose 

fro m a w i d e  va ri ety 

of h igh-pe rforma nce too ls  

B Y  C H R I S  G O C H N O U R  

T hree tools that always find their way to my workbench 

are the smoothing, block, and shoulder planes. Of the three, 

the shoulder plane commonly is viewed as a specialized 

tool with limited application, but this is not true. In a college 

furniture-making class I teach, students generally bring their 

own smoothing and block planes but end up borrowing my 

shoulder plane daily. Their actions confirm what I concluded 
some time ago: There is a never-ending list of tasks for a well

tuned shoulder plane. 

A shoulder plane is a member of the rabbet-plane family. Its 

body has open sides, and the blade projects slightly from each side 
of the plane. Unlike tl1e rabbet plane, which is designed to create 

S U I T E D  F O R  A V A R I E T Y  O F  T A S K S  

Shoulder planes excel at fitting tenon cheeks (top left), tuning 

shoulders (bottom left), and cleaning up tr im (below). These tools cut 

cross-gra in ,  long-gra in,  and end-grain wood. 



C L I FT O N 
www.highlandhardware.com 800-241-6748 

www.thebestthings.com 800-884-1373 

C lifton is a maker of hand 
tools in Sheffield, England, a 

historic mecca for steel- and 
tool-making. 
Each of the Clifton planes 

has a cast-iron body, which is 
ground and polished. The lever 
caps are made from unbreak
able, malleable iron. The ma
chining of the Clifton 420, 
3110, and 410 was of high quality; except 
for the sole of the 3110, which required 
slight lapping, the soles and sides of these 
planes were straight and true. 
The %-In.-thick blades, made from 

oil-hardened tool steel, contributed to 
a solid, chatter-free cut. Blade adjust
ments are made by knurled captive nuts 
that engage the blade via a slot in Its 
back. Although smooth and precise, 
with minimal backlash (slop), the nuts 
inadvertently slightly altered the blade's 
lateral position_ 
The wide blades on the Clifton planes 

require them to be set either to the left or 
to the right for use. To avoid this adjust
ment, the blades can be ground narrower. 
The Clifton 420 is an excellent general-

Versatile plane. Remov

ing the nosepiece from the 

Clifton 3110 converts the 

tool to a chisel plane for 1ifIil •• cleaning up tight areas. 

purpose shoulder plane, weli suited for a 
wide variety of trimming and tuning tasks. 
Its moderate weight and narrow body made 
it easy to grasp. The tool's tali profile pro
vided good clearance from obstructions 
for the palm and fingers, while its lever 
cap served as a comfortable palm rest 
and, in certain situations, could be grasped 
as a handle. However, it was not as easy to 
hold while the plane was used on its side 
to shoot tenon shoulders. The tool's nar
row mouth helped minimize torn grain and 
made nice end-grain and cross-grain shav
ings possible. 
The Clifton 410 is a smalier version of 

the 420. Its light weight and slender body 
made it easy to hold In one hand, so the 
plane could be used to access awkward or 

420 
Body:  3j., in .  wide by 8 i n .  long 
Weight: 2 lb .  10 oz. 
Price: $220 

410 

3110 3-I N-1 PLANE 
Body: Ph i n .  wide by  6 i n .  long 
Weight: 2 lb .  l oz. 
Price: $230 

Body: % in. wide by 5'1., in. long 
Weight: l ib.  2 oz. 
Price: $ 2 15 

confined places, such as when cleaning 
the bottom of dadoes and grooves. 
The Clifton 3110 Is a fine general

purpose shoulder plane In Its own right, 
but It has the added benefit of being 
able to convert to a bullnose plane or a 
chisel plane. 
In shoulder-plane mode, the 3110 

covered ground quickly, working tenon 
cheeks cross-grain. Its width also made it 
the easiest of the Clifton planes to hold 
while shooting tenon shoulders. The tool 
had a tight mouth and came with two 
additional shims, enabling me to regulate 
its opening. 
The 3110 can be converted to a buli

nose plane by unscrewing the long nose
piece and replacing it with a shorter one. 
By removing the nosepiece altogether, 
the 3110 becomes a chisel plane. 

a joint rapidly, the shoulder plane's purpose is to refine and perfect 
existing joinery. I use it to trim the cheeks of a tenon so that the 

joint has a pistonlike fit; to pare a tenon's end-grain shoulders to 

make an invisible glue joint; to eliminate machine marks from rab
bet joints; to refine molding details and perfect their alignment; 

and to perform tasks that require a plane capable of working into 

ther metal or wood. And even though they look quite different, 

both versions are capable of producing quality results. Metal 
shoulder planes generally have blades bedded at a low angle (20°) 

with a 25° bevel facing upward. The effective cutting angle is 

about 45°,  low enough for end- and cross-grain work yet still ca

pable of producing good results working with the grain. 

a corner. The heft of the tool, its tight 

mouth, and comfortable fit in hand make 

controlled and precise cuts easy. 

Shoulder planes can be made from ei-

Photos, Mark Schofield 

Watch it 

on the Web 

For more on using 
shoulder planes, go to 

www.finewoodworking.com. 

The blades of wooden-body planes, on 

the other hand, are bedded at a much 

steeper angle, and their bevels face 

downward. This makes for a steeper 
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Body: 1% i n .  wide 
by 11 i n .  long 
Weight: 2 lb .  
Price: $ 170 

This German-made tool is the only all-wood-body plane I 
tested. The horn-beam body is toothed to a rock-hard lignum 

vitae sole that glides over wood. The plane I received was slightly 
out of true, but flattening its sole required little effort. The 
mouth is adjustable not only for use but also because the dou
ble iron that's installed from the plane's sole requires the 
mouth to open wide and allow the iron's passage. 
Unlike most wooden planes, the E.C. Emmerich doesn't use 

a wedge to hold its blade. Rather, it uses the Primus adjustment 
mechanism (see the photo below). The depth adjuster works in 
harmony with a spring bar to reduce backlash and blade chat
ter, but this system made blade changes cumbersome. Two 
adjusting screws on the plane's side did an excellent Job of set
ting the blade lateral ly. 
The plane was best suited for two-handed use-a one-handed 

grasp was awkward-and the plane's tall profile gave my fingers 
ample clearance from obstructions. Although the plane was 
capable of end-grain work, it excelled at long-grain rabbet work, 
and its 50° pitch reduced torn grain in figured wood. 

Unique adjustment. The E.C. Emmerich plane employs a Primus 

blade-adjustment mechanism, which has a spring-loaded bar that 

hooks the center of the chipbreaker/blade and pulls it against the bed. 
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cutting angle, varying from 50° to 65° ,  depending on the model. 
This cutting angle will excel in long-grain work with challenging 

hardwoods but potentially can limit the plane's utility in end

grain work. 

Many of the old standard shoulder planes are no longer on the 

market. Record doesn't make hand planes anymore, and Stan

ley, after more than 100 years of manufacturing excellent 

shoulder planes, has stopped production. 
The good news is that many smaller 

manufacturers around the world have 

stepped up to fil l  the void, producing 

some of the finest and most diverse hand

planes ever made. 

I looked at 14 shoulder planes in a wide 

range of styles and sizes from seven man

ufacturers. To be as objective as possible, I 

sharpened all of the plane blades at 25°  

and then honed them with a 2° microbevel, 

polishing to 8,000 grit using waterstones. I 

then put each plane through a series of 

tests on a variety of woods. 

1:1�IIQ"a·I.nl 
www.craftsmanstudio.com 888-500-9093 

W hatever type of work you do, there's a Gordon shoulder plane 
to fit your needs. Made in Australia, the plane is available 

In four sizes, ranging in width from Y.t in. to 1� in. Choices for the 
beautiful hardwood bodies include rosewood, ebony, ironwood, 
and gidgee. The wood is housed in a brass channel to ensure that 
the sole and sides stay true through extended use. Held firm by a 
wedge that abuts a pivoting brass block, the blade is bedded with 
its bevel down at a steep 65° pitch. Flip over the blade so that the 
bevel faces up, and the tool becomes a scraping plane. This is 
a nice bonus if you're working challenging grain. Blade 
adjustments are done with a 

%-I N .  PL ANE 
Body: '12 i n .  w i d e  by 5%6 i n .  long 
Weight: 10 oz. 
Price: $ 120 

%-I N .  PLANE 
Body: % i n .  w ide  by  7 i n .  long 
Weight: l i b.  
Price: $ 130 



I began by machining 1 �-in.-Iong tenons on 5-in.-wide hard 

maple. Then I cut the shoulders 1 0  out of square and kept the 
tenon cheeks oversize. I used each plane to correct the out-of

square shoulders and trimmed the cheeks to fit. 
I also used each of the planes to fine-tune the fit of an oversize 

tongue on a matched joint in quarter

sawn white oak. Finally, I cleaned up 
sawmarks from a rabbet joint in fig

ured bubinga. 

I assessed each tool's performance re

garding ease of setup and adjustment, 

and the blade's ability to hold a keen 

edge. I evaluated how well they could 

make a solid and unwavering cut that 
was chatter-free with minimal torn grain. 

Final ly, I considered the ergonomics, 

comfort, and balance of the tool in my 

hands. Test evaluations for each tool are discussed on pp. 43-47. 

Chris Gochnour is a frequent contributor to F ine Woodworking on 
hand tools. 

small wood hammer; this takes a bit of getting used to, but the 
instructions offer some helpful guidance. 
I was impressed with how consistent and well-made the Gor

don planes were. All four had tight mouths, the sole and sides 
were square and true, and the blades fit the planes perfectly. 
I was skeptical of how planes with such a steep pitch would 

handle end- and cross-grain work. But these tools had no problem 
working maple end-grain shoulders, repeatedly taking full-length 
shavings. With blades sharp, the Gordon planes also had no prob
lems with cross-grain work, and when planing the figured bubinga 

i-I N .  PLANE 

rabbet, they were at the top of the class. 
Although minimalist in form, the Gordon 

planes were comfortable to hold in a variety 
of situations, and their design reminded 

me that sometimes less is more. 

i%-I N .  PLANE 
Body: 1 i n .  w ide by  7% i n .  long 
Weight: 1'h l b .  

Body: 11;" i n .  wide by  81%6 i n .  l ong 
Weight: 2'14 l b .  

Price: $ 135 Price: $ 145 

1" I�"jJij�1 

073 

www. lie-nielsen.com 
800·327-2520 

Body: 1'14 i n .  wide 
by 8'14 in .  long 
Weight: 3 l b .  12 oz.  
Pr ice:  $225 

'I.-I N .  BRONZE 
Body: 112 i n .  wide 
by 5112 in .  long 
Weight: 112 l b .  
Pr ice:  $ 160 

L ie-Nielsen's 073 is an all-metal shoulder plane based on the classic English design of Edward Preston. The body is cast 
from ductile iron, a strong and resilient material that is less 
brittle than gray Iron. The tool has a highly polished bronze lever 
cap, and the mouth opening can be adjusted easily by a mov
able toe shoe. A screw in front regulates the movement in and 
out, and a screw on top locks the shoe in place. 
The cryogenically tempered A2 steel blade adjusted smoothly 

with very little backlash, but changing the depth did have the 
problem of slightly altering the blade's lateral position. 
The body was ground absolutely flat and square, although 

some of the edges were a bit sharp. The blade fit the body well, 
allowing me to use the plane on either side without having to 
adjust the blade. Honing the blade prior to use was all it took to 
put the Lie-Nielsen 073 into action. 
The plane's tall body gave fingers and palms good clearance 

from longer tenons, and the wide blade covered ground quickly 
when sizing tenon cheeks. I found the 073 to be excellent on 
large work that required a two-handed grasp, but the tool's 
length, width, and weight made it less ideal for one-handed use. 
This plane is a rock-solid performer. If you're looking for a 

larger shoulder plane, the Lie-Nielsen 073 is sure to please. 
In the tradition of fine English infill planes, the Lie-Nielsen 

Y.z-in. plane is cast manganese bronze filled with rosewood. The 
A2 blade is secured in place with a wooden wedge that also 
serves as a pad for the palm of your hand. Blade adjustments 
are made in the traditional way with a setting hammer. 
The machining of the tool was exact: It had a flat sole and 

square sides, the mouth was tight, and the blade fit the body 
closely. Despite the tool's diminutive size, its bronze and rose
wood body provided surprisingly good heft. Too small to be a 
general-purpose shoulder plane for cabinetmakers, it excels as 
a small plane for fine detail work, miniatures, or models. 
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S T .  J A M E S  B AY C ustom-made by a small company In Mesa, Ariz., 
this Inflll plane Is cast from bronze and has a 

cocobolo Inflll and wedge. The Norris-type blade ad
juster fit loosely in the body but stili worked well. 
However, In some situations, the long blade and 

www.stjamesbaytoolco.com 
800-574-2589 

i-I N .  I N FI L L  
Body: 1 i n .  wide 
by 8 i n .  long 
Weight: 3 lb .  10 oz. 
Price: $300 

Prominent depth adjuster. 
The St. James Bay plane's blade 

adjuster works well, but its 

great length sometimes makes 

10-___ .... holding the plane awkward. 

Tu ning a shou1der plane 

A shoulder plane is a precision tool and must be fine-tuned to 
get the most out of it. First, check that the plane's sides are 
parallel with each other. If they are not, It is probably best to re
turn the plane to the manufacturer. You also should check that 
the plane's sole is square to its sides and flat. 
If it Is necessary to true the sole, clamp a square block of 

wood to a dead-flat abrasive surface. With the plane assembled, 
tensioned, and ready for use, but with the blade retracted into 
the plane's body and flush with the plane's side, hold the tool 
square against the wooden guide block and lap the sole true. 
Next, check that the blade fits the plane body accurately. It 

should be parallel to the plane's sole and sides, projecting 
slightly (0_004 in. to 0.005 in.) from each side. This projection 
is a bit like the set In a handsaw; It provides necessary clear-

Check for squareness. 
The sole of the plane 

should be 90° to the sides. 

If it's only slightly off and 

the sides are parallel, cor

rect the problem by flatten

ing the sole. Set up a guide 

block (right) 90° to the 

abrasive surface. Check 

for square ness after each 

couple of strokes. 
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adjustment knob were right where I wanted my 
palm to rest. The blade is made from oil-hardened 
tool steel and really held an edge well when re
peatedly punished on some white-oak end grain. 
This Is one of the heaviest planes I looked at, 

with consequent advantages and disadvantages. 
It was tiring to hold for long periods of time, es
pecially with one hand. Conversely, Its great heft 
made It absolutely solid In trimming end-grain 

shoulders and figured hardwood. Akin to a train, the 
tool was slow to get moving, but once set In motion, there wasn't 
much to slow It down. This plane is finely crafted, aesthetically 
pleasing, and gave a solid performance. 

Narrow the 
blade. Use writ

ing paper as 

shims to grind the 

blade so that it 

projects 0.004 in. 

to 0.005 in. 

ance. If the blade does not project from the side, the tendency 
Is for the plane to be pushed farther out of the cut with each 
successive pass, resulting In a cut that is not at an accurate 
90°. If It projects too much, the blade can mar the edge adja
cent to the surface being worked. 
To correct a blade that is misaligned or too wide, carefully 

grind the blade into alignment. Extra care must be taken not to 
make the blade sides too narrow or out of parallel, which would 
render the blade useless. 
I have a favorite method for aligning the blade with the 

plane's sides and providing accurate side projection. First, 
secure the blade in the plane's body. Make sure the blade's 
cutting edge Is In alignment with the sole and its sides project 
equally from both sides of the plane's body. Lock the blade In 
place and set or position two pieces of O.OO4-in. to O.OO5-ln. 
shim stock (medium-weight writing or printer paper will do) 
1� in. apart on an abrasive lapping plate. With the side of the 
plane resting on the shim stock and the blade exposed to the 
abrasive, lap the blade Into alignment on each side. Be careful 
to keep the shims free of abrasive particles so that you don't 
scratch the plane. 



S H E P H E R D  
www.shepherdtool.com 519-624-7350 

The Shepherd Tool 
Co. Is a small outfit 

that makes hand
planes and kits In On
tario, Canada, repro
ducing Inflll planes 
based on the patterns 
of legendary planemak
ers Stewart Spiers and 
Thomas Norris. The shoulder planes I 
tested were two different sizes of a 
Spiers style No. 8. The bodies, made 

Body: 1';" i n .  wide by 8 i n .  long 
Weight: 2 l b. 13 oz. 
Pr ice: $264 

from plates of steel or brass Joined with Interlocking double dove
tails, were appealing because they don't have the Internal stresses 
that can distort a cast plane body. The sides of the planes, however, 
were slightly out of parallel from bottom to top; this Is a situation 
that would make tuning the planes a challenge. The company as
sured me that the planes are warranted and that any manufactur
Ing defects would be corrected or the planes replaced. 
The dovetail body Is filled with attractive coco bolo, which Is 

secured In place with steel pins that are riveted from side to side. 
The blade Is supported Its full length by a bed of wood and steel 
that readily dampens vibration. A sculpted wedge, which doubles 
as a palm rest, holds the blade In place. Blade adjustments are 

made with a hammer, and the hook at the rear of 

%-I N .  PLANE 
Body: % i n .  wide by  7 i n .  long 
Weight: 2 lb .  
Pr ice:  $ 139 

A pivoting hand rest. The 

Veritas plane has a knob on the 

top of the lever cap that acts as 

a hand rest and pivots 180°. 

V E R I TA S  
www. leeval ley.com 

800-871-8158 

%-I N .  B RASS 
Body: % i n .  w ide by 8 i n .  long 
Weight: l ib .  13 oz. 
Price: $ 289 

the Iron makes It possible to retract the Iron. On each plane, 
the blade Is much wider than the body and required shifting 
from side to side In use. I'd make It narrower. 
There's nothing quite like an Inflll plane. If you have shied 

away from them because of the scarcity of antique originals 
or because of high-priced 
reproductions, a Shepherd 
plane In kit or finished form 
may be the answer. 

Blade adjustment with a 
hammer. Both of the Shepherd 

planes require a hammer to ad

just the depth of the blade and 

to free the blade for sharpening. 

Veritas Is the latest company to enter the shoulder-plane 
market. The company's design team Is well known for tak

Ing a fresh look at traditional designs, and true to form, this 
plane has some unique and Innovative Ideas. 
The plane's body Is cast from ductile Iron, and all of Its edges 

are nicely eased. It has an adjustable mouth that Is regulated 
by two screws, one that moves the toe piece In and out and an
other that locks It In place. The l;f.-In.-thlck blade Is made from 
A2 steel and is regulated with a very precise Norris-style adjuster 
that didn't affect the blade's lateral setting when I tested it. 
The blade on the Verltas was a mere 0.003 In. wider than Its 

body, but with setscrews In the plane's side, the blade could be 
set and held In perfect alignment. The blade projected only 
0.0015 In. from each side, which made for accurate and consis
tent planing into corners. 
One of the most unique features of the Verltas plane is its 

lever-cap design. It has a pivoting knob that let me adjust the 
plane to fit my hand and holding style. This feature, In conjunc
tion with the finger hole cast in the plane's body, makes the 
plane suitable for many different situations. I really liked the way 
the Veritas plane felt In my hands and the excellent results it pro
duced. The price of this plane, its novel features, and all-around 
good performance make the Verltas a worthy winner. 
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Inspiration for a 
Bedside Cabinet 

B Y  M I C H A E L  F O R T U N E  

When designing a piece of furni

ture, I never know where an 

idea is going to come from. In

deed, it sometimes evolves quietly from an 

unlikely place. That certainly was tlle case 

when I designed this bedside cabinet. 

During my college days, my apartment 

had virtually no furniture. One day, how

ever, I had the good fortune to find an old 

pine chest of drawers in a ditch by tlle side 

of tl1e road. I hauled me piece back to my 

apartment, all the while anticipating the 

luxury of getting my clomes off the floor. 

I figured tlle chest to be about 200 years 
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S u bt le  deta i ls co m p lement 
fo rm a n d fu nction  

old. It was ap
parent tl1at the 

builder was bOtll 

clever and expe

ditious, as evidenced by back legs tllat sim

ply were cut out of solid-wood side panels. 

I ended up living with that chest for 35 

years. During tllat time, I came to appreci

ate the brilliance of the simple back-leg de

sign. And when I began to design this 

bedside cabinet, I included the leg curve 

from tllat wonderful old chest. 
The bedside cabinet also includes a wide 

cove that runs top to bottom along the 

back.  
Initially, it 

was to serve as a channel 

for cords from a lamp and an alarm clock. 

But some rough sketches I made, followed 

by more detailed drawings, revealed that 

the cove also introduced an interesting 

rhythm to the back surfaces of tl1e form. 

Photos: Michael Cullen. Trent Photographics 



I included the semicircular cutout detail 

on the bottom of the doors to draw atten

tion to the space under the cabinet. The 

door cutout also complements the cove at 
the back of the cabinet. 

I wanted to avoid using European-style 

concealed hinges for the door. Although 

you can't see these hinges when the doors 

are closed, European hinges become very 

visible once a door is opened. I thought the 

mechanism would look too big on a some

what smallish piece. I solved the problem 

by incorporating a bead detail on both 

sides of the front legs. Then I put two butt 

hinges within each bead. As a result, the 

barrel of the hinge simply becomes part of 
the bead detail. First, though, I had to find a 

hinge with the appropriate thickness, and 

then I sized the bead to match the barrel of 

the hinge. 
I 've used this bead-and-hinge detail be

fore, with an ebony bead and brass hinges 

acid-etched to make them black in color. 

A C A B I N E T W I T H  C U R V E S  

S I D E  V I EW 

When installed, the hinges all but disap

pear into the bead, especially after coating 

them with the same clear lacquer used on 

the cabinet. 

The drawer was planned as a simple 

curved-front box that would be hung on 

drawer glides mounted to the underside of 

FRONT V I EW 

4% i n .  

28  i n .  

I+-- 14% i n .  � 
TOP V I EW 

Top 

Fortune used a variety of 

techniques to construct 

the curved components 

of the piece. 

Drawings: Vince Babak 

T T 
17'h i n .  

1 
5'h i n .  

T It-oE<--- 203/4 i n .  --->�I 

Vac u u m-press
veneered s ides 

La m i nated d rawer 
sides and front 

10-i n .  d rawer gl ides 

Vac u u m-press-veneered 
doors and fa lse drawer 
front 

This found chest was the 
author's design inspiration 
for dozens of pieces. 

the top. But then I realized once the drawer 

was opened, the rectangular shape would 

be out of character with the curved lines of 

the cabinet. So, using bent-lamination tech
niques, I curved the drawer sides to match 

the curve of the cabinet. 
Designing furniture can be a wonderful 

challenge. The process of waiting to see if 

the completed piece matches the one envi

sioned can sustain you through the long 
hours spent in the workshop. And when 

the finished piece matches perfectly with 

your design vision, the joy of making furni

ture goes up tenfold. D 

Michael Fortune is a furniture maker in Lakefield, 

Ont., Canada. 

B E A D  M I M I CS H I N G E  BA R R E L  

To camouflage the hinges, 

the long beads in the legs 

are the same diameter 

as the h inge barrel .  

Leg 

Bead 

Butt h i nge 

\ Ba rrel 
of h i n ge 
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My Favorite 
Dovetail Tricks 

Five ways to i n crease a ccu ra cy a n d red u ce 

the t i me it ta kes to execute th is h a n d-cut j o i nt 

B Y  C H R I S T I A N  B E C K S V O O R T  

S everal years ago I contributed to an article, along with Tage Frid, that argued the merits of 

cutting pins or tails first (FWW #116, pp. 81-86). Frid prefers pins first; I 'm a tails-first guy. 

But ultimately, as I tell my students, it matters little which part you cut first because once 

the joint goes together, no one can tell the difference. Over the years I've been building furni

ture, I've cut thousands of dovetail joints by hand, and during that time I 've developed a num

ber of tricks to make the job faster and easier. These are my five favorites. 

Christian Becksvoort makes custom furniture at his shop in New Gloucester, Maine. 

Cut two pieces 

at once 

One of the reasons I think It's 
more efficient to cut the tails 
first is that you need to lay out 
the dovetails on only one piece, 
then use those marks to cut the 
tails on two pieces at the same 
time. And when you transfer 
those longer layout lines across 
the end grain of two workpieces 
and use the lines to sight your 
saw, you get a more accurate 
cut. Also, when you cut two 
pieces at the same time, such 
as two drawer sides, the result
ing joints match visually. So 
whether you are cutting case 
parts or drawer sides, lay out 
the tails, clamp the two work
pieces together, and save your
self some time. 

PhOlOS: \Villiam Duckwonh 

Mark the 'ayout on the face of only 
one piece. Use a chisel to mark the 

cutouts where the pins will go, then use 

the same chisel to chop out the waste. 

Transfer the tai' marks. Use a pencil 

and a small square to lay out the tails 

across the ends of a pair of drawer sides. 

Make the tai' cuts in both workpieces. By cutting the tails 

in both pieces at the same time, it's actually easier to main

tain the sawkerf at 90° to the face of the boards. 
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Use align ment blocks when marking drawer parts 

Spacers for alignment. Becksvoort keeps a 

small box of spacers handy. He records the 

thickness on each one (to three decimal 

points), and finds one that fits snugly into the 

grooves for a drawer bottom. 

Have you ever dovetailed a drawer, glued 
it up, fitted it to the opening, and found 
that everything looked great until you slid 
the drawer bottom in place and discov
ered that the front and side grooves 
weren't aligned? I've done that, and 
learned from my mistake. Now I cut the 
bottom grooves first, using the tablesaw, 
before I lay out dovetails and cut and 
chop the tails on the side pieces. To 
transfer the tail cuts onto the drawer 
front, I use an alignment spacer made of 
a small block of hardwood (usually cher
ry). I keep a bunch of spacers on hand, 
about 1 in. wide by 2 in. long, machined 
to different thicknesses, and choose the 
one that fits best in the grooves I've just 
cut. The spacer should slide into the 
groove and stay put. I push it into the 
groove on the drawer front so that it pro
jects about 74 In . , and then place the 
drawer side onto the spacer, which makes 
the bottom grooves align perfectly. I mark 
the dovetail pins with a slim knife, finish 
cutting all of the joints, and voila, all 
of the drawer pieces align perfectly when 
the bottoms are slid into place. 
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The spacer registers the parts precisely. By locking the sides to the front (above) and back 

(below) with the bottom spacer, pins will mate with the tail cuts perfectly. Becksvoort uses 

cherry for most of his spacer blocks because it's stable. 



Adj ust the fit with graph ite marks 

If your dovetails are too loose, keep 
practicing; if they are too tight, no 
problem. If the knife marks are still 
there, or there is a sUbstantial 
amount of wood on the waste side 
of the knife mark, you'l l have to re
move the bulk of it first, just to get 
the joint to engage. Once the joint 
starts to engage, here is a trick that 
I've used for years to find the places 
that bind. I mark the bottoms of the 
tails with a pencil. Then I put the 
workpieces together and assemble 
the joint as far as it will go, pound it 
firmly with my fist, and then take it 
apart. The graphite will rub off on 
the tight spots on the pins, indicat
ing exactly where I still need to re
move some material. I carefully 
shave away the pencil marks with a 
chisel, shaving from the top if the 
grain is parallel to the length of the 
pin, or shaving from the inside or 
the outside if the grain runs in the 
other direction. 

Mark the leading edge of all 
of the tails. A soft (#2) pencil 

works best. 

Test the fit. Use your fist to en

gage the two workpieces, and 

then pull them back apart. 

Shave off the excess with a chisel. The graphite left on the 

sides of the pins will tell you where you still need to remove 

material to get the joint to fit perfectly. 

Get corners started before adding glue 

Glue sticks galore. Becksvoort keeps a 

supply of small sticks on hand. Dipped in 

glue, the sticks make it possible to get 

adhesive into all the crevices of the dove

tail joints. 

Gluing up a small drawer or box usually is 
not a problem. However, unless you have as 
many arms as an octopus, gluing up a blan
ket chest or even a large drawer can be in
timidating. First of all, you can stack the 
odds in your favor by dry-fitting all four cor
ners and getting your clamps and clamp 
pads ready. Also, remember that polyvinyl ac
etate (white) glue gives you a longer open 
assembly time than aliphatic resin (yellow) 
glue. I much prefer yellow glue, though, so I 
developed a strategy to reduce the stress of 
glue-ups. I partially assemble all four cor
ners, engaging each only about 1;& in. Then, 
using a square-ended glue-spreading stick 
(cut off the end of a popsicle stick, or make 
your own), I spread glue on all face-grain 
cheeks of both tails and pins-all four cor
ners, all the way around the piece. Final ly, I 
pound the corners home and clamp the parts 
together-done. 

Engage the 
joints before 
adding the glue. 
Get all four cor

ners started be

fore applying the 

glue. Then work 

quickly to apply 

the adhesive to all 

mating surfaces. 
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Keep the cla m p  pads simple 

Use pine for clamp pads. Becksvoort 

prefers to use scraps of pine to protect the 

drawer cases from being damaged when 

clamping pressure is applied during glue-up. 

I once taught at a place where another 
Instructor told students that they 
should make corner clamping cauls, or 
pads, with cutouts similar to finger 
joints that would fit around the ends of 
the pins that protrude slightly. He said 
you needed those spaces in the clamp 
pads to puil the dovetail joints together 
properly. I humbly disagree. I don't 
waste a lot of time on something that Is 
not part of the finished piece-especial
ly something that will be discarded 
when the clamping is done. Instead, for 
clamp pads I use a scrap of white pine 
the length of the Joint, by whatever 
thickness and width Is handy. I find that 
the end grain of hardwood pins always 
digs Into the softer pine, even the end 
grain of pine-it's no contest. So, unless 
you want to kill a lot of time, forget the 
tedium of making elaborate clamping 
cauls, and just use a strip of pine to 
clamp the dovetail Joints together. 
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Apply pressure 
evenly from all 
sides. Use spring 

clamps to hold the 

clamp pads in place, 

then use the bar 

clamps to pull the 

joints together. Inden

tations left in the 

pine clamp pads indi

cate that they did the 

job to bring the draw

er pieces together 

tightly. 



I A TIDurable 
Tab etop Finish 
Wiped-on po lyu rethane is a su refi re way 
to ach ieve bea utifu l su rface 

B Y  S E A N  C L  R K E  

X'tchen table is subject to 

more abuse than any 

other piece of furni
ture in the house: Heat, liquids, 

and dropped forks are just a 

few of the daily assaults this 

table must withstand. When 
choosing a finish for a kitchen 

table, you need something ex

tremely durable. Polyurethane 

is an excellent choice because 

it rates highly as a water and 
solvent barrier, and it also has a 

high impact resistance. 

Traditionally, woodworkers 

have brushed on polyurethane 

to obtain a finish thick enough 

to be durable. Too often the re

sult is a surface marred by runs 

and brush marks, with an over

all plastic appearance. My 

wipe-on method builds the fin

ish layer by layer and is almost 

impossible to mess up. Howev
er, it is not a method for those 

in a hurry. 

Pick your polyurethane 
Polyurethanes, a class of varnish 
that is tough and fast-drying, are 

available in solvent- or water

based forms; I recommend the 

former for this wiping method. 

Solvent-based polyurethane 

(hereafter simply called poly

urethane) can be thinned by 

20% to 30% using mineral 



B U I L D U P  A T H I C K  B A S E F O R L O N G - T E R M  P R O T E C T I O N  

1. T H I N  T H E  F I N I S H  
A N D  A P P LY S EV E RA L  COATS 

The polyurethane m ust be thinned to be 

wiped on. For sufficient protection,  

numerous coats must be applied, 

particularly to areas most subject to wear. 

A thinned finish is easier to wipe on. Use 

mineral spirits to thin oi/-based polyurethane 

by 20% to 30% (above). The first coat will soak 

into the wood, so apply it generously (right). 

Allow each coat to cure four to eight hours. 

spirits to make the viscosity suitable for 

wiping. Water-based polyurethane can be 

diluted by only 10% with water before the 

chemical makeup becomes unstable. 

There are many brands of polyurethane. I 

have had great results with Pro Finisher 

gloss and semigloss, made by Parks and 

available at The Home Depot. Whatever 

brand you purchase, follow the recom

mendations on the can for thinning and 

drying times. 

Build up the base coats 
As in any finishing process, this one starts 

with good prep work. Smooth all surfaces 

with 220-grit sandpaper. Remove most of 

the dust with a vacuum or a clean cloth, 
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then wipe the surfaces lightly with a tack 

cloth to remove any residual dust. 
This is the point to do any staining. Don't 

use an oil stain under wiped-on solvent

based polyurethane because streaking 

may occur. Instead use a water- or alcohol
based stain. For this trestle table, I stayed 

with the natural color of the cherry. 

Start by thinning the polyurethane by 

20% to 30% with mineral spirits. The best 

fabric for wiping on the finish is mutton 

cloth, traditionally used to hang meat. 

However, this material is hard to find, and 

an acceptable alternative is a stretchy, 

open-weave, lint-free cotton polishing 

cloth sold in auto-supply stores. 
Fold the cloth into a pad and dip it into 

the polyurethane, squeezing out the ex

cess. Apply the polyurethane to the surface 

in long, even strokes with the grain, 

recharging the pad with finish as neces

sary. Don't be too sparing in the amount 

you apply. The object is to wipe the finish 

on, not off, so go heavy on the first coat, as 

it will sink into the wood. If you are work

ing on a large table like this one, it pays to 
use sawhorses so that you can finish the 

base at a comfortable height. When the first 

coat has been applied, let the workpiece 

cure for four to eight hours. 
Subsequent coats can be applied without 

any sanding as long as the time between 

coats is less than 24 hours. If you exceed 

this time, lightly scuff-sand the surface with 

Photos: Mark Schofield 



320-grit paper. Each coat needs to cure be
fore the next is applied, which means eight 

hours in warm, dry areas, and overnight if 

the table is in a damp, cool basement. I rec

ommend applying a minimum of six coats 

to protect a kitchen tabletop, but if you 

want a higher build and sheen, apply eight 

or even 10. Most of the base needs only 

three coats, but areas liable to be used as 

footrests will need more. 

Sand before and after the Imal wiped

on coat-Before applying the final coat, 

lightiy sand tile tabletop with 320-grit pa

per, then get rid of the dust. This step re

moves embedded dust nibs but might not 

remove small craters in the finish. The final 

coat will fill these craters, leaving a fairly 
smooth finish. 

After a minimum of 24 hours' drying 
time, sand all of the surfaces with 320-grit 

paper wrapped around a cork block. I fre

quently brush off the dust from both the 

table and the sanding block with a paint

brush to maintain the cutting action of the 

sandpaper. If you still have shiny spots 

caused by slight depressions in tile finish, 

use sandpaper without tile block and ap

ply localized light pressure with your fin

gers to remove irregularities. Don't go 
overboard and sand through to the bare 

wood. For tile same reason, lighten up the 

pressure when block-sancling near edges. 

It is a good idea to wear a dust mask when 

2 .  S A N D  WITH 
3 2 0- G R I T  PA P E R  

I f  you wait longer than 2 4  hours 

Use 320-grit sandpaper wrapped around a 
cork block to level the finish. Frequently re

move dust from both the tabletop and the 

sandpaper with an old paintbrush to extend 

the life of the paper. 

Wipe on a last base coat. Sanding may have 

revealed small voids and craters. Wipe on a 

final coat to help level the surface, and then 

sand again. 
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1. M A K E  A R U B B E R  TO A P P LY T H E  F I NA L  COATS 

Apply a few very thin layers of polyurethane with a method traditional ly  used for padding on 

shel lac. First, make a rubber out of cotton wadding and an old cotton bedsheet. Charge 

the pad with the finish and then use the rubber to wipe on thin layers of fin ish . 

The core of a polishing rub6er. Cotton 

wadding, used by upholsterers, acts as the 

reservoir for the finish. 

Wrap the outer layer of the rubber. Fold the 

cotton bedsheet over the rubber, and then 

twist the surplus sheet into a tail that is 

tucked in on top of the rubber. 

Recharge the rubber. Unwrap the outer cloth 

and pour the finish into the cotton wadding. 

When it's rewrapped, the rubber will give a 

more even release of finish and trap any hard 

bits of finish or foreign matter. 
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Flatten and dull the surface. Use 600-grit wet-or-dry sandpaper lubricated with mineral spirits 
to smooth the tabletop and remove any shiny low spots. 

sanding because the polyurethane pro
duces a very fine dust. 

Pad on a few final coats 
Now that you have built up a good base of 

polyurethane, the next step is to apply sev
eral velY thin coats of finish to fill any voids 

and to leave the surface smooth and ready 
to be rubbed out. Borrowing a trick from 

French polishing, I employ a pad known 

as a rubber to lay down thin coats of 

polyurethane. 

The core of the rubber is a piece of cot

ton wadding, also known as cotton batting, 

which you can find in upholstery and fab

ric shops. Cut off a section roughly 8 in. by 
6 in., and fold it three times into a tight pad. 

Saturate this pad in the finish, squeeze it 

out, and then place it on a section of used 

cotton sheet roughly 8 in. to 10 in. square. 

Fold the edges of the sheet tightly over tl1e 

pad, concentrating on leaving the bottom 

of the pad wrinkle-free. Last, take the ends 

of the sheet, twist tl1em into a tail, and fold 

tl1e tail over onto tl1e top of tl1e pad. 

Using polyurethane reduced by 10% with 

mineral spirits, apply a coat witl1 the rub-

ber in straight strokes, with the grain. To 

recharge the rubber, unwrap the cotton 

sheet and pour the polyurethane directly 

into the wadding before re-forming the 

rubber. This will give a more even release 
of finish and will trap any hard bits of finish 

tl1at may be floating in the can. 

Let that coat dry for 30 minutes to an 

hour so that the surface is not fully cured 

but stable. Then repeat this process several 

times until the appearance is generally 
smooth and blemish-free, at which point 

the finish can be left to cure for 24 hours. 

Create an even sheen 
To achieve as smooth a surface as possible, 
sand the tabletop with 600-grit wet-or-dry 

paper wrapped around a block, using min

eral spirits as a lubricant. There is no need 

to perform this step on the base of tl1e table. 
After allowing the mineral spirits to dry for 

15 to 30 minutes, wipe down all of the sur

faces with a cotton rag or dusting brush, fol

lowed by a light sweep with a tack cloth. 

To even the sheen, I rub all of the sur

faces with 0000 steel wool. Apply a moder

ate amount of pressure, rubbing with the 

2 .  R U B  OUT 
FOR A F I NAL P O L I S H  

To achieve an even, lOW-luster sheen, the 

tabletop's finish must be flattened with wet

or-dry paper, rubbed with steel wool, and 

then polished with paste wax. 

Steel wool is next. Available in rol/s and 
pads, 0000 steel wool should be refolded to 
form a loose pad slightly larger than your hand. 

Wax and buff the surface. Apply a good 
paste wax to the surface. After the wax has 
dried, buff the surface with a clean cloth, 
leaving it silky smooth. 

grain and going over the whole surface of 

the table. Remove the dust and fragments 
of steel wool, then apply a good furniture 

paste wax. This will produce a semigloss 

finish tl1at is smootl1 and silky, that retains 

the clarity of the wood, and that will pro

tect it from the assaults to come. D 

Sean Clarke is a professional finisher in 
Columbus, Ohio. 
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Pennsylvania 
Tall Clock 

PA R T  O N E  

The hood is o n e-th i rd of th is cu r ly m a p l e  

masterp iece , b ut it 's h a lf the wo rk 

B Y  L O N N I E  B I R D  

Wi ith its decorated 

hood towering 

above the floor, a 

tall clock commands at-
tention. Tall clocks, often 

referred to as grand

father clocks, are among 

the most elegant forms 
of 18th-century furniture. 

You can dress up a tall 

clock with embellish

ments, such as a goose

neck pediment complete 

with carved rosettes and 

finials, or you can choose 

to build a more subtle flat-top clock like 

the one shown here. This tall clock in

corporates details found on several 

clocks fashioned in Pennsylvania during 

the late 1700s. 

Despite its complex appearance, build

ing a tall clock isn't difficult: It's really just 

three stacked boxes-the hood, waist, and 

base-and most of the joinery is not com

plicated. The waist and the base are the 

simplest to construct. In fact, the waist is 

just two sides joined to a face frame; it has 

no top or bottom. The base of the clock 

has a bottom that is dovetailed to the sides, 

but it has no top. (I'll talk more about the 

waist and the base in Part Two of this arti

cle, to be published in the next issue.) 

Without a doubt, the 

hood is the most com
plicated part of the 

clock. It has an open 
frame at the bottom that 

allows the weights and 

the pendulum to hang 

into the waist below. 
The sides of the hood 

are joined to the bottom 

frame with through mor

tise-and-tenon JOInts, 

and the top of the hood 
is joined to the sides 

with dovetails. The rest 
of the hood-moldings, pediment board, 

and columns-are embellishments added 
on after assembling the hood. 

It's always a good idea to start by putting 

together a cut list of all the parts you will 

need. The cut list doesn't have to note all of 

the final, exact lengths of components, but 

it helps the milling process go more 

smoothly if you've at least worked out 

thicknesses and widths. (For a copy of the 

cut list Bird used to construct this clock, go 

to www.finewoodworking.com.) 

Build the hood 
around the movement 
Before you finalize a design and start 

building the hood, it's important to pur-



A N AT O M Y  O F  A N  

1 8 T H - C E N T U R Y  T I M E P I E C E  

Any survey of antique clocks wi l l  reveal a 

wide variety of style details, but almost al l  

of the tall clocks were made the same 

way: three simple boxes-base, waist, and 

hood-stacked together and dressed u p  

with moldings and architectural add-ons. 

Except for the dovetails in the hood and 

the base, most of the joinery is not 

compl icated. 

Buy the 

movement 

first 

Traditional 
clockworks, or move
ments, In tall clocks are 
welght-drlven. The one I 
bought for this clock, 
from the Green Lake 
Clock Co. (see Sources 
of Supply on p. 67), cost 

about $700, which Included 
the movement, the pendulum, the 
weights, an unpainted steel dial 
plate, and the hands. I sent the dial 
plate to an artist to paint the num
bered face and a seascape for the 
rocking-ship movement at the top, 
which cost another $500. 
Two cast-Iron weights, one to 

power the timepiece and the other 
to power the hourly chimes, hang In
side the waist and slowly drop 
throughout the week. The cast-Iron 
weights drive the swing of the pen
dulum, which regulates how accu
rately the timepiece keeps time. The 
pendulum hangs on a rod, and you 
can adjust It up or down with a nut 
to speed up or slow down the clock. 
When you're buying a movement, 
look for one with an eight-day cycle. 
That way, you can get In the habit of 
winding the clock on the same day 
each week. 

Watch it 

on the Web 

For more on tall clocks, 
go to www.flnewood 

worklng.com. 
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Dry-fit the hood parts before final assem
bly. The hood sides anchor to the base frame 
with two through-mortises per side. Cut the mor
tises before assembling the three-sided base 
frame, and test the fit of all the hood pieces be
fore gluing them together. 

chase the mechanical movement, or clock

work, and a dial plate. That way, you can 

build the hood to fit the dial and make cer

tain that the waist will be large enough to 
accommodate the swing of the pendulum. 

One vital but unseen part of this clock is 
the seatboard, which is a simple plank of 

wood to which the movement is secured 

with two machine screws and nuts. Some 

suppliers will send you the movement al

ready attached to a seatboard; otherwise, 

you will have to mill your own. The posi

tion of the seatboard is critical because it 

aligns the movement with the face of the 

dial. The seatboard rests on the sides of 

the waist; when you add the large crown 

molding near the top of the waist, which 

in turn supports the weight of the hood, 
you must locate the seatboard position 

precisely. You can, of course, avoid all this 

fuss, save a lot of money, and simplify the 

clock's construction by using a modern 
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quartz movement. But a tall clock fitted 

with a mechanical movement has a fasci

nating appeal that is lost when you use a 

battery-operated quartz movement. 

Build the hood from the bottom up 
The first component to construct is the 

hood base frame, which has three sides 

joined with mortise-and-tenons at the front 

corners (for a detailed drawing of the hood, 

go to p. 65). Before assembling the frame, 

cut the through-mortises in each of the two 

frame sides that will accept the tenons of 

the hood sides. After the base frame has 

been assembled, the molding can be ap

plied to its edges. ate that the molding 

thickness is slightly greater tl1an the base

frame tl1ickness, creating a small lip, so the 

hood will overlap the cove molding slightly 

where it joins tl1e top of tl1e waist. 

After milling the stock for the hood 
sides and top, cut the tenons on the side 

Screw the pediment to the hood. Because 
of the cross-grain construction, do not glue the 
pediment assembly to the hood. Instead, use 
screws through large pilot holes, which will 
allow some seasonal wood movement. 

Photos, this page: K.1fen Wales 



pieces. Then cut the half-blind dovetails 

that join the sides to the top. However, 

don't glue together the hood just yet. 

After the joinery has been completed, cut 

a groove in the hood sides to accept the 
dial frame. The groove is narrow, just big 

enough to allow the dial frame to slide in 

from the top. Next, cut a rabbet in the front 

edges of the hood sides. The shallow rab

bet creates a stop for the hood door. Shape 

the thin edge that remains with a small  

thumbnail profile, and then cut a notch in 

the upper portion of each side. The notches 

will accept the backing board after the 

hood has been assembled and will align 

the backing board with the dial frame. 
Finally, cut the arched windows in the 

hood sides. Rough-cut the windows first 

using a jigsaw, and then clean them up 

with a router fitted with a template collar 

and a jig to guide it. These little windows 

not only allow you to view the movement 

in the finished clock, but they also add 
some interesting visual detail to the hood. 

To hold the glass, rout out a rectangular 

rabbet on the inside surfaces of both win

dow openings, which will be glazed to the 
hood later using colored glazing com

pound. With the joinery complete, you're 

ready to glue together the sides, top, and 

base frame to create a box that will be

come the hood. 

Pediment adorns the hood 
The pediment consists of six main compo

nents: tile pediment board, the two side re

turns, the backing board, the crown 

molding, and the arched molding above 

tile hood door. 
Start by joining the pediment board to 

the two returns with half-blind dovetails. 

The position of the dovetails must be pre

cise because, after assembly, the pediment 

pieces will be slipped into position around 

the hood. If the space between tile returns 

is too tight, the pediment will not fit over 
tile hood; too loose, and there will be dis

tracting gaps between the returns and the 

hood sides. 

When laying out tile dovetails, remember 

that they will be covered by the moldings 

at the top and bottom of the pediment. 
Therefore, it's best to lay out tile tails and 

pins so that the spacing will appear bal

anced after tile moldings are applied. 

After you've cut and fitted the dovetails 

and tested the fit of the backing board, 

glue it to the inside face of the front pedi-

ment board. Then lay out the arch and 

cut it on a bandsaw. The curve of the arch 

is determined by the steel dial plate; a s-in. 

radius is fairly common for dial plates. 

Smooth the arch with a scraper and sand

paper, and then glue together the pedi

ment board and the returns. 

Once the glue has set, slip the pediment 

assembly over the hood and fasten it in 

place with screws from the inside. Don't 

use glue, because the cross-grain construc

tion between the pediment assembly and 

Dial-frame joinery. The stiles and rails of 
the dial frame fit together as glued half-lap 
joints. The dial frame, which is hidden from 
view most of the time by the arched door, 
slips into the hood from above in grooves 
that were cut into the sides of the hood. 

the hood could cause the hood sides to 

split with seasonal changes in humidity. 

Dial frame slips in from the top 
The next step is to build the dial frame. 

This simple frame is made from 'YI6-in.-dlick 

stock, with stiles and rails joined together 

witil half-lap joints. Despite the cross-grain 
consUllCtion of dle half-lap joints, on tilin 

stock such as this you won't have any 

problems. Orient the joints so that the stiles 

overlap the rails when viewed from the 
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Shape the edge of the arched molding first. After rough-cutting the inside curve of the mold
ing around the arch, use a bearing-guided trim bit against a template to cut the final inside curve 
(left). Last, cut the outside curve on the bandsaw (center). 

This is not a 45° miter. Where the curved 
molding meets its straight return, the bisected 
angle (53° on this clock) will vary, depending on 
the radius of the arch. 

front. Remember, too, the dial frame 

should overlap the dial on all sides by 

about \4 in. Before assembly, shape a small 

thumbnail profile along the inside edges of 

the dial-frame members and miter the 

molding where it intersects at each corner. 

Then glue together the dial frame, smooth 

the surfaces, and test-fit it by sliding the 

frame into position in the hood. 

Shape the hood moldings 
The next step is to shape the moldings and 

apply them to the pediment and hood. You 

can use a tablesaw to shape the cove cut 

on the crown molding (see FWW # 168, 

pp. 68-73). Router bits with an inverted 

profile (available from CMT; 800-841-1133) 
set up in a router table work well for shap

ing the smaller profiles that flank the cove, 
as well as the stepped roundover molding 

around the arch, which returns to the bot

tom edges of the pediment. 

To shape the small roundover molding 

safely, first rough-cut the inside radius of 
the arch and trim it with a bearing-guided 

router bit and a template. Shape the profile 

and then cut the outer radius very care

fully on the bandsaw. You can clean up the 

sawmarks with a spokeshave. Leaving 

most of the workpiece intact until after you 

shape the edge will help keep the weak 
short grain from breaking. 

When you're ready to install the 
roundover molding, bisect the angle 

where the arch meets the small return 

pieces on the front. The miter on this clock 

worked out to 53° ,  but if you're building 

another clock with a different-size arch, the 

miter angle will vary. To blend the shapes 
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Crown 
mo ld ing 

Arched 
mold ing 

A R C H E D  M O L D I N G  � "h i n .  f-

��. 
One square = % i n .  

Glue the backing board 
to the inside face of 
the pediment board 
before shaping the arch. 

Ped iment board, 
% i n .  thick by 
10% i n .  wide by 
18% i n .  long 

D E TA I L S O F  T H E C L O C K ' S  H O O D  

The hood is the most complex part of any tal l  clock, so it 

makes sense to build it first. After you have the movement in 

hand, verify the measurements that locate the center of the 

dial face and the swing of the pendulum.  

The molding around the bottom of the 

hood is thicker than the base frame, so 

when the hood is installed over the 

waist, the slight overlap hides the seam 

between the two cases. 

1/t6-in .  step 3 . .I Y16-l n .  �I----� rad ius 

T h u m bna i l  profi le 

Wide p ins 
at mold i ngs 

BASE-FR A M E  

M O L D I N G  f- 1% i n . � 

!hJT 
Drawings: Uob La Pointe 



C RO W N  M O L D I N G  

� 1%6 in . � 
� b , \ 

h i""-1\ \ 
, 

� 

T 
2'12 i n .  

1 
Rabbet. 
%6 i n .  
deep by 
% i n .  wide 

J 
Backing board. 
11,{, in. thick by 
10% in. wide by 
15% in. long 

Base frame.  
15116 i n .  th ick by 
2 i n .  wide by 
171,{, i n .  long 

Rabbet. 
'12 i n .  deep 
by 1%6 i n .  
wide 

Groove, 
'!. i n .  deep 
by %6 i n .  
wide. i nset 
1% in .  

openi ng. 
1;' i n .  deep 
by 4 in .  wide 
by 7 in. long 

Base-fra me m old ing. 
1 i n .  th ick.  is f lush with the 
top of the base frame. 

Base frame. 1%6 i n .  
t h i c k  b y  2 i n .  wide 
by 9% in.  long, 
inc lud ing tenons 

Tenon.  % i n .  th ick  
by 1'1. i n .  w ide by 
11;' i n .  long 

Dia l  fra me. %6 i n .  
th ick b y  14% i n .  
wide by 261;' i n .  
long 

Thumbna i l  
profile 

Top. % in. th ick 
by 8'116 i n .  wide 
by 15% in.  long 

Tenon, 
% in .  th ick by 
2 i n .  wide by 
17'16 i n .  long 

COLU M N  

P R O FILE  

1%6 i n .  sq uare 

1%6 i n .  d ia .  

%6 i n .  d ia .  

"116 i n .  d ia .  

'12 i n .  d ia .  

1%6 i n .  d ia .  
'12 i n .  d ia .  
1%6 i n .  d ia .  

15116 i n .  square 

Col u m n .  
15"'116 i n .  long 

I 
1 'A6 i n .  i" ;O "116 i n .  =t- 13h2 i n .  

$'M ;O %6 i n .  
'!. i n .  

11116 i n .  

� 

Ped im ent ret u rn .  
1 % i n .  th ick  by 
10% in .  wide by 
10% i n .  long 

Arched 
mo ld ing 
return 

Side. % in .  
th ick by 
91;' in .  wide by 
277116 i n .  long. 
i nc lud ing 
tenons 
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Assemble the door first. After building the 
door and shaping the inside edges, use the 
bandsaw to cut the outside radius of the 
arched top. 

Fine-tune the fit. Wedge the door against the 
pediment. Mark the high spots, which should 
be planed and scraped for an even fit. After 
that, lay the door in place horizontally, and 
then use a shim to mark the front face for a 
consistent gap around the arch. 

Use a gouge on the inside of the rabbeted 
corner. Chisel this corner round to prevent a 
stress crack in the glass panel that will be cut 
to shape and installed later. 
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Cut 
outside 

I�<�-------------12% i n . ------------�� 
radius ----.. ... ",.., 
after 
glue-up. 

1% i n .  

5-i n .  rad i u s  i s  
s l ightly less 
than the 
rad ius  of the 
d ia l-fra me arch .  

rad ius  of  the  
ped i ment arch .  

Ten o n ,  

12'116 i n .  

� D O O R  P RO FI LE 'h-I n .  step 

I �%'" 
% i n .  th ick 
by 1,{, in .  
wide (p iUS 
the angled 
haunch)  by 
1 i n .  long 

18 i n .  

13A6 i n .  rad iUS 

T %6 i n .  113A6 i n .  

11� i n .  ------------� 

2 i n .  

T 
Trim the door 
stiles flush 
after glue-up. 

of the moldings seamlessly where they 

meet at the miter may require a little tweak

ing with sharp chisels or sandpaper. 

Assemble the hood's arched door 
The hood is fitted with a glazed door that 

provides access to the clock dial for setting 

tile time and cranking lip the weights. The 

door fits flush inside the case sides and re
quires special hinges with an offset pivot 

point. The hinges allow the door to open 

and clear the corner column. 

The arch in the top rail of tile hood door 
is Cllt from a single board. This method cre

ates short grain on each side of the arch, 

which seemingly would be somewhat 

weak. However, because tile door is open 

Tenon,  % i n .  th ick 
by 1% in .  wide by 
1 i n .  long 

briefly only once a week to wind tile clock, 

it doesn't undergo a lot of stress. 

Begin building the door by laying out 

the mortise-and-tenon joints at each cor

ner. For a precise fit, build tile door exactly 

the same size as the opening; afterward, 
plane the door to fit and provide \I)2-in. 

clearance on all sides. After layout, cut tile 

mortises in the stiles, and then cut the 

tenons for a friction fit within tile mortises. 

Then, with a bandsaw, cut the inside ra

dius of the arch in the top rail. I 've found 

that it's best to wait to saw the outside ra

dius until after the door has been glued to

gether; otherwise, the fragile arch may 

break during assembly. 
The inside edges of the door framework 



columns are fastened in place with small trim 
screws after the finishing is completed, mak
ing it easier to apply the finish to the columns 
and to the hood case. 

Wide-throw pivot hinges for the glass door. 
Because the door is set in from the face of the 
hood and the columns, special offset hinges are 
required to throw it clear of the columns in the 
open position. The hinge plates are screwed to the 
door at top and bottom. Brass escutcheon pins 
nailed to the underside of the pediment board 
and to the base frame provide the pivoting action. 

are embellished with a simple thumbnail 

profile. After shaping the thumbnail, cut a 
rabbet for the glass. Then miter the thumb

nail sticking at each intersection. 

ow you're ready to assemble the door. 

After the glue has dried, cut the outside of 
the arch using the bandsaw. Smooth away 

dle bandsaw marks with a spokeshave and 
a chisel, and then carefully fit the door to 

me opening in the hood. For clearance, the 
top rail of the door 

must be beveled 

back approximately 

\oS in. ;  otherwise, the offset pivot could 

cause the back edge of the door to bind. 

Install  hood columns after finishing 
The hood columns appear to support the 

pediment but actually are just ornaments 

screwed into the corners. After turning the 

columns, cut them to lengd1, but don't put 

them in place until after you've applied a 
finish to all of me hood components. D 

Lonnie Bird teaches woodworking at his shop in 

Dandridge, Tenn. (www. /onniebird.com). 

S OU R C E S  O F  S U P P LY 
CLOCK MOVEMENTS AND PARTS 

Green Lake Clock Co. 
651-257-9166 

www.greenlakeclock.com 

Merritt's Clock and Watch Supplies 
610-689-9541 www.merritts.com 

CUSTOM PAINTING FOR CLOCK FACES 

Angela Wendling Piacine 
215-870-0791 

a.wendling@juno.com 

Kathi Edwards 
770-943-5676 kedh2@aol.com 
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TOO L  TEST 

The  best 
mach i nes a re 

sta b le ,  easy to 
use w ith o n e  

ha n d ,  a nd don 't 
req u i re extra 

too ls to adj ust 
B Y  K I M  

C A R L E T O N  
G R A V E S  

How many routers do you 

need? I thought four were 

enough, but when I needed 

to rout into a corner recently, none 

of the four could handle tl1e opera
tion. I had to add a laminate trimmer, 

a small router, to my collection. Now 

tl1e laminate trimmer is what I reach 

for most often when I have to do any 
light-duty task, such as rout out a 

hinge mortise or plow a groove for 

an inlay. Most of the time, I keep a 

\S-in. roundover bit in the tool just to 

ease the edges of cauls headed for 

the vacuum bag or to take the sharp 
edge off a piece of lumber. Plus, the 

trimmer is small enough that I can 

use it one-handed. 

Photos, except where noted: Kelly J. Dunton 



Single-base models 

Advantages: This is a 
heavy-duty production 
tool. The fit and finish 
were excellent, and the 
tool was comfortable to 
use with either hand. 
The open base made 

it easy to see where the bit 
was cutting. A large knurled knob made 
vertical adjustments both easy and pre
cise. The tool comes with useful acces
sories, Including a fence that doubles as 
a circle-cutting jig (up to a 10-ln. radius) 
and a jig for cutting hinge and lock mor
tises. The trim guide is the beefiest of the 
bunch, and it was the easiest to adjust. 
Disadvantage: Vlrutex, a Spanish com
pany, is well known in Europe. But because 
you have to order directly from the Ameri
can distributor, you can't shop around 
for bargains. 

A fence that becomes a circle cutter. The 
fence on the Virutex, when inverted, uses a 
steel dowel as a pivot point to cut circles. 

Advantages: 

This lightweight 
tool was a pleasure 
to hold and easy to 

} use. The base 
"!" Is clear plastic 

with two lights that illu
minate the worksurface, so I could easily 
see where I was cutting. Although the 
switch is on top, the tool stil l could be 
used with one hand. An electronic speed 
control kept the speed constant even 
while the tool was under load. The trim 
guide was easy to Install and remove and 
could be adjusted tightly. This unit ran 
smoothly and was relatively quiet. 
Disadvantages: The vertical-adjustment 
control was Inexact but adequate. 

A better view. A clear plastic base and sub
base and lights built into the motor housing 
improve your view of the cutting action. 

Advantages: 

Porter-Cable's 

trimmer Is 
heavy duty, and 

the design Is very stable. The round body 
was comfortable to hold right-handed, 
and the switch is in a convenient loca
tion. This tool had the best vertical ad
Justment of all the trimmers tested. An 
adjustment ring screws up and down on 
the body, and then locks into the base, al
lowing for easy micro-adJustments. This 
tool accepts the standard Porter-Cable 
edge-guide kit, and the subbase accepts 
standard Porter-Cable templates. 
Disadvantages: The subbase Is black and 
has a small hole, which made It difficult to 
see what I was cutting. For left-handers, 
the clamp knob can get In the way. 

Precise vertical adjustments. The PC 310 

trimmer has an adjustment ring that allows 
you to fine-tune the depth of cut. 

When I went shopping for a 

laminate trimmer, I found that 

there were two categories: 

Those that were packaged to be 

used mostly for plastic laminate 

work, and those that weren't. 

Trimmers for laminate work 

have multiple removable bases, 

so the bit can reach into cor

ners, and the trimmer can be 

adjusted to cut at odd angles. 

Most of them also have a seam

ing base, which is used to make 

a nearly perfect joint between 

two pieces of laminate. 

In the second category are ba

sic single-base routers, and 

most of them hold the bit only 

perpendicular to the worksur

face. These routers can be used 

for laminate work, but they 

don't perform all of the func

tions of the multiple-base ma

chines. In my opinion, the 

Simpler single-base units are 

preferable for furniture making. 

bearing at the lower end. Be
cause you can align the bearing 

witl1 the cutting edge of the bit, 

you don't need a bearing on tl1e 

bit-any router bit will do. Manu

facturers claim that the trim 

guide takes side pressure off the 

bit, yielding cleaner results. But 

using tl1e trim guide also means 

tl1at you can fine-tune the depth 

Photos, this page (bottom three): William Duckwonh 

Many of the tools have a trim 

guide, a nice feature. The gUide 

is an adjustable L-shaped arm 

that hangs off the base, with a 
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Single-base models (contin ued) 

H I T A C H I  

T R 6  

Advantages: 

The Hitachi Is the 
second-Ieast-
expensive trIm
mer of those we 

tested. 
Disadvantages: 

The tool was un
comfortable to use. It was too big to hold 
with one hand, and the two knobs that 
raise and lower the base and hold the trim 
guide In place dug Into my palm. I also 
couldn't access the switch without using 
both hands. The small base and offset mo
tor housing make the tool unstable. While 
the base allows for a tilt cut, there Is no 
90° stop, so I had to measure the angle 
each time. The base on the tool I tested 
was twisted and wouldn't sit flat, and the 
vertical-adjustment screw kept Slipping In 
the threads. Also, the motor had a very 
loud whine. 

Big motor with a small base. On the Hi
tachi, the ratio of the footprint to its offset
shaped motor housing makes this tool tippy. 

P O R T E R ·  

C A B L E  3 0 9  

Advantages: This 
bare-bones trimmer 
is well made and 
heavy duty, and it 
felt good in my 
hand. The switch is 
conveniently placed. 

Disadvantages: Left-handers will be less 
enthusiastic about this tool because the 
adjustment knob will get In their way. The 
trimmer's round, squat body has a small 
subbase (or baseplate), making it a little 
unstable. Vertical adjustments, made by 
loosening a large knob and moving the 
motor housing within the base, were im
precise. It was hard to see where I was 
routing because the subbase is black and 
has a small hole. This could be a good tool 
for a production shop dedicated to a sin
gle function, but it's too limited for multi
ple tasks in a hobbyist setting. 

Right·handed bias in the design. The knob 
that secures the motor to the base makes 
the tool difficult to use for left-handers. 

R Y O B I  

T R 3 1  

Advantages: The 
Ryobi is an inexpen
sive, lightweight, 
all-plastic unit. The 

unit was 
stable and 

comfortable to 
hold right-handed. An alternate two
handle base gave me more control when 
using this router, although it should be 
used for only light-duty tasks. 
Disadvantages: If you hold the tool 
with your left hand, a wing nut will get in 
the way. This is the only trimmer that 
doesn't have a removable collet, so if 
it is ever damaged, the whole tool will 
need to be replaced. The motor is held 
in place with a wing nut that was difficult 
to tighten and loosen. Even when it was 
fully tightened, I was able to change 
the vertical setting by pushing down 
on the body. 

Locking in the vertical adjustment. The 
motor is secured to the base with a wing nut 
that can be difficult to tighten. 

of cut off an edge, adjusting the 

bearing position for the exact 

profile you want to shape. 

my hand and how easy they 

were to use. Initially, I assumed 

that usability would be a highly 

subjective judgment, but I was 

proven wrong. During the time 

my four shopmates and I were 
using these tri111111ers for every

thing from kitchen cabineuy to 

fine furniture, there was keen 
competition for a select few of 

them, while others sat on the 

shelf gathering sawdust. 
apart for bit changes; gave the 

user a clear view of the cutting 

action; didn't have lots of little 

parts tl1at could get lost or dam

aged; and let the user keep the 

bit perpendicular to tlle router 

base while adjusting the depth 

of cut. 

A shop-tested comparison 
I evaluated 10 of these trim

mers, using them for several 

months in the cooperative shop 

where I work. I paid special at
tention to how the tools felt in 
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What made the favored tools 

user-friendly? I found that the 

trimmers in demand were pop
ular because they were light 

enough to be used with one 

hand; had a switch that could be 

operated with the hand holding 

the tool; didn't have to be taken 

This last point requires a little 

explanation. When working 

Photos, this page (bottom three): William Duckworth 



M u lti ple-base models 

Advantages: 

The DeWalt is 
nicely balanced 
and has a side switch 
that can be operated with one hand. Its 
bigger base makes it stable, and each 
base is held in place with a finger-locking 
arm, so there are no screws to lose. The 
trim guide was easy to install with cap
tive screws that won't get lost, and the 
adjustment was tight and true. 
Disadvantages: I couldn't change the bit 
without taking off the base. Because the 
spindle-lock button is spring loaded, con
siderable pressure is required to hold it in 
place, which made the operation awk
ward. When making vertical adjustments, 
tightening the base can change the bit's 
depth and position. While the plastic stor
age case is well made, the base has to be 
removed to store the tool. 

User-friendly features. On the DeWalt, the 
base is secured to the motor with a finger
locking arm, which is quick and easy to use. 

Photos, this page (bottom three), William Duckwonh 

Advantages: The 
Bosch felt good in my 
hand-squat and well 
balanced with a good

B O S C H  

1 6 0 9 A K X  

size base. The case is all metal, with 
plenty of space for the components and a 
separate space to hold tools and screws 
while you're changing bases. 
Disadvantages: In general, this unit was 
difficult to adjust and assemble. The four 
dedicated bases must be screwed to the 
motor housing. The vertical adjustment 
was sloppy: To raise or lower the unit, I 
had to loosen the knob that holds the ver
tical position; but tightening the knob 
again changed the position of the bit. The 
trim guide, held in place with two screws, 
was difficult to adjust. And I couldn't 
change bits with both the base and trim 
guide in place. 

Adjustments require a screwdriver. The 
Bosch kit comes with four bases, all of which 
must be secured to the motor with screws. 

F R E U D  

F T 1 0 0 0 E T 

Advantages: The Freud fit comfortably in 
one hand and has a well-positioned 
switch. The three dedicated bases can be 
changed by loosening a screw without 
taking it out, so there is less chance of it 
getting lost. 
Disadvantages: The unit's tall body and 
small base make it feel unstable. Control 
over the bit height on the 90° base was 
difficult: After loosening a knob and 
using an adjustment screw to raise and 
lower the base, it was difficult to tighten 
the knob by hand. The trim guide is held 
in place with two loose screws (not held 
captive with a nut), and it was difficult to 
adjust. The tilt base is marked in 5° incre
ments, so anything more precise would 
need to be tweaked through trial and er
ror. No laminate seaming base is included. 
This machine requires too many tools: 
Phill ips-head and straight screwdrivers, 
four hex wrenches, and an Allen wrench. 

Dial the speed to what you want. The 
Freud is the only trimmer with a variable
speed motor. 
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M u ltiple-base models (conti n ued) 

P O R T E R · C A B L E  

9 7 3 1 1  

Advantages: This Porter-Cable 
model felt great in my hand, the 
switch Is well placed, and t�e machine 
is stable. The four dedicated bases 
are held to the motor with one large 
knob, which also is used for vertical adjust
ments. The bases accept standard Porter-Cable templates, 
and the kit needs only one wrench. The storage case has a 
place for everything. The offset base was easy to put on. 
Disadvantages: The round vertical-adjustment knob, which 
was only slightly knurled, was difficult to tighten. Vertical ad
justment for the 90° base was hit or miss: The bit fell and tilted 
as I adjusted the height, then rose and straightened as I 
retightened the knob. The trim guide had to be adjusted with 
an Ailen wrench, which made the job difficult. The tilt base is 
marked in 5° increments, so anything more precise would 
need to be tweaked through trial and error. 
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Securing the bit. To 
change bits on this 
Porter-Cable trim
mer, you need only 
one wrench because 
you can lock the 
spindle by pushing a 
button on the side of 
the motor housing. 

DEWALT DW673K 
800-433-9258 
www.dewalt.com 

FREUD FT1000ET 
978-264-9900 

www.freud-tools_com 

PORTER-CABLE 97311 
800-3 2 1-9443 

www.portercable.com 

with laminate sheets, it's best to 
sand or file the edges after 

trimming them, which masks 

any unevenness. But in furni

ture making-for example, cut

ting inlay grooves or hinge 

mortises-you're shooting for a 

finished operation as the bit 

makes a cut. You want a hinge 
mortise at exactly the right 

depth; you don't want to have 

$ 110 4 

$ 150 4.4 

$125 3.8 

$ 159 4 

$70 3.8 

$250 5.2 

$250 5 .6 

$ 180 5.8 

$ 140 7.5 

$ 230 5 .6  

to shim it out or cut  it deeper 

with another pass. A bit that 

stays perpendicular while its 

depth is adjusted is your best 

bet for getting the cut right the 
first time. 

In general, I was disappointed 

with many of these laminate 

trimmers. Of the 10 tools my 

shopmates and I used, I'd char

acterize two of them as good 

Photo, this page (bottom left): William Duckwonh 



30,000 

2 6,000 

28,000 

27,500 

23,000 

30,000 

30,000 

30,000 

20,000 to 
30,000 

30,000 

Poor 

Fai r  

Fa i r  

Good 

Poor 

Good 

Fai r  

Fa i r  

Fa i r  

Fai r  

and two as  adequate. The other 

six got a thumbs-down from all 

five of us who used them. 

Recommendations 
one of these laminate trim

mers does everything. If you 

just need a tool for furniture 

work, I wouldn't recommend 

any of the multiple-base mod

els. But if I were working with 

Good: 
two wrenches 

Good: 
two wrenches 

Good: 
two wrenches 

Good: 
two wrenches 

Good: 
two wrenches 

Good: 
two wrenches 

Fair :  
two wrenches 

Fair :  
one wrench with 

sp ind le-lock 
button 

Good: 
two wrenches 

Good: 
one wrench with 

spind le-lock 
button 

Yes 

No 
(but avai lab le 
as accessory) 

No 
(but ava i lab le 
as accessory) 

No 
(but ava i labl e  
as accessory) 

N o  

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

plastic laminate and needed to 

use all  of a multiple-base tool's 

functions, the DeWalt would be 

my first choice because its at

tachment screws can be tight

ened by hand. 
If you need a small router for 

making furniture and cabinets, I 

recommend the Virutex; the 
Makita and the Porter-Cable 310 

tie for second place. Price dif-

No No Yes 

No Yes No 

No Yes No 

No Yes No 

No Yes No 

No Yes No 

Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes 

Yes No Yes 

Yes Yes Yes 

ferences aside, the Virutex is the 

best choice if you want the ex

tra mortising and Circle-cutting 

jigs that come with it. If you 

don't, the Makita is a wonderful 

tool to use because of its clear

plastic base and the two lights 

that illuminate the cutting ac
tion. If you just want a basic, 

heavy-duty u-immer, the Porter

Cable 310 is ergonomically very 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

Yes No 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes No 

Yes Yes 

comfortable and has the best 

vertical-adjustment mechanism 
of all the tools I used. You could 

always make your own clear 

base for it. D 

Kim Carleton Graves builds furniture 
and cabinetry at his shop in 
Brooklyn, N. Y. Masha Zager 
contributed to the preparation of 
this article. 
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(;raceful (;lass [)oors 
De l i cate m u nt i ns req u i re exa cti ng mach i n e work a n d ha ndwo rk ,  

b ut they c reate doors of e l ega nt p roporti ons  

B Y  S T E V E  L A T T A  

74 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

Xair of properly executed glass 
doors adds sophistication to a 

bookcase, a breakfront or a case

on-chest. The doors on this walnut book

case that I made for my wife are similar to 

ones I saw several years ago on an English 

antique. Most glass doors today are built 

using cope-and-stick knife sets to shape 

the muntins-not so with these doors. 

Cope-and-stick sets give rise to a heavier, 

bulky gridwork that is inappropriate for 

the lighter and more formal look I prefer in 

my work. My process involves precise ma

chine work and handwork, but for the end 

result, the extra effort is well worth it. 

Joinery details make a sturdy frame 
The joinery for a glass-door frame is stan

dard mortise-and-tenon fare, but there are 

a few important details to note. Choose 

straight-grained stock because of its 
strength and stability. Leave it oversize for 

several days, and then bring it down to fi

nal dimension after it has stabilized. The 

mortises cut into the stiles and the match
ing tenons on the ends of the rails are off

set from the centerline of the stock 

thickness. The front cheeks align with the 

back edge of the small roundover bead 

that is shaped along the inside edges of the 

door frame. That bead holds the panes of 

glass in place. Also, with this design, one 

other detail stands out: Each of the delicate 

muntins is made from two separate pieces 
of wood-a face piece shaped with a small 

bead that fits over a lattice grid. 

Mill  and mold the door frame 
I make doors slightly oversize and then fit 

them to their openings. With these doors, 

the stiles and rails are 7,.{j in. thick by slightly 

more than 2\-8 in. wide. On the inside edge 

of each piece, cut a \-8-in. radius bead 0 use 

Photos: William Duckworth 
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This design combines the del icate two-part muntins with strong, 

traditionally joined frames to make elegant, sturdy doors. 

Align the horizontal muntins with the 
bookshelves behind the doors. 

D O O R - F R A M E  J O I N E R Y 
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the corners. 
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W H E R E  M U N T I N S  M E E T  T H E D O O R  F R A M E  

W H E R E  M U N T I N S  I N T E R S E C T  

The lattice grid ,  jo i ned with 
ha lf la ps, is gl ued together 
as the door is assem bled. 

Drawings. Vince Babak 

Each beaded face is grooved on 
the underside, custom fitted and  
gl ued i n  p lace. 

Lattice 
grid 

--- Beaded face 

Mortise 

overla ps the 
top edge of 
the lattice. 

'la i n .  

3A6 i n .  H Face � � �  �:=I � G roove, % i n .  wide 
by 'lt6 in .  deep 

T 
%6 i n .  
-L 

Door sti le  

Door sti le  

'la i n .
) Gap here w i l l  

b e  concealed 
by the face. 

Jo int m ust 
be tight. 

S ECTI O N  V I E W  S I D E  V I EW 
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C U T  S M A L L  

M O R T I S E S F O R 

L A  TT I C E  G R I D  

Small mortises require ma
chine work and handwork. 
The ;s..in. by ;s..in. by ¥.rin. 
deep mortises for the lat
tice grids are drilled out 
with a brad-point bit in a 
drill press and cleaned out 
by hand with chisels. 

an Amana #49496 roundover bit), leaving a 

heavy 'l16-in. step at the front edge. After 

routing the roundover, calculate the height 
of the back rabbet and cut it on a shaper or 

a router table with a fence. The rabbet 

should be the same depth as the 
roundover (mine is Ii! in.). In height, it 

should leave enough of a bead and flat so 

that the entire muntin face dies into the flat 

area and does not have to be coped to the 

radiused section. To eliminate tearout 

when cutting the rabbet, make a light pass 

first and follow that with a full-depth pass. 

Cutting tenons on the ends of the lattice
grid stock. Use the tablesaw fence as a stop 
block and support the thin lattice with a scrap 
of wood screwed to the miter gauge. Make a 
first pass to define the shoulder and then drag 
the stock across the sawblade to cut the tenons. 
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After the roundover and rabbet have 

been machined, finish executing the door 

jOinery-mortise-and-tenon with a mitered 

roundover where the stile and rail join, 
which some people call a jack miter-and 

then dry-fit the door. 

Mold the bead on the muntin faces 
After milling the stiles and rails for the door 

frame, mill the muntin face pieces to size 
and shape. At this stage, however, save the 

task of cutting the grooves in the backs of 

them until later. Mill the beaded faces in 

lengths longer than what you'll need, and 

always make extras. Start with a piece of 

stock about 5 in. wide and % in. thick. Joint 

an edge, then rout the beaded shape along 

that edge (I use an Amana #51540 bullnose 

bit with a %4-in. radius to shape the fully 

half-round bead on the edge faces). Make 

sure the bead is centered. After shaping the 

edge, rip it to thickness (mine were just shy 

of Vi6 in.), using a splitter and a good-size 

push stick to support the stock as you cut 

it. Repeat that process-joint, shape, rip

until all of the beaded face blanks are 

done. Store these muntin faces on a scrap 

of plywood and tack them down with a 

string or a rubber band to prevent them 

from twisting and cupping. 

One thing I 'd like to stress here is the 

need for accurately machined pieces. Use 

a narrow router table with a shon fence to 
accommodate slight deviations in stock 

thickness or flatness. 

Make the lattice grid 
delicate and strong 
The stock thickness of the lattice grid is 

sized to fit a standard rip-blade kerf-one 

created by a sawtooth that is square in pro

file. Rip a shallow groove about Ii! in. deep 

in a piece of scrap. This scrap will serve as 

a test sample for milling the lattice pieces 

to thickness. 
Start with a piece of material about 6 in. 

wide that is a couple of inches longer than 

your longest frame member, and plane it 

down to % in. thick. This blank will be 

milled into strips that fit snugly into the 

groove on the scrap test sample. These 

strips can be generated a variety of ways. 

They can be ripped oversize and brought 

Half-lap Joints 
for the lattice 
grid. With ;s..in.
thick stock, 
you can cut 
half-lap joints 
easily. Use a 
miter gauge to 
make one pass 
through each 
piece. 



A S S E M B L E T H E D O O R  

I N  S TA G E S  

Glue-ups can be stressful, especially with 
so many delicate pieces of wood going to
gether at the same time. Latta recom
mends breaking down the process into 
manageable stages. 
1. Assemble the lattice grid with a spot of 
glue at each half-lap joint, and then glue 
the vertical lattice piece into the top and 
bottom door rails. 
2. Fit the rails and the horizontal lattice 
pieces into the first stile. 
3. Add the second stile and clamp the door 
assembly together. 

to thickness with a wide-belt sander, a 
drum sander or a thickness planer. Or you 

can just rip the lattice pieces to thickness 

on the tablesaw, using a zero-clearance in

sert, a splitter, and a push stick. Although 

the resulting sawmarks are not desirable, 
they won't be seen because the glazing 

compound that holds the glass in place will 

cover them. Once you've milled the lattice

grid pieces, bundle them up and set them 

aside. I keep mine wrapped in plastic to 

prevent them from twisting out of shape. 

Cut mortises for the lattice grid-To lay 

out the mortises for the lattice grid in the 
dry-fitted door frame, measure the rabbet

to-rabbet dimension between stiles and 

rails to get the correct locations. I use a 

�-in. brad-point bit mounted in the drill 
press to remove most of the waste, then I 

clean up the mortises with a chisel. Scoring 
a line with a knife down the center of the 

mortise layout helps the small brad-point 

bit stay on track better along the center of 

the mortise. Cut the mortises about Y.! in. 

deep with one end flush against the back 
edge of the small roundover bead that is 

shaped along the inside edges of the door 

frames and the other end about � in. in 

from the back of the doors. When you've 

finished cutting all of the mortises for the 

lattice grid, you can cut the lattice pieces to 

length and shape the tenons on the ends. 

Notch ends to make tenons-When cal

culating the exact length of the lattice-grid 

pieces, figure a �6-in.-Iong tenon on each 

end. This will leave a pocket at the bottom 

of the mortise for excess glue or debris. 

You need to cut rabbeted shoulders on 

both the top and bottom edges to form 

tenons. The bottom (or back) edge is the 
most important because it forms a visible 

seam where it joins the door frames. The 
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There's no 

room for slop 

when shaping 

and mi l l ing 

these smal l  

m untin faces. 

It's an  

exacting 

process. 

Joint, rout and rip. Shape the muntin faces two at a time, working from both 
edges of a board. Joint each edge flat, rout the beaded shape, and then rip off 
each side on the tablesaw, using a large paddle-style push stick to keep the 
stock flat on the saw table. 

upper (or front) rabbet does not have to fit 

tightly to the roundover bead because that 

seam will be covered by the muntin faces. 
To cut the shoulders 011 the lattice-grid 

members, use a miter gauge with an auxil

iary fence for support. You can use the 

main fence of the tablesaw as an indexed 

stop for the length of each tenon cut. Set a 

combination blade about � in. high, make 

a shoulder cut, and then drag the stock 
across the blade to cut the rest of the tenon 

shoulder. Once the proper tenon length has 
been established, cut all of the horizontal 

lattice pieces, and then repeat the process 

with the vertical pieces. Reset the fence to 

cut the upper rabbet on all of the lattice

grid pieces-horizontal and vertical-so 
that you end up with a tenon width that 

matches the width of the mortise. 

Half laps stiffen the grid-The lattice

grid pieces must be joined with standard 

half-lap joints. This is best done on the 
tablesaw with a rip blade and an i-shaped 

auxiliary fence mounted to the miter gauge. 
The fence eliminates tearout and helps lo

cate each notch. Cut a notch halfway 

through the horizontal frame members in 

the exact middle of each piece. Hold the 

vertical members against the stiles and 

Small pieces require extra care. To 
mill a 7i6-in.-deep groove into the deli
cate muntin, hold down each piece from 
above and push it tightly to the fence. 

transfer the locations of the mortises onto 

those pieces. Cut the notches to fit. The ver

tical and horizontal members should fit to
gether at 90° .  After all of the notching has 

been completed, dry-fit the door with the 
lattice grid in place to see whether it all fits. 

Glue the door together 
before fitting the muntin faces 
Glue up the door one section at a time. 

Havoc awaits fools who attempt to do it all 
at once. Start with the lattice grids, using 

yellow glue, and then glue the lattice-grid 

verticals into the top and bottom rails. After 

that, join each stile, one at a time. Make 

F I T  T H E M U N T I N FA C E S 

Mark and cut each muntin face separately. With a 2-in.-/ong layout 
scrap as a marker, Latta uses a plane iron to score each muntin face in 
place on the door. Then he removes each piece to custom-cut it to length. 
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Shopmade setup for trimming small miters. A scrap of 
wood cut with 45° miters on both ends and screwed to a 
scrap of plywood serves as a guide for mitering the delicate 
muntin faces. A sharpened plane iron makes the cut. 



sure the door is flat and not twisted, using 

the same type of clamps throughout on a 

flat, level bench. 

Fit the muntin faces one at a time

Using the rip blade again, cut a groove 

down the center of the back of each 

muntin face piece. Because these pieces 

are so small, use a large push block that 

will hold the whole piece tightly against 

the saw table and another scrap of wood 

that will keep it pushed against the fence. 

The groove should be a heavy \16 in. deep. 

Where muntin faces join, I use a plane 

iron or a wide chisel as a sort of guillotine 
to chop the mitered ends cleanly. To make 

a guillotine, screw a block of wood with a 

450 -angle cut on both ends to a small piece 
of plywood. This block will serve as the 

guide for the plane iron as you press it 

against the sides of the block. You'll need a 

layout piece to mark for all of the miter 

cuts. Cut a 2-in.-Iong scrap piece of muntin 

face stock. Leave one end square and make 

opposing 450 cuts on the other end. 

To begin facing the lattice grid, cut a 

piece of muntin a little bit longer than the 

first point of intersection, with one end 
square. Fit it over the lattice grid, being 

sure to butt the square end tightly to the 

top or bottom rail. Coming in from both 
sides, slide the square end of the layout 

piece up to the muntin face and transfer a 

mark with the plane iron. These points in-

EIght miters for each Intersection. 
Four muntin faces join together over each 
half-lap joint of the lattice grid. 

dicate where the miters begin. Line up 

each mark to the edge of the guide block 

and, with a sliCing motion, u'im the miters 

to length with the iron. Check the fit by 

pressing the muntin face onto the frame 

and sliding the mitered face of the layout 

piece up to it. If the fit is good, cut and join 

each of the two side muntins that intersect 

that joint, and then continue with the next 

vertical piece. Work your way down the 

ful l  grid of the door. As tedious as this 

process may sound, it actually goes quite 
quickly, providing your iron is sharp. 

Once all of the muntin faces have been 
fitted, take them off one at a time. Using a 

small glue syringe, put a light bead on the 

inside edges of each groove and press 

them in place over the lattice grid. Do this 
to all of the muntins, adding a small drop of 

glue where the pieces butt together. Any 

excess glue must be removed because it 

will interfere with installing the glass and 
cause blotches in the final finish. 

Once all of the muntin faces have been 
glued in place, and before installing the 

glass, fit the door to its opening and hang it 

on hinges. After that, sand and finish the 

doors before glazing them. Glass doors with 

this delicate gridwork are ageless and speak 

to a time when attention to detail meant a 

little more than it often does today. 0 

Steve Latta teaches cabinetmaking at Thaddeus 
Stevens School ofTechnology in Lancaster, Pa. 

Don't use too much glue. A syringe is ideal for 
applying glue to the small muntin face pieces. 
(One source is Lee Valley, 800-871-8158.) Any 
excess glue should be removed before it dries. 
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J8: Your mentor, Tage Frid,  taught the whole ga mut of wood

working techniques, yet you focus strictly on solid wood. How did 
you develop that approach? 

HG: When I was in graduate school in the early '70s, everyone was 
doing Art Nouveau-inspired work. All kinds of flowing lines, aw

fully difficult things-laminating, steam-bending, and veneer
ing-all that stuff that's so outrageously time-consuming. When I 

opened my shop, economic forces dictated simplicity. If I could 

sell a piece of furniture for $200, I was really pushing it. So I be

came Mr. Mortise-and-Tenon and Solid Wood. 

At one point in the early days, I had a one-curve rule. I realized 
that if a piece had more than one curve in it, I wasn't going to 

make any money. Then I took it a step further and said, okay, there 
can't be any curves. This has to be straight-line design. I have to 
design pieces that are out of the planer and the tablesaw, and still 

have some kind of interest. They could have a million tenons and 
mortises because I could whip through those. Obviously, I aban
doned the no-curves rule, but it was good discipline. 

J8: How do you see yourself in relation to your contemporaries 
who make more sculptural ,  self-expressive furniture? 

HG: Early on I realized that I'm either not interested enough or not 
talented enough to do a certain type of expressive work, but I'm 

really good at another type: the simple, practical pieces that have 
a little bit of zing to them. Compared to what otl1er people were 

making, these were somewhat lesser-priced, functional pieces. 

J8: What is on your mind when you design? 
HG: I listen very carefully to what a client says to me. Then I look 

around and get a feel for what they are all about, and I try to make 

something suitable in my own way. I never ignore the client's 

needs. That's the practical aspect, and it's a big, powerful force. 

They've got to be able to sit at this table. They don't want it talking 

to tl1em when they're sitting at it. 

J8: You are contacted frequently by aspiring woodworkers. What 
do you say to someone who tells you they want to do what you do? 
HG: I'm brutally honest. I tell them it's impossible. Then I work 
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GilpIn paIrs domestIc tImber wIth I';. _ 
spIred desl.n. For this 8-ft.-long gallery 
bench commissioned by the Smith Col��-...."" Jj!#·· Mt/seum of Art, Gilpin chose an eJ 

-cept/cmal batch of curly white oali- - -

backwards from d1ere. I f  you want to  make a living making wooden 
objects, mere are some absolutes to consider: 
• You're not going to make a lot of money for 10 years, if ever. 
• You have to be totally dedicated to your work; your life is 

secondalY 

• You have to live and work in me same place. 

• You have to work more than anybody else. 

I work 60 to 70 hours a week. I don't mind. I don't watch televi

sion, so I have plenty of time to draw, sketch, and think. Every 
night I'm doing my little business. 

" I  d o n ' t  t h i n k  y o u c a n  u n d e rs ta n d  
m a c h i n e s u n t i l y o u  u n d e rs ta n d  
[ t h e  h a n d  to o l s ]  t h ey re p l a ced . "  

J8: Do you work alone? 
HG: I usually have a couple of people in me shop wim me. I need 

me interaction. And to make a profit, you need omer people work

ing wid1 you. There's not enough time in me day to run a business 
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and also be at the bench long enough to make money. You can't 

do it. Fifty percent of my time I'm not doing anything related to 

making things. 

J8: You use hand tools and machines extensively in your work. 
What's the best way to teach these two components of wood
working? 
HG: I don't think you can understand machines until you under

stand what they replaced. People in my shop don't go near a 

machine for two years. By then they have absolute, complete 

control of handwork and the furniture-making process from post

machining to the end. Once they've got me hand skills down, me 

sequence goes: drill press, bandsaw, mortiser, tablesaw, jointer, 

and planer. 
If you mrow someone on a milling machine in me beginning of 

a job, they have no idea what's at the end of all d1at effort. If you 

work backwards, then, by the time mey get back to the milling, 

which is me most important part of a job, mey see me whole pic

ture; d1ey know where mey're headed. 

J8: Why is mil l ing so important? 

HG: Two things. First, I generally work with wood that is care
fully selected for each piece-and there isn't any extra stock. So 

milling mistakes can be problematic. Second, and more impor-

Photos: Jonathan Binzen 



tant, is that I change the design at the milling stage on virtually 

every piece I do. 

At the beginning of a job I've got a pile of wood and a rough 
sketch. As I'm pulling the wood, I start my working drawing. I walk 

back and forth from the pile to the drawing, making sure the wood 
can match it, because there are always limitations. Maybe I have 

5/4 stock, but it was cut a little lean at the mill, maybe there's a 

twist in the board, or maybe the face grain is exceptional. 

When I cut the parts to size, the working drawing is still very ca

sual. Then, when I start milling, I might say, whoa, this piece is a lit
tle more interesting than I thought, or I see that I'm going to get 

more thickness out of the board than I expected. I know from ex

perience how close I can cut things and still have lots of options. 

JB: Did you continue studying furniture after graduate school? 

HG: Nonstop. I read everything I could get my hands on. I wanted 

to know every style, every technique. And in 1976 I went to Eu

rope for six weeks. I wrote ahead to a bunch of museums and got 

letters back giving me basically carte blanche access to their col

lections. That was amazing. When I got there, I gravitated instantly 
to England, 1903, the time of the original Arts and Crafts guys. 

A couple of years later, I did the same thing in California. I wrote 

to Randall Mackinson, whose books on the Greene brothers had 
just come out, and asked if I could visit the Gamble House. Grad 

students lived in it at that pOint, and I got to stay in the house and 

study it for a week. Wow, that place was unbelievable. 

JB: You work in R hode Island, with its deep furniture tradition. 
Has being there affected your furniture design? 
HG: One thing I quickly realized is tl1at if you are a New England 

woodworker and you want to make a living here, you have to ap
peal to the New England aesthetic. I 'm surrounded by antiques, 

surrounded by history. So, as I studied the furniture and did a lot of 

Table explores extremes of domestic wood. 
Gilpin built this end table with tropical sea grape. 
He has acquired a wide range of exotic-seeming 
American woods on trips to Florida. 

repair work on antiques, I started to think about how I could use 

tl1ese forms as inspiration to create pieces of my own. I wanted to 

make furniture familiar, comfortable, and practical enough to be 

embraced by New Englanders. 

I like highboys, so I might design a piece that had a high
boyesque quality about it. I wouldn't make any explicit historical 

reference; I'd just look at the stance, the format, the way that it 
functioned, and use those as guides while I drew my own pieces. 

And fortunately, once in a while, somebody would ask for one. 0 

Jonathan Binzen, a former editor of Fine Woodworking, is a freelance writer. 
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Curt Hart Edmonds, Wash . � 

Mark Slowik Derby, Conn .  

Slowik bui lt this Connecticut flat-top highboy (18'/.0 in .  deep 

by 38 in .  wide by 72 in .  tall) after seeing one featured 

in Jeffrey P. Greene's American Furniture of the 18th 

Century (The Taunton Press, 1996). Slowik, a Connecticut 

native and self-taught woodworker, said that bui lding this 

piece was a challenge he could not resist. The piece is 

constructed out of cherry-some from recycled wooden 

pallets-and white pine and took 18 months to complete. 

The h ighboy is f inished with two layers of dye sta in  and a 

hand-rubbed gel-varnish topcoat. 

"I am inspired a lot by pure shapes and forms: 

Hart said,  adding that he l ikes to play with 

shapes to make furniture that is both visually 

pleasing and functional. He gave this cherry and 

maple dining chair (18 in .  deep by 18 in. wide by 

32 in.  tal l )  a leather-padded seat and fin ished it 

with hand-rubbed clear lacquer. 
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Klaus Kloepper Watsonvi l le ,  Cal if. ..... 

In making this lidded vessel ,  Kloepper said 

his intent was "to combine the natural

looking elements of a poplar leaf and 

ebony cherries with a functional redwood 

burl vessel . "  The 6-in.-dia. piece stands 

8 in. tal l  and is fin ished with oil and wax. 

Seth Barrett Mi lan ,  N .Y. ..... 

William Anderson Bi l l i ngs, Mont. ..... 

This hal l  table (18 in .  deep by 49 in .  wide by 33?2 in.  tall) is made of 

maple and lacewood with brass accents. " I  was in itia l ly intrigued by 

the technical challenge of making the top-solving that problem with 

veneer in  a vacuum press-then by the wide range of aesthetic choices 

the basic design offered: Anderson said .  The table is f in ished with oi l ,  

polyurethane, and wax. Photo by Tony Smith 

Barrett chose the dimensions and style of this coffee table (34 in. deep by 54 in. wide by 18 in. tall) to suit a client's home. 

The design reflects the client's interest in  architecture and in  open furniture structures that support functional areas. The table 

is made of walnut and Gonc;:alo alves and fin ished with lacquer. 
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Andrew J. Ritchie Toronto, Ont. , Canada ...... 

Ritchie was browsing in a store a couple of years ago when a 

Windsor chair caught his eye. He was so intrigued by it that he 

signed up for a local chair-making class taught by John Robin

son, proprietor of John Robinson Windsor Chairs. This left-handed 

writing-arm Windsor (30 in. deep by 35 in. wide by 42tn in. tall) 

is one of four different designs he's built since taking the 

course. The chair is made of oak, basswood, cherry, and pine 

and finished with two coats of red, blue, and yellow milk paint, 

linseed oil, and wax. 

Chris Gil lott Auckland,  New Zea land � 
In designing this Scotch chest (21 in .  deep by 57tn in.  

wide by 55 in .  tal l ) ,  Gi l lott began with a rough sketch 

done by the client, who also requested that the piece be 

heavily proportioned and made of native lumber. The pri

mary wood in the chest, part of a bedroom ensemble, is 

New Zealand rimu. The top is waxed leather over a core 

of medium-density fiberboard (MDF). The drawer fronts 

are weathered New Zealand matai with kwila detai l ,  and 

the drawer boxes are made of macrocarpa. The piece 

has a shellac, Danish oil, and wax finish. 
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Allen Bixby Ukarumpa,  Papua New Guinea ...... 

Bixby built this table (44tn in. dia, by 30 in. tall) because he 

wanted to experiment with a veneering technique he read about 

in Fine Woodworking (#111, pp. 40-44). The tabletop is 

veneered with 18 leaves of rosewood with solid rosewood band

ing over a %-in.-thick plywood substrate. The legs are 15 lamina

tions, mostly of rosewood ,  and the center support for the legs is 

taun. The table has a lacquer finish. 



Keith S. Cornell and Paul N. Smith I I  � 
Whitman ,  Mass. 

Cornell and Smith bui lt this china cabinet (22 in. deep 

by 80 in. wide by 84 in. tall) as part of a two-piece 

dining set for a cl ient. The design originated from a 

piece made by Morris & Company that appears in Good 

Citizen's Furniture: The Arts and Crafts Collections at 

Cheltenham (Ashgate Publ ishing Co., 1999). Bui lt of 

Honduras mahogany, the piece features a maple upper 

cabinet interior with true divided-light doors, meaning 

the mul l ions completely divide the curved panes of 

glass. It has an oi l  finish. 

Paul Petrie Jr. Gloversvi l le ,  N.Y. ... 
Petrie turned this pedestal box (S:Ij., i n .  d ia.  by 

10:tn in .  tall) as an entry in the 2003 Northeast 

Woodworkers annual  show. Made of mahogany and 

spalted maple, its form was inspired by a world 

globe. I t  is fin ished with a hand-rubbed mixture of 

varnish, tung oil, and gum turpentine. Photo by 

John Pau l  Viscosi 

Barry Gruer La Jo l la ,  Cal if. ... 

After retiring from a career as a pediatric 

dentist, Gruer enrolled in  Palomar Col lege's 

woodworking program and made this low

boy (19 in .  deep by 38 in .  wide by 36 in .  

tal l )  as h is  fi rst project. The design was inspired by a highboy in  

Norman Vandal's Queen Anne Furniture (The Taunton Press, 

1990). The piece is made of curly maple with ebony plugs and 

is f in ished with tung oi l .  Photo by Archie Breeden 
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Ru l e s  o f  Thumb  
Why u s e  n a i l s 

i n  f i n e  fu rn i tu re 
B Y  M I K E D U N B A R  

Visitors to my workshop appreciate that I make chairs without 
nails. They think that making furniture with nails is a sign of poor 
workmanship. While you wouldn't want to join chairs with nails, 
they are the best fasteners to use for many other applications. 

ails have been around for thousands of years. Ancient Egyp
tians and Romans used them, as did every furniture-making cul
ture since the dawn of woodworking. Despite this long and 
honorable history, nails have acquired a bad reputation. 

Perhaps our association of nails with poor-quality construction 
dates back to a time when utilitarian furniture was often nailed to
gether to avoid the high cost of making hand-cut joinery, which, 
of course, was more time-consuming. Nevertheless, large quanti
ties of utilitarian furniture have survived years of hard use and 
abuse, proof that nailing does not necessarily equate with poor
quality construction. 

Before the time of the Industrial Revolution, specialist black
smiths, called naylors, hand-forged nails out of iron and produced 
specialized nails for furniture making. While some of these spe
cialized nails have been superseded by other types of fasteners, 
many still exist and are used today. 

These hand-forged nails, however, were expensive. By the end 
of the 18th century, inventors developed ways to mass-produce 
nails by shearing them from sheets of iron. These nails, known as 
cut nails, were still costly to produce. With the development of in
expensive soft steel in the late 19th century, wire nails rapidly took 

C U T N A I L S V S .  W I R E  N A I L S 

WIRE NAILS 

The coarse four-sided 

Nails hold moldings in place while glue dries. Using only nails on 
the side moldings allows the case sides to shrink and expand. 

the place of iron nails. These wire nails commonly are found in to
day's hardware stores and, l ike their earlier counterparts, have 
their place in fine furniture making. 

Nai ls are effective fasteners 
Nails give a little when stressed. This characteristic usually makes 

them the best choice for securing cleats 
or runners that are applied across grain, 
situations where wood would split or 
glue eventually would fail because of the 
wood's seasonal movement. 

ails generally do jobs tl1at are difficult 
to accomplish with joinery. They fasten 
back boards to chests and cupboards 

and keep drawer bottoms in place. 
Nailing still is the most common 

method of attaching moldings and other 

shanks and b lunt points of cut 

thin strips to a piece of furniture. ails 
also are used to apply small ornamenta
tion, such as brackets, where end grain 
or too little surface area prevents a good 
glue bond. 
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nails cause less spl itting than the round 

shanks of  wire nai ls. When driving a cut  nai l ,  

always al ign the wider face of the nai l  with 

the grain .  

Furniture makers generally don't use 
common nails-the ones with flat, round 
heads. Instead, they use finish nails, 

which have heads iliat are less obtrusive 

Photos, except where noted: Marcia Ryan; this page (top): Asa Christiana 



N O R T H W E S T  T I M B E R  
(541 ) 327-1000 

The Ultimate 
Molder! STEP UP TO 

THE FINEST 

FIGURED 

MAPLE, AND 

WESTERN 

WALNUT 

ON THE 

PLANET 

• FIGURED MAPLE, quilted, curly, spalted, burled, 
birdseye and figured flooring 
• CLARO WALNUT, curly, marbled, crotCh, burled 

and vertical grained 
• CURLY CHERRY, Eastern 
• PORT ORFORD WH ITE CEDAR VG 

(OLD G ROWTH SALVAGED LOGS) 
• MYRTLEWOOD, musical grade, lumber and slabs 

�.:<; tll1r 
o � ;z: -t 

.. l),j-n� 

Visit our online store 
WWW.NWTIMBER.COM 

READER SERVlCE NO. I I  

HIDA TOOL & HARDWARE 1333 SAN PABLO AVE. BERKELEY, CA 94702 
510-524-3700 1-800-443-5512 hidalool@hidalool.com 

• Straight, Round, Elliptical 

• Simple, Easy, Safe 

• 1 00 Standard Knives 

�---------------------�� • Custom Knives Avai lable 

Mitsukawa brand; ryoba & dozuki hardwood 
saws for funiture & cabinet makers. 

• Quality Construction 

• Made in the USA 

+Ai 
Williams & Hussey 
Machine Co., Inc. 

Ryoba: 1 95mm & 21 Omm (2 1 teeth on cross-cut) 
Dozuki :  2 1 0mm & 240mm (27 teeth on cross-cut) 

800.258. 1 380 (USA) 
603.654.6828 

Visit us online at 
Visit our website at www.hidatool.com W\\W. williamsnhussey.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 86 

READER SERVlCE NO. 114 

When I 
think about 

READER SERVlCE NO. 47 

owning my own business . . .  
Bring your woodworking ski l l ,  your  love of 

tools, and you r  expertise and we' l l  show you how 
you ca n turn your  passion for woodworking into 
your  l ife's work . 

. . . 1 think of WoodcraR .'::��:�FT· 
Helping You Make Wood Work � 

bill_carroll@Woodcraft.com 
li77 Rosemar Road 
P.O. Box 1686 
Parkersburg. VVV 26102-1686 Dept. F04WW08Q 

READER SERVlCE NO. 160 
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R u I e S 0 f T h u m  h ( c o n t i n u e d )  

W O R K I N G  W I T H  N A I L S  

When fastening with nai ls, al l  you need are 

small hammers and a square awl. 

8-0Z. 
HAMMER 

TACK 
HAMMER 

A square awl for pilot holes. When twisted in
to wood, the awl bores a small hole. It's used 
where wood is more likely to split, such as near 
the ends of boards. 

The right way to pull a nail. Use a block 
of wood to protect the project and pull out 
the nail in the direction it entered the 
wood to avoid enlarging the hole. 

and easier to hide. They also use brads, or tiny finish nails, 
which are available in various sizes. 

Cut nai ls are effective and attractive 
In period pieces, and in restoration work, furniture makers often 
use cut nails. These nails have a unique holding power that comes 
from the shape of their shanks, which are square in cross section. 
The square shank causes minimal splitting of the wood and allows 
the wood fibers to spring back onto the coarse shanks, which cre
ates a strong hold onto the nail. 

Cut nails have heads that are narrow and rectangular. When set 
and filled, the hole is unobtlUsive. Curi-
ously, the square holes left by some small 
nails used in nail guns are very similar to 
the impressions left by cut nails. In some 
furniture pieces, the nailing done with cut 
nails actually can enhance the appearance. 
Because the nails in this case are decora
tive, you do not want to set them. When 
you leave nails visible, be attentive to 
your nailing pattern and make it uniform 
on both sides and throughout the piece. 

Another effective nail application dates 
back to the 18th century, when hinges, 
cleats, and battens often were secured 
with special, spear-pointed clinch nails. 
Strictly speaking, these were hand-forged 
nails, not cut nails. Today, however, some 
cut nails are manufactured as clinch nails. 
The metal is malleable enough and the 
point thin enough for the nail to curve 
back onto itself. This technique perma
nently secures hardware to tl1e furniture. 
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Owing to their authentic looks and their advantages over wire 
nails, I prefer to use cut nails whenever a nail is needed for furni
ture projects. The best-known cut-nail maker is Tremont ail of 
Wareham, Mass. (www. tremontnail.com). 

How to use nai ls properly 
Hammering nails isn't rocket science. However, missing a nail or 
bending one can scar your work. Just as it is wise to practice cut
ting dovetails before building a Queen Anne highboy, a little prac
tice with the hammer is a good idea. 

When nailing thin pans or near the ends of boards, bore a pilot 

C L I N C H E D N A I L S 

W O N ' T P U L L O U T  

The anvil forces the malleable nail to bend 
back onto itself like a fishhook, which in
creases withdrawal resistance. The visible 
part of the nail all but disappears under a 
coat of paint. 





Ru l e s  o f  Th u m b  ( c o n t i n u e d )  

U S I N G  

N A I L- G U N  

FA S T E N  E R S  

Small nails driven with a nail gun leave 
holes similar in shape to those left by cut 
nails driven with a hammer. 

--t 
Serious woodworkers count 
on American-made Forrest 
saw blades for smooth, q u iet 
cuts, everytime . . .  without 
splintering scratching or 
tearouts. No m atter what 
your application,  Forrest 
blades are simply the best 
money can buy. That's why 
discriminating craftsmen 
prefer the m !  

"[Your blades] cut true, with 
no vibration. I can say with 
confidence that Forrest 
blades are the best. " 
Carl Stude - Burbank, CA 

Our Most Popular 
Saw Blades: 
Woodworker I I  - This award
winning all-purpose blade is 
the finest of its type. 

ChopMaster - Produces per
fect miters with smooth edges 
... and no bottom splinters. 

Ask for Forrest blades at a fine 
dealer or retailer, order online, 
or call the factory directly. Your 
satisfaction is guaranteed . . .  or 
your money back! 

www.stores.yahoo.comlforrestman 
1 -800-733-71 1 1  
( In NJ, call 973-473-5236) 

© 2004 Forresl Manulaeluring Code FW 
READER SERVICE NO. 163 
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hole to help avoid splitting. In the past, cabinetmakers used either a 
spear-pointed or square awl that was twisted into wood to bore a 
small hole. This type of awl is still available from Lee Valley 
(www.leevalley.com). But you can use a twist drill just as well. 

Cabinetmakers use small, light hammers. An 8-oz. hammer can 
do most jobs, but a tack hammer is designed for smaller nails such 
as brads; the narrow bell of the hammer (the end of the hammer, 
adjacent to the face) gives better visibility of the head of the nail 
than a hammer with a wider face and bell. For some jobs, I find a 

7-oz. hammer a good, intermediate choice. 
When first assembling a piece of furniture, leave nail heads pro

jecting about l-2 in. This way, if you need to make a correction, you 
can pull the nail without damaging the wood. If you need to pull a 
nail, use a block of wood as a fulcrum under the hammerhead so 
that the direction of pull is directly up and not to tl1e side, which 
would enlarge tl1e hole and damage surrounding wood. The block 
also protects your worksurface. Drive all of tl1e nails flush after you 
have tested everything satisfactorily. 

If a nail is driven into a visible surface, its head may need to be 
hidden, depending on the aesthetic you're after. Use a nailset to 
drive the head below the wood. Fill the space above the head with 
wood filler, and when it has hardened, sand it smooth. If you are 
using a clear finish, hide the nailing by selecting a tinted filler 
whose color matches that of the wood and the final finish. Re
member that over time, wood will darken. Therefore, slightly darker 
filler will look better in the long term. 0 

Wood moisture is a crucial factor that 
determines usefulness and stability of 
wood. Pin-type moisture testers 
measure surface and core moisture to 
avoid cracking, warping and delamination. 

The versatile mini-Ligno meters from 
Lignomat are ideal for veneer, heavy 
timbers and curved plywood; a favorite for 
professional woodworkers and serious 
hobbyists. Ask about our free brochure 
for pin and pinless moisture meters. 

800/227-21 05 U.nom •• • SA Uti. 
503/257-8957 PO 301 45, Portland OR 97294 

READER SERVICE NO. 108 

• Immediate delivery 
• Two year warranty 
• True 3-phase output 
• Whisper quiet operation 
• No-charge tech support, 24-7 
• Regulated output for CNC Machines 
• The most capacity at the least cost, guaranteed! 
• Protect your investment - Insist on Phasemasle'" 
• Visit us today at www.kayind.com 

Kav Industr ies 
P • A S E M A S  T E R'" Ro t a r y Ph a s e C o nve r t e r s 

General Offices 
604 N. Hill st. 
South Bend, IN 46617 
800-348-5257 
574-289-5932 (fax) 

Western Region 
41 27 Bay St. #6 

Fremont, CA 94538 
510-656-8766 

510-657-7283 (fax) 
The World Leader in Single to Three-Phase Power Conversion 

READER SERVICE NO. 24 



Finish What You Started! 
With ProCoat Water Based Wood Finishes 

• Very Durable 

• Interior/Exterior 

• Non-Yellowing 

• Fast Drying 

• Mild Odor 

Ideal for woodwork, 
cabinets, furniture, 
floon, toys and more! 

C a l l today for a d i s t r i b u tor near you ! 
OProCaat 1 -800-866-4857 
www . t u r b i n a i r e . c o m / p  r o co a t  

READER SERViCE NO. 33 

Keep your Fine Woodworking 
back issues looking brand new. 

Store your treasured copies of Fine Woodworking 
in slipcases for easy reference again and again! Bound 

in dark blue and embossed in gold, each case holds 

more than a year's worth of Fine Woodworking. 
Only £8.95 ($24.95 for 3, £49.95 for 6). 

Postage and handling additional. cr residents add 6% sales tax, 
Canadian residents please add 7% GST. 

To place an order using your credit card, call 

1 -800-888-8286. 
Outside the U.S. and Canada call 1 -203-426-S I 7 1 .  

F i n a l ly, a saw you can 
depend on with a name 

you can trust. Our new MM 
ser ies b a n d s aws feature 
huge resaw capacities, loads 
of cast iron, and perhaps most 
importantly . . .  a company that 
will stand behind it! Call one of 
our customer representatives 
today and discover how our 
cutting edge bandsaws can 
improve your woodworking. 

\/ideo 
No'Ii'J 

p..,\}ai\ab\e\ 

2012 Centimeter Circle Austin, TX 78758 

866-WRK-WOOD 
(toll free 866-975-9663) 
www.minimax-usa.com 

The leader in vacuum technology 
lor woodworking offers 0 
(Omplele line of innovlllive 
produds lor: 

- VENEERING 
-lAMINATING 
- ClAMPING NEW produd, indude: 

F
l
ir.W:t!bl::I:dd!;:" and Videos 

Parts are automatically aligned when a 

Hoffmann Dovetail Key Is Inserted, eliminating 

offset comers and expensive repair _k_ 

No additional c:lamplng devi c:es or fllSteners needed_ 

Mac:hlnes are available for every size shop. 

HOfFMANN Hoffmann Machine Company, Inc . 
(631 ) 589-6322 www hoffmann-usa.com 
READEH SERVICE NO. 105 

READER SERVICE '0. 62 

48 SPECIES IN STOCK UNIQUE COLLECTION 
SHOWROOM I MILLROOM 
WOOD YARD AND SHOP 
PHONE: 1-800-746-2413 FAJ,U�46-2433 
tiMAIL: CSWOODS@CSW'OODS.COM 

READER SERVICE NO. lSI 
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Q &A 

Shellac shelf life can vary. If dry shellac gets 
old or is packed poorly, it will polymerize, leav
ing an undissolved glob in the bottom of the jar. 

Scraper vs. spokeshave 

Q What is the difference between a 

scraper plane and a flat-based 

spokeshave? They look the same to me. 

-Pete Peterson, Loves Park, III. 

AGarrett Hack replies: Some scraper 
planes may resemble spokeshaves, but 

they differ in the orientation of the blade to 
the cut. Scraper planes have the unique 
cutting characteristics of a blade tilted 
forward into the cut, so the tool cuts lightly 

with a hook or burr along tl1e cutting edge 
of tl1e blade. Scraper planes are used for 
smoothing large, flat surfaces. Spokeshaves 
are configured more like typical planes, 
with chisel-edge blades angled back from 
the cut surface, and a sharpened edge 
does the cutting. Spokeshaves are used for 
shaping curved surfaces. 
[Garrett Hack is a contributing editor.] 
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Why won't my shellac fla kes dissolve? 

Q I have some shellac flakes that I have tried to dissolve in denatured alcohol. 

After three days, the flakes are only partially dissolved, even with frequent 

agitation. What could be the problem? 

-Dennis Walter, West Chester, Pa. 

AChris A. Minick replies: As with liquid shellac, dry shellac flakes have a limited 
shelf life. Once dissolved, shellac molecules begin to react with the alcohol 

solvent, producing an ethyl ester of shellac. Over time, the concentration of ester 

increases so much that the shellac will no longer dry to a usable finish film. So, shop
mixed shellac one year old or older should be discarded. 

Dry shellac undergoes a chemical reaction, too, but at a Significantly slower rate than 
the liquid version. The shelf life of the shellac flakes usually is measured in years, 
whereas shellac dissolved in alcohol is measured in montl1s. However, under the right 
conditions, the dry shellac molecules come together, forming chemical bonds between 
each molecule and releasing water vapor in tl1e process. The result is one mega
molecule-a shellac polymer. The actual shelf life of shellac flakes greatly depends on 
how they were processed and stored by tl1e manufacturer. An oversight in packing can 
accelerate the polymerization process significantly. Fortunately, this problem is rare. 
r suspect your shellac flakes were too old when you bought them or were not 

packed properly. You'll have to throw tl1em out, buy fresh flakes, and start over. 
[Chris A. Minick is consulting editor to Fine WOOdwoTking] 

Scraper cuts with a burr. 
A scraper plane holds a 
blade at an angle that 
causes a scraping action 
from the burr of the blade. 

Spokeshave cuts with a 
chisel edge. The angle of 
the blade allows it to slice 
wood as a handplane does. 

Photos, except where noted: Kelly J. Dunton; this page (top and bottom right): Marcia Ryan; drawings: Vince Babak 



serving woodworkers 
for nearly 60 years. 

Woodworkers trust Delmhorst 
moisture meters for accurate 
results to ensure the quality 
of each and every project. 

==== INSTRUMENTCO---® 
When accuracy is the point. 
1-800-222-0638 delmhorst.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 67 

The [ffJ[b[J)Jm Mark 0", Quality. 

POCKET HOLE SY§TEMS"" 

A better WilY to join wood. 
Fa.ter. •• No waiting for the glue to dry. 

!itronger. •• Screws put unmatched 

clamp pressure on the 10lnt line. 

!iimpler. •. Drill pocket holes in only 

one workpiece. Align for assembly with a 

single clamp. 

Betterl Faster assembly. stronger 

ioints. fewer headaches. Give it a try today! 

www.kregtool.com 

Qual ity tools, 
education, 
service and value. 

Expect this and 
more from KREIi, 
the leader in Pocket 
Hole technology. 

Two simple steps to wood joinery . . .  

Drill pocket holes Drive screws. 

BOO.447.BIi3B 
READER SERVICE O. 167 

"WOODMASlE'R 
{Drum Sander] 

Gets My Top Vote!" 
- Rne Woodworking 
Magazine review vs. 
Perform� & GrizzlY>. 

Studies show 60% of shop time 
is spent sanding. That's 3 days 
out of a 5-<:Iay work week! Now 
you can do the same work in 

less than 4 hours: a 90% efficiency increase. 
2/3 Less cost than expensive wide-beH sanders! 
Woodmaster's industrial-duty drum sanders fill the 
niche between slow hand methods and expensive 
wide-belt sanders . . .  at about 1/3 the cost. And 
there's no sacrifice in quality! 
Pays for itself ... WHILE YOU USE m 
Quickly pays its own way and keeps on paying you in 
reduced labor costs, higher quality & faster production! 

WOODMASTERP DRUM SANDERS 
• 4 models: 26", 38", 50" • Made in USA 
• 5·Year Warranty • NOW ON SALE! 

r-------------------
I DYES! Rush FREE WOODMASTER _I 
I DRUMSANDER INFO & VIDEO plus , : facts on your current SALE OFFER! I 
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Q & A ( c o n t i n u e d )  

American fu rniture inscriptions 

Q My husband and I recently contracted to have a bed made for us by a local 

craftsman. I want to personalize the bed frame with a small, discreet 

inscription of some type. Are you aware of any tradition in American furniture 

making of personalizing homemade beds with quotes, poems, or sayings? 

-Meredith Nicholson, Durham, N.C. 

AChristian Becksvoort replies: I've offered d1is service to my clients for years. 
When I started woodworking, I ran across an old headboard with a carved 

arrow in me center. I asked d1e owner of d1e antique store about it, and he said that it 
was from an early inn or guest house where guests 

slept two to a bed. If one of d1em felt the other was using more d1an 
his allotted share of the bed, he could reach up to d1e middle of d1e headboard to 
find the carving. If the od1er guest was beyond his borders, d1e first could feel 
justified in shoving me offender back to his side. So, in certain cases, a headboard 
carving served as a means of ending territorial disputes. Most often, d10ugh, me 
reasons for having a headboard carved were as personal and sentimental as yours. 

Our m ther s g sweetest melody 
although she ne er sang in a musical key_ 

e'd hear her hrough the house. I have carved diamonds, stars, the moon and sun, a compass rose, dates, 
Our names called out loud. initials, and monograms into headboards. Because I charge by the letter for hand

carving, customers tend to keep things short. When I'm asked to execute a stanza 
of poetry, I print it out in the size and font that will best fit the style and send it to 
the client for approval. Then I take the headboard to a local trophy or awards 
shop and have it laser-engraved. A laser will copy almost anything, from text to 

Our mother sang the SWeetest melody, 

Scptem bcr I> 2002 

logos to complex, high-contrast photos. Keep in mind that a laser burns an 
image, so me sides of the letters will be dark brown and look machine-made. 
Hand-carving, which I prefer, is much more artistic but very time-consuming. 
[Christian Becksvoort is a contributing editor.] 

Inscriptions can be hand-carved or laser-engraved. 
Whether elegant initials or an ambitious stanza of poetry, 
inscriptions make any piece of furniture unique. 

Turning willow 

Q Last summer I cut down a weeping 

willow in my backyard. Does that 

tree make good turning wood? 

-Dan Miller, Sheboygan, Wis. 

AJon Arno replies: Weeping willow 
does turn very well. It spaJts easily 

and, if selectively chosen, can offer some 
interesting opportunities for decorative 
turnings. 

nfortunately, willows are notoriously 
unstable; they grow quickly and have 
very poor resistance to decay. Because it 
is so soft and lacks stability, willow isn't a 
good choice for turnings that will be used 
as structural members in furniture 
applications. 

Gon Arno is a frequent contributor 
to Fine Woodworking.] 

Willow turns easily. Willow is a 
forgiving and beautiful-looking 
wood to turn but should not be 
used for structural components. 
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How many blade stabil izers 

should I use? 

Q l 've been told that I should use one blade stabilizer in place 

of the wide washer on a tablesaw. However, catalogs show 

that packs of two stabilizers also are available. Should I use 

one or two? 

-Steve Eckers, East Northport, N. Y. 

AGary Rogowski replies: My 
advice is to go wid1 stabilizers 

sold singly. These are ground flat 
and designed to work on the 
outside of me blade. Stabilizers 
sold in pairs are hollowed out 
and designed to work on each 
side of the blade. If you go with 
mose sold in pairs, the position of 
the blade will move over to one 
side, and you'll need to make a 
new zero-clearance d1foat plate 
and widen d1e kerfs in all of your 
crosscut sleds. 

By d1e way, a stabilizer does not take me place of d1e washer. 
Always use the blade washer on d1e outside of the stabilizer to 
balance out me arbor-shaft flange. 
[Gary Rogowski is a contributing editor.] 

Photos, this page (top Icfi, top right), Christian Becksvoort; p. 98, Marcia Ryan 



Specifications 
3hp 1ph 220V 

3hp 3ph 23D1460V 
1 2'/13' Blade Capacity 

Automatic Brake 
24" Crosscut Capacity 

Auto Retum Device 
Complete Guarding, 
Table, Frame legs 

The Origin�1 §aw Company 
465 3rd AVI!. !iE • P.O. Box 331 

Britt, Iowa 504i!3 

www.original§aw.com 

Boo-733-4063 • (641) B43-3B6B 

FAX (641) B43-3B69 

Call fur a distributor nearest you 
READER SERVICE NO. 64 

ROUTER & TABLE SAW SYSTEMS 
• Combination Router & Table Saw Fences 

Micro Adjustable, Accurate to 111000 of an inch 

• Router Tables, Table Saw Extension and 

Floating Infeed/Outfeed Tables 

Available in Solid Phenolic or Melamine 

• Complete Table Saw Upgrade Systems 

Available for virtually all Cabinet & Contractor Saws 
• True Zero Clearance Miter/Cutoff Sled 

Micro-Adjustable, Positive Detents Every 112 Degree 

• Table Mounted Router Lift System 

Raise & Lower a Router with 111000 of an inch precision 

• And Much More ... 

READER SERVICE NO. 157 

Router Table Systems Available 
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cut In THE JAPAN WOODWORKER 
1 731 Clement Ave . • Alameda, CA 94501 · 1 -800-537-7820 

READER SERVICE NO. 31 

SUPERIOR FASTENERS FOR 

SOUD WOOD JOINERI' 

SIMPLE 

fust and easy to use 

STRONG 

solid, longer-Iascing joints 

ECONOMICAL 
minimal tools required 

VERSATILE 

use in any woodworking 
project 

UNI QUE 

1/4" cap diameter; 
I 5/8" o veralliengrh 

EXCElLENT RESULTS 

an appealing and 
durable alternative to 
metal fdSteners 

Our new "Mini-X" Miller· Dowels are designed 
for joining 1 12" Stock. Available in Birch, Cherry, 
Red Oak and Black Walnur. Use with the Mini-X 
TruFit" Drill Bit-sold separately or in our new 
Mini-X Joinery Kit, 

For a complete list of our retailers, visit us at 
www.millerdowel.com. or call us toll free 
at 866-WOODPEG. 

DRILL STEPPED 
PILOT HOLE 

ADD GLUE 
& INSERT 

TAP & 
FINISH 

FURNITURE · CABINETRY · DRAWERS · FRAMES · WOODCRAFT · MILLWORK 

READER SERVICE NO. 14 
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Q & A ( c o n t i n u e d )  

Are bandsaws left-handed? 

QMY jointer and tablesaw are configured for 

right-handed people. And my bandsaw 

appears to have an opposite configuration to 

those tools. Are bandsaws built left-handed? 

-Gus Ramirez, San Antonio, Texas 

AMike Dunbar replies: Actually, bandsaws 
are ordinarily built for right-handed people. 

When using a bandsaw, your left hand holds 
the work on the table, and your right hand 
guides it. The same concept applies to a jointer 
and tablesaw, in that your left hand steadies 
the work while your right hand provides the 
forward motion. 

The imponant configuration that may affect 
how you handle your work is the side on which a 

large piece can extend beyond the table. So, for 
right-handed people, a large piece would 
overhang the table on the right of it, and the right 
hand would control the part that extends beyond 
the table. 
[Mike Dunbar is a contributing editor.) 

Bandsaws generally are not designed for left-handers. The opening on the right side 
of the bandsaw affords right-handed people maximum control when sawing wood. 

Expert help with outdoor projects 
Planning to build a deck . . .  an Adirondack chair . . .  or 

potting bench? The pros show you how in Taunton's Decks & 
Outdoor Projects with the same clear graphics and step-by-step 
instructions you've come to expect from Fine Woodworking and 
Fine Homebuilding. 

This information-packed special edition includes everything 
you'll need to construct a sturdy deck, design innovative 
railings, build a garden bench in a day, and more. 

Call 800,888,8286 (mention offer code M 18002 1) 
or visit www.finewoodworking.com 
Taunton's Decks & Outdoor Projects, Product � 1 700 I 
Only $7.99 plus $3.50 for shipping & handling. 1�ITheTaunton Press 

Inspiration for handS-Oil living- C 2004 The Taunton Press 



The key to success isn't knowing 
al l the answers . . .  

. . .  it's knowing where to find them. 
Find them at IWF, The I nternational 

Woodworking Machinery & Furniture 

Supply Fair-USA® in Atlanta . 

No other event brings you together with 

more cutting edge tech nology from leading 

mach inery man ufacturers ,  suppl iers and 

service providers from around the world .  

From the latest i n  CNC machi nery to 

fine hand tools - from raw materials to 

fin ishing materials - IWF has it a l l .  

All in one place 
All at one show 
Preview IWF and find sources for thousands 

of products and services onl ine at 

www. iwf2004 .com 
and the IWF Connection 

more than woodworking 

August 26-29, 2004 
Georg ia  World Congress Center 

Atlanta, Georgia USA 

For more information 
go to www. iwf2004 .com 

cal l  770-246-0608 , 
e-mai l  i nfo@ iwfatlanta .com o r  

fax a req uest to 770-246-0620 . 
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Ma s t e r  C l a s s 
H a m m er ven ee r i n g  
When it comes to applying veneer, modern woodworkers tend 
to lean toward more mechanical procedures, such as veneer 
presses, vacuum bags, and clamps and cauls. 

Veneer presses work well on large, flat surfaces, but they take up 
an enormous amount of floor space. And while vacuum bags are 
excellent for all veneering applications, flat or curved, a quality 
bag system is a big investment ($500 and up). Clamps and cauls 
are labor-intensive to set up, especially for curved surfaces. Ham

mer veneering, on the other hand, requires only two items: a glue 
pot to keep the hide glue at the proper temperature and a veneer 
hanuner to apply it. 

The glue pot ($100) and veneer hanU11er ($32) can be purchased 
from a number of sources, including Highland Hardware (800-
241 -6748; vvww.highlandhardware.com). For the very frugal, a 
stove-top double boiler can be assembled easily from household 
items, and the veneer hamn-ier can be shopmade. 

Hammer veneering involves applying heated hide glue to the sub
strate, the underside of the veneer, and its top side (to lubricate the 
hallli11er). Then the veneer is pressed, not pounded, into place with 
the straight edge of the veneer hammer. The job is complete with-

in a few minutes after the glue has cooled. 
Hide glue has many qualities that 

make it suitable for hammering. For 

1 00 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

one, with hide glue you may 
loosen the glue bond using 
heat and reposition or read
here problem areas. Also, 
glue applied to the top side of 

the veneer acts as a grain filler 
and sealer coat and can be 
scraped, sanded, and firushed 
more easily. 

The hammering technique 
works on both flat and curved 
surfaces. On curved substrates, 

I usually glue the 
veneer seams 

A simple but effective 
veneering kit. With a rela
tively small investment in a 
glue pot and veneer hammer, 
you can veneer both flat and 
curved surfaces. 

B Y  D A N  F A I A  

H E AT E D  

H I D E G L U E  

I S  T H E K EY 
Hide glue m ust be 

mixed with water

the ratio varies for 

different glue 

types-and then 

heated and kept at 

140°F in a glue pot 

or double-boi ler 

setup. 

Scuff the surface and apply Now paint hide glue onto all 
glue size. Rough up the substrate surfaces. Apply full-strength glue 
with coarse sandpaper. Then brush to the substrate and the underside 
on a size, a watered-down coat of of the veneer. 
hide glue, and let it dry. 

Veneering goes 
quickly. Position 
the veneer and 
apply glue to the 
top side to lubri
cate the hammer. 
Start from the 
center and work 
toward the edges, 
pushing out air 
bubbles and ex
cess glue. Work 
the surface con
tinuously until the 
glue cools. 

Photos: Asa Christiana 



WH ITECHAPEL LTD 

English 

Revival 
Ring Handle 

315 PAGE COLOR CATALOG $5.00 
1-307 -739-9478 whitechapel-Itd.com 

Classes held: nights, weekends & week·{ong 
Sigll lip Jar Slimmer week/ol/g 

classes IlOW 
Steve Kaill & Bob Vall Dyke �:����:: ��/�:;g�s� � .  6 

Fundamentals of FumilUre Making 
DOll Weber August 13 . 15 

Basic Blacksmithing and Toolmaking 
Mario Rodrigllez July /9 - 23 & September 10 - 12 

Make a Windsor Chair 
Garrell. Hack Augllst 16 - 20 

Design and Build a Chair 
Teri Masaschi 

Furniture Finishing-Start to Finish Jllly 5 - 9 
Furniture Restoration Techniques Jill)' J2 - J6 

24<) Spencer St M,mche,tel .  ( T 06040 
X6() 647 ()�(n. \\ \\\\ �d100Ioh\ ood\\orklllg lOIll 

READER SERVICE NO. 84 

General 
10" Table Saw Millennium Addition More General Machinery 

Call for Price and Availabil ity 
1 5" Band Saw (#490-1 )  1 H P  
1 2" Lathe (#1 60-2) 1 H P  
1 2" H D  Lathe (#260-VD) 

8" Jointer (#480-1 )  
6" Jointer (#1 1 80-1 ) 1 H P 

1 5" Dr i l l  Press (#34-01 ) 
1 4" Planer (#1 30- 1 )  3 H P  
2 0 "  H D  Lathe (#26020-VD) 

�u;t:a Store 
1 0320 Hickman Rd., Des Maines, IA 50325 

1 -800-835-5084 
www.WoodsmithStore.com 

Create perfect dovetails easilv with the 
Leigh Dovetail Jig. No other j ig offers such versatility, 
precision and superb value. Whether you're a hobbyist or professional, 
you can rout through and half-blind dovetails up to 24" wide in 
boards up to 1 1/2" thick, with infinitely variable spacing of pins 
and tails - all on one jig. And you can easily rout sliding and angled 
dovetails too. Plus, create decorative 
Isoloc joints, finger joints and 
multiple mortise and tenons 

effortlessly with Leigh attachments. Joinery's never been easier. Joining Tradition With Today 

Call For Your FREE Leigh Catalog 
1·800·663·8932 

Leigh Industries Ltd., PO Box 357 
Pon Coquidam, Be Canada V3C 4 KG Toll lTec 1 -800-663·8932 Tel. 604 464-2700 
Fax 604 464·7404 Web www.leighjigs.com 

J U L Y / A U G U S T 2 0 0 4  1 0 1  



M a s  t e r e I a s s  ( c o n t i n u e d )  

C H E C K  F O R 

B U B B L E S  

Tap the surface with 

your  fingernails to 

search for any air  

pockets, which 

sound hollow, or 

glue pockets, which 

feel soft. Both are 

easy to fix. Large 

pockets wi l l  need to 

be sliced open; 

smal l  ones won't. 

Removing glue 
pockets. Slice open 
the pocket (above), 
and then apply heat 
to the area with an 
iron (right). The heat 
will soften the glue, 
aI/owing the excess 
to seep out while the 
iron presses down 
the raised veneer. 

with yellow glue and remove any veneer tape or masking tape 
before hammer veneering. The veneer should overlap the sub
strate by roughly � in. all around to allow for minor shifting dur
ing application. 

Cook up some gl ue 
I buy hide glue from Bjorn Industries (704-364-1186), where an ex
pert will recommend a particular strength based on the substrate, 
the veneer type, and the desired open time. But standard, good
quality hide glue is widely available. Buy it in ground form, as op
posed to pearls. In my experience, ground glue melts more 
quickly in the pot and produces a smoother consistency. 

Mixing and heating the hide glue is the only tricky aspect of ham
mer veneering. Glue that is too thin won't have enough adhesion 
strength, and glue that is too thick is difficult to hammer out, leav
ing glue bubbles under the veneer. The final consistency of the 
glue should be between that of heavy cream and pancake syrup. 

Mix the hide glue with cold water (one part glue to two parts 
water). Let the mixture stand for approximately a half-hour-until 

it has absorbed all of the water. Then cook the hide glue for at least 
20 to 30 minutes in a double boiler or glue pot. A glue pot creates 
the proper temperature automatically. However, a makeshift dou
ble boiler-simply a lower pot creating a water bath, with a sec
ond pot containing glue suspended inside-needs to be monitored 
to keep an approximate 140°F temperature and avoid burning the 
glue. As hours go by, heated glue may thicken and need to be 
thinned by adding some water. 

I put water in the glue pot and place the glue in a separate jar in 
the water bath. It's not necessary, but it makes cleanup easier. Hide 
glue is best used when the ambient temperature is around 68°F to 
prevent the glue from tacking up too early. If the shop is cooler, 
heat up the veneer and substrate with a hair dlyer prior to glue-up. 

Prepare the substrate and apply the veneer 
It's a good idea to rough up the substrate wid1 coarse sandpaper to 
help adhesion. Because of the nature of hide glue, it doesn't bond 

Fixing air pockets. Again, slice open the pocket (left), if necessary, work glue into the cavity 
(center), and then hammer down the problem area (right) for an invisible repair. 

1 02 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  



50 Hill NY 1 1  

VIRUTEX.COM 

EDGE BANDERS 

800-868-9663 
FAX: 631 -537-2396 

PRODUCTIO HOT AIR PRE-CLUED 
PVC. VENEERPOLYESTER. MElAMINE 
MOTORIZED FLUSH TOP-BOTTOM E D TRIM 
POWER BELT FEEDER I 5 FEET/MIN. 
220 V. I PHASE. 900 COlOR MATCH 
1 .203 MM TAPES-HDL STRIPS 
NO COMPRESSED AIR 

USE 
lABlE 
SAW 

Keep your Fine Woodworking 
back issues looking brand new. 

Store your treasured copies of Fine 
Woodworking in slipcases for easy reference 

again and again! Bound in dark blue and 
embossed in gold, each case holds more 
than a year's worth of Fine Woodworking. 
Only $8.95 ($24.95 for 3, $49.95 for 6). 
Postage and handling additional. cr residents add 6% sales tax, 
Canadian residents please add 7% GST. 

To place an order using your credit card, 

call 1 -800-888-8286. Outside the U.S. 
and Canada call 1 -203-426-8 1 7 1 .  

�\\e Dogwood Institu' \. � 'e 
v ......... 

�dloo1 of ]fine Wooi'lluorkittg 
• New P re m i e r  School in Atlanta.  GA Area 

• Beginner I Intermediate I Advanced Classes 

• Hands on I n struction for all Techniques 

• Classes Concentrate on Building Fine Furniture 

For complete course schedule and detail information 

1 -800-533-2440 • 770-751-9571 ( in Georgia) 
www.dogwoodwoodworking.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 162 

SHIIPER liND 
MOUI.DER 
KNIIES 

with the new VIEL 
PROFILE COPYING 

GRINDING MACHINE 

VHS (credited 
VIDEO !��;i�� $9 fl5 purchase) 

lIacuum Bagging Kit 
Includes electronically controlled 5 CFM. vane type 
vacuum pump. 54"xl09" seamless urethane vacuum 
bag and 1 O' of vacuum hose. No compressor needed. 
888-342-8262 V �  

READER SERVICE NO. 154 

3027 Los Angeles, 
(800) 203-0023 
www.eagle-tools.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 180 

J U L Y / A U G  U S T 2 0 0 4  1 03 



M a s  t e r e I a s s  ( c o n t i n u e d )  

quite a s  well o n  a perfectly smooth 
surface. Also, I apply a watery hide
glue mixture-called glue size-to 
the substrate before veneering. This 
prevents the substrate from drawing 
too much moisture out of the glue. 
To make the glue size, mix five parts 
water and one part glue, and heat it 
in the glue pot. 

Apply the glue size with a brush 
and allow it to dry before veneering. 
Then brush the full-strength hide 
glue (be sure it is heated fully) onto 
both the veneer and the substrate. 
Lay on the sheet of veneer and press 
it into position by hand. Paint a thin 
coat of hide glue on the top face of 
the veneer. This lubricates the sur
face for hammering. Hide glue cools 
quickly, so work briskly. 

Start pushing down the veneer 
with the veneer hammer, using a 
firm squeegee-like motion and 
working from the center out. The ve
neer hammer can be pushed or 
pulled. Work the surface diagonally 
and push out the excess glue. Avoid going directly cross-grain, 
which will tend to split the surface veneer. Keep working the entire 
surface until the glue starts to gel and tack, which should take two 
to three minutes. 

Look for problem areas 
Once the veneer has been hammered into place, set aside the 
piece for 30 to 45 minutes, until the veneer is dry to the touch. 
Then tap the surface with your fingernails. Two problems that oc
cur occasionally are air and glue pockets. Air pockets will sound 
hollow and make a ticking sound. Glue pockets will be silent, soft, 
and rubbery. Small air and glue pockets (smaller than a dime) can 
be fixed with a clothes iron. Heating the pockets enough to warm 
the glue allows them to be hammered down. 

Larger glue and air pockets will need to be sliced with a razor 
blade so you can either add glue or remove air (see the photos on 

p. 102). Then these areas are reheated with the 
iron and hammered again. 

Once you've fixed any 
problem areas, trim the 
excess veneer with a sharp 

chisel. Scrape the hide glue 
from the surface of the ve
neer in the direction of the 
grain, lightly sand, and you're 
finished. It's that simple. 0 

A low-tech method for high-style results. The 
curved aprons on the author's Federal-style table 
are perfect candidates for hammer veneering. 

T R I M  

E X C E S S  

V E N E E R  
When the glue is 

completely d ry, 

use a wide, sharp 

chisel to shave 

away the excess 

veneer (above), 

working toward the 

substrate to avoid 

chipping the edges 

of the veneer. After 

JOints have been 

cut, scrape and 

sand the veneer 

(left) before 

applying a finish. 





WOODWORKER·S MART 

The Woodworker's Choice 
SAVE $ - check the TWC web site for ® 

numerous BIG BARGAIN overstock 8< close
out Items such as: saw blades, router bits, 

shaper cutters, clamps, etc. 
You'll also find more BIG $ SAVINGS on the 

WEEKLY SPECIAL ITEMS we select from 
regular TWC catalogs. 

www.thewoodworkerscholce.com 
CALL TOLL FREE: 1·800·892·4866 

Call or e-mail 
for our course 

catalogs. 
360-385-4948 

LEARN FINE WOODWORKING. 
Accredited. Accomplished. ANd a lot of fun! 

Programs from one day to twelve months. 

www.nwboatschool .org 

W I N D S O R  C H A I R  
W O R K S H O P S  

in historic Oley Valley, Pennsylvania 
Free camping/trout fishing on site 
Jim Rendi, Tel :  610·689·4717 

www.philadelphia·windsor·chair·shop.com 
pphilawindsor@aol.com 

MISUGI DESIGNS ti.J!'-7J..' 
-

Japanese Tansu &. Cabinet Hardware 
Japanese Woodworking Tools 

Japanese Paper 
Visit us at: 

www.misugidesigns.com 
Tel: 707-422-0734 / Fax: 707-425-2465 

1 06 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

Speciaitytoois.com 
Your one stop source for tools 
Woodworking, Plastic Laminate, Solid Surface 

www.specialtytools.com 
1.800.669.5519 FAX: 1.800.660.7371 

Trend Airshield 
Includes Battery Charger 

Ai rware America 
20219 240" St., Elbow lake, MN 56531 

3M Authorized Distributor 
e-mail: ailWare@ runestone.net I www.airwareamerica.com I 

i��e 1 -800-328-1 792 
The Fine & Creative Woodworking Program at 
ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

is an internationally recognized associate degree & 
certificate program. Instruction in hand-tools, furniture, 

construction, shop start-up, operation & much more. 
PO Box 38, Wentworth, NC 27375-0038 

Phone: (336) 342-426 1 , ext. 2 1 78. 
www.rcc.cc.nc.lIs/woodworklhomepage.htmi 

AAEEOC 

See ad index on page 112 for reader service number. 

QUARTERSAWN HARDWOODS 
& 

HIGHLY FIGURED LUMBER 
Ash, Cherry, Hard Maple, Red Oak, 

White Oak, Walnut, Sycamore, 

Mahogany, Hickory, and Birch. 

Also, many Exotic Species in Stock. • We now have Curly Bubinga, 

Curly Makore, + other figured exotics. 

WEST PENN HARDWOODS, INC. 
(888) 636·WOOD (9663) 

www.westpennhardwoods.com 

BARTLEY 
Museum quality Reproduction 
kit Furniture in Shaker, Queen 
Anne, and Chippendale styles 
in Tiger Maple, Cherry, Walnut 
8. Mahogany Woods. Build 
your own masterpiece 8. 
Save hundreds $$$$! 
Use Bartley Gel Fin ishes 
to finish your masterpiece. 
Catalog at 1 -800-787-2800 
www.bartleycollection.com 

�\l1JUr L a\ . /\. ( ; 1  'a 
1 I C,. 1 C ,  n.>\\ '� 

n 1872 , J. Sterling Morton 
gave the world a great idea. He 
created a holiday unlike any other, 
Arbor Day. 

This year, plant Trees for Amer
ica. For your free brochure, write: 
Trees for America, The National 
Arbor Day Foundation, Nebraska 
City, NE 68410. 

� The National �ArborDay-FoundationN 
www.arborday.org 



WOODWORKER'S MART 

: European Hand 11 • �\�e � 0018 
• w \\ W . d i p fp n b a (' h (. l". (. 0 111 • 
Diefenbacher Tools ' 12132 Old Big Bend • St. Louis, MO 63122 

Free Hand Tool Catalog • 800-326-5316 

Gondwana Forest 
Products 

Your direct source for Aussie 
decorative woods for the wood turner 

and furniture make1: 
Special ists in burl ( mallee, coolabah, 
myrtle, Tasmanian eucalypt varieties) 

and k i ln  dried figured lumber. 

www.aussieburls.com 

SELF-ADHESIVE FE I 'T 70% WOOL L 
TA P E S . ST R I PS . TAB S . D OTS 

11 800 796 23331 APPROX. 1/16' & liS' THICK 
- - - BROWN. GREEN. BLACK 

WHITE. AND SILVER GRAY 

��N 
PRODUCTS DIV. 

9611 SOUTH COTTAGE GROVE AVE. 
CHICAGO. IL 60628 
FAX n3·375·2494 

www. librawood.com 
"Forrest" Sawblades 
"Bosch" Power Tools 

"Whiteside" Router Bits 
www. librawood.com 

DOVETAILED DRAWERS 
Reasonably priced method to distinguish your cabinets. gf . Custom-sized width and depth 
• 1/2" solid maple, assembled and sanded 
• 2-coat catalyzed finish available ......-:: • Quick service, shipped UPS 

�3'��tr!f!!!!��0�m4�G 
FAX (978) 640·1501 (800) 628-4849 

Connecticut Valley School of Woodworking 

CATALOG for WOODTURNERSI 
Call Toll Free... .. 
(800)-683-8876 ' I I I 

Fax ... (828) 859-5551 

E-Mail ... packard@alltel.net 

Packard Wood works - PO Box 718 -Tryon - NC 28782 

Shape 
a New 
Career 
Check out our intensive nine month 

Fine Woodworking Program. 
Fine Woodworking 

University of Rio Grande 
Rio Grande, Ohio 45674 

Contact Eric Matson at 740-245-744 1 
www.rio.edu/fmewoodworking 

GOOD HOPE HARDWOODS, Inc. 
"Where Fine Woodworking Begins" 

4/4-24/4 Custom Cut Wide Matched Sets 
Custom Flooring Available 

Specializing In: 
Figured & Plain Cherry, Walnut & Claro Walnut, 

Tiger Maple & 58" Wide Bubinga 
Plus Many Other Species 

1 627 ew London Rd., Landenberg PA 1 9350 
Phone 610-274-8842IFax 610-255-3677 

www.goodhope.com 

We Provide Personalized Service 

THE ORIGI NAL PAT""PEN","" 

ROUTER @ . Nor;c���S! 
MOUNTER ·.�� Hassle! 

See ad index on page 112 for reader service number. 

ANDERSON PLANES 
FI N E HANDMADE 
PLANES 

UNIQUE DESIGNS 

ENTS d Pigments Dyes a.nmenls . natural planl dyes 

• nalural earth Pig 
d melal.complex dyes 

• alcohol· bose 
• h' supplies / od/inls Ing Free (atalog 0 wo � 10( . .  228 Elilabet ss:;t K"me" 'igm�� 1 0012 . (800) 99 NeW YO�.k"mer-Pigmeote.(Om 

Kitchen 
Island Legs 
& Much More 

Call for a catalog: 1 -800-746-3233 
or visit our website at 

www.osbornewood.com 

81 1 6  Highway 1 23 North 
Toccoa. GA 30577 

Whether you want to make hand tools. 
learn to use them. or collect them-turn 
to Astragal Press for affordable. reliable 
information. 

www.astragalpress.com 
Free Catalog 

L Y / A U G  U S T 2 0 0 4  1 07 



WOODWORKER'S MART 

Branding Irons 
Signatures. logos, names. Any size' or design. 

Optional temperature controller, drill press mount. 
Our personal service will save you money 

Same-day quotations. Quick turnaround from order to delivery. 

BrandNew Industries, Inc: 
1-800-964-8251 www.brandnew.net 

CANVASGOODS 
Superior shop apron for woodworkers 

www.canvasgoods .com 
1-866-742-5223 

Furniture That Floats noahs Cedar Strtu. PlYWOOd. Ganoe & lavali llts. 

"" Dura-Bull  
"""'VV'OC>D  'V E N E E R  LAl'vI J NATE  

Very bendable 

No glue bleed 
through 

True Grade "A" 
Over 90 species 
2'x 8' to 5' x 12 ' 

Easy to work with! 

. \ � Lightweight 

Works great with 
world friendly 

adhesives 

Available now from your local Craft UVod authorized dealer 

812-288-9201 Tel SAWCOD 812-288-5225 F�, 
1 801 Progress Wa); Clarksville, eN 47129-9205 
all tbe web www.crafrwood-srwood.com 

33498 East US Highway 50 
Pueblo, CO 81006 

BEVEL BOSS 
"When the lmgle isn't 90° I reachfor Ihe Be\'el Boss. It's a simple 

tool that rels me sel In}" T·bevel (u;dura/ely 10 within //4°. 
The Berel Boss is the uftimare angle t writ)' in 111)' shop ... 

3' End Scale • 12'-Rule, IllS' Grads On Back • Easy To Read & Use 
877-472-7717 • \H\ \\.sutherlandtool.com 

108 F I N  E \XI 0 0 0 \XI 0 R K I G 

� 
BAUHAUS APPRENTICESHIP INSTITUTE 
Apprenticeship: Art-Fumiture ConstructionlOesign, 

one year-ful�ime, hands-on, professional, no tuition I no salary. 

1 757 North Kimball Ave., Chicago, IL 60647, (773) 235-7951 

www.LF.org/bhai2000 

Dovetail - Tenon - Carcass Saws 

www.AdriaTools.com 
accurate and tear out free 
system/shelf pin holes in all moleriols 

with your plunge router professional appearance 
32mm European system or traditional 1" centers 

\ 
IIM,E,fFilll phone/fax 609-587-7187 
U -U I!;;; 1!2l. 9 John Lenhordt Rood 
PRooueTS Hamilton Squore. NJ 08690 

www.megproducts.com 

GILMER WOOD CO. 
Quality Domestic & Exotic lumber 
• Logs. blanks. squares 

" • Over 50 species in stock 
• Thin woods. Assortments. Books 
• Musical Instrument woods 

Phone 503-274- 1 27 1  
22 1 I NW St. Helens Rd. Portland O R  972 1 0  
Fax 503-274-9839 www.gilmerwood.com 

DUST BOY, INC. " 
1 and 2 HP Dust Collectors 

• Cast Aluminum Blowers 
• High Efficiency 
• Extremely Quiet 
• Portable 
· 5  Year Warranty 
Visit: www.dustboy.com 
DUST BOY, INC. 

P.O. Box 278 
Arcanum, OH 45304 

Free Brochure & Layout 
Information Available 

Fax (937) 692-8838 

:E 800-232-3878 

Architectural, Cut to Size 
& Specialty Panels, 

Tabletops, Doors & Veneer 

(800) 875-7084 
www.woodriven.eneer.com 

cookwoods.com 
TOLL FREE 877.672.5275 

HAWI I A N  KOA - RO S EW O O D S  - BU B INGA 

PO M M E LLE SAPELE - EB O NY 

PLUS MANY OTHER RARE EXOTIC SPECIES. 

See ad index on page 112 for reader service number. 

Craftsman Workshops 
Summer 2004 Workshops in Oregon 

with Gary Rogowski, Chris Becksvoort, 
Teri Masaschi, Craig Vandall Stevens 

and Brian Boggs 
503.284.1644 

www.northwestwoodworking.com 
THENORTHWESf WCIDDSWORKING 

moIO 

MAKE A WINDSOR CHAIR 
with Michael Dunbar 

Learn with the Master. 
Craftsman . Teacher . Author 

- 3 1 Years -

Week-long Workshops Held Year-round 

44 Timber Swamp Road 
Hampton, NH 03842 
603·929·9801 

thewindsorinstitute.com 

Keep your Fine Woodworking 
back issues looking brand new. 

Store your treasured copies of Fine 
Woodworking in slipcases for easy reference 

again and again! Bound in dark blue and 
embossed in gold, each case holds more 
than a year's worth of Fine Woodworking. 
Only $8.95 ($24.95 for 3, $49.95 for 6).  
Postage and handling additional. cr residents add 6% sales tax, 
Canadian residents please add 7% GST. 

To place an order using your credit card, 

call 1 -800-888-8286. Outside the U.S. 
and Canada call 1-203-426-817 1 .  



WOODWORKER'S MART 

PssstJ Need wood? 

It's FAST, EASY 
and FREEl 

r 

Over 400 quality suppliersl 
www.woodfinder.com 

SUPPLIERS: Join us tod 

toolsforworkingwood.com 
Hand lools for Ihe serious woodworker 

Complete CIItalogue on-line 27 W 20 51. 111507, New York City 800-426�e13 

blum - euro hinges - tandem box - solo -
orgahne - grass - accuride - wilsonart -
salice - sugatsune - peter meier - neva
mar knape & vogt - drawer slides - flip
per door slides "'A'iJiiR, - rev-a-shelf -
lazy susans - ki���cessories - lam-
:n�a tn�i���

�ireAi'= 
a -�mlfr��� - � Ul U,le 
- peter meier - nevamar - knape & vog 
- drawer slides - flipper door slides -
mepla - rev-a-shelf - lazy susans -
kitchen accessories - laminates - ame-
ror.Ir m -
C<.1.bmetp..lr1s COIll lflC • 1717 sw 151 way. sUite 41 • deelileld bCdCil II . BOO 857 8721 

THE ST. JAMES BAY TOOL Co. 
Infill Style Planes 
Finished or Kits 

� 
Antique Planes 
Free Brochure 

800.574·2589 
www.stjamesbaytoolco.com 

122 E. Main St. 
Mesa, AZ 85201 

480·835-1477 

When Only The 

Finest Veneer 
Will Do ••• 

Handyman Pla ns.co m 
Project plans for woodworkers and D-I-Yer's. Visit 
our website or call for a free catalog. Use code PES1 
for a 10% discount on your order. 

800-390-3032 

Tight Grained • Highly Figured 
WICIe Quartersawn Whi te Oak 
• English Brown Oak • French Oak • Curly 
English Sycamore • American Sycamore 

World Class RllUred & 
BoHIII.tebed lumber 

610 ·115· 0400 
_.III1r1ct11I1111WHIIs.eM ����'.h-.���� 22 •• rdwood lln8 
Mohnton, 'A 19540 

WEST �® 
BOATBUILDERS SWEAR BY IT. 

and so will you. 
Strong, waterproof WEST SYSTEM" Brand epoxy is 
more than a 2·part adhesive. It's a complete system of 
resin, hardeners, fillers and additives from which you 
can easily create the perfect bonding, coating and 
sealing agents for your wood or composite project. 

For a free copy of the 3D-page WEST SYSTEM" 
User Manual & Product Guide, write: 

Gougeon Brothers, Inc. 
Dept. 44, P.O. Box 908 
Bay City, MI 48707 

989-684-7286 www.westsystem.com 

Combine Your Passions For Wood & Water I:c 
Make Bamboo Fly & Spin Rods 
68 Page Specialty Tool Catalog-$5.00 (ref.) 

Video Series, Books, One Week Classes 

GWT, Inc . •  P.O. Box 1 59 • Hopeland, PA 1 7533 
(717) 738-7330 . www.goldenwilch.com 

Featuring gold-tooled 
replacement leather for 
desk and table tops and 
custom Cllt table pads. 

410-243-8300 
W\yw.dovetailrestoration.com 

� Oregon Black Walnut: r.:.::oJ ��..J 
60B). Wide lumber - 4/4 through 16/4 

WALNUT PRODUCTS TlIrning - Carving Stock 
5016 "" ostl ... Rd. GUllstocks - Veneer 
"'b_ny, OR 97321 Instrument Grade Lumber 

\ll&W>lGSYAI'I'OINlMNTOMY No Minimum Order 

(541) 92()'1079 Web Site: www.gobywalnut.com 

Classic European Woodcarving 
Sillgle IIIltt With Mast« WUl)(kan"tt • Videos · Tools 

group instmctlon N Hall . J>nttcms · Slfpplits 
tII'flilable ora . Evtrythillg 

"�I1".norahall.com -ToD Fret 1-866·392·3416 -nora a norahill.com 

See ad index on page 112 for reader service number. 

� n � www.cuttingedgetools.com 
7123 SouthWest Fwy Houston TX 77074 

7 1 3/ 

" Andrews Toolworks, Inc 
Huge Selection of Stock 
and Custom Router Bits 

AFRICAN EXOTIC HARDWOODS 
• BEST PRICES - DIRECT FROM SOU"R:IiCiSEmi$l�al!! 
• EXOTIC LUMBER, BLANKS -\9!!� 

AND BURLS 
• LARGE OR SMALL ORDERS WELCOME ASK ABOUT 
• SHIPPED PROMPTLY NATIONWIDE SAMPLE KITS 
CONTACT FABS AND MIKE TODAY (828) 658-8455 TEL. 

eORMARK INTERNATIONAL (828) 645-8364 FAX. 
1 8 1  REEMS CREEK ROAD, WEAVERVILLE, NC 28787 

TIlE FURNITURE INSTITUTE 
of MASSACHUSETTS 

116 Water Street 
Beverly, MA 01915 

(978) 922'{)615 

Philip C Lowe, hlstruclorjDireclor 
A 2-year Hands-on Program 

with Master Furniture Maker 

S"",,,,e,' Workshops available 
W".V't.v.furnituremakingclasses.com 

,t.r\,taaMi§ii 
CROWN PLANE COMPANY 

TRADITIONAL BENCH MADE PLANES 
JACK..SMOOTH..SCRUB .. SCRAPERS .. BLOCK 

CHAIRMAKERS TRA VISHERS .. COMPASS PLANES 

1 8  Cbase Street South Portland, ME 04106 
(207) 799-7535 

Order Online www.crownpIane.com 
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WOODWORKER·S MART 

BRAZI LIAN CHERRY 
LUMBER, FLOORING & PL YWOOD 

PRIME QUAUTY HARDWOOD LUMBER & FLOORING 

THOUSANDS OF BOARD FEET 
ALL DIMENSIONS 

MANY UNUSUAL SPECIES IN STOCK �ARTH Tel 8()()'968-0074 
H A R LJ W O O D S  
l "' r O . T Il I( I N A N U Y " C T U Il 1! & 

If You're Shopping for a i i·) ;i = I =3 :i 
Call Us First! 
·AII Accessories In Stock 
'6-Year Extended Warranty 
'On-Line User Forum 

Fox 800-968-00II4 

'Telephone Support 0?" 
SHARPTOOLSUSA • 1 ·800·872·6489 1 106 VALLEY RIDGE DRIVE www.SharpToolsUSA.com 
GRAiN VAJ.LEY. MO 64029 info@sharptoolsusa.com 

IMPORIED & DOMESI1C HARDWOODS 
LUMBER . PLYWOOD . VENEERS . TURNING BLOCKS . BURLS 

FINE WOOD CARVINGS 
and ARCHITECTURAL MOLDINGS 

.-I"': •• �-".l � Over 80 species of .,. �@@cd.lo@:lU� hardwood in stock. 
lLlll.IlJU1lilll@U' t@ll'lRl CALL FOR PRICE LIST: 

1 00 Bennington Ave" 
Dept. FW 
Freeport, NY 1 1 520 

tr'" 866-378-26 1 2  

FAX 51 6-378-0345 

www.woodply.com 

CUSTOM BRANDING IRONS 
HIGH QUALITY, DEEP ENGRAVED BRONZE DIES 
LONG LASTING - INDUSTRIAL DUTY HEATERS 
NOT THE CHEAPEST · QUALITY COSTS MOllE 
FIlEE BROCHUIlE AND SAMPLE BRANDS 

E GRAVING ARTS 800-422-4509 fax: 707-984·8045 
P.O. Box 787 www.brandingirons.net 
Laytonville, CA 95454 e-mail: clem@brandingirons.net 

For prices of 75 E.C.E. planes and other cabinet
maker's tools, write: David Warren Direct, 
731 7 Chesterfield Rd., Crystal Lake, I L 600 12 or 
cal l  800-724-7758. Dealers i nvited. View tools 
online at www.ecemmerich.com 

1 10 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

WOODJOY® TOOLS 

Fine Tools to Enhance 
Your Skill & Ability 

p.o. Box 204, Swanse.,MA 02777 
508-669-5245 

woodjoytools.com 

TWO CHERR IES 
Huge select ion  
of  h a n d  forged 

woodcarvi  n g  
a n d  b e n c h  

c h i se l s  Since 1858 

Robert Larson Co. 
San Francisco 

800-356-2 1 95 
www.rlarson.com 

Trim your  red uct ion  t i m e !  

PN(u.. IV" '-4r1c W. G 8R "'�""".O.�.C�4;":O� 
4R�/NG Ti ools 

SCULPTURE HOUSE, INC. 
Ph: 609.466.2986 Fax: 888.529.1 980 
SculptureHouse.com 

ItSel l ing the world's finest veneers 
isn't our job, it's our pleasure. It 

29 LOCUST H I L L  ROAD I GT. B A R R I N GTON, MA 01230 

TOLL FREE, 1 (877) 836-3379 I FAX, (413) 644.9414 

EMAIL: lnfo@berkshireveneer.com WEB: www.berkshireveneer.com 

TIMBER WOLF™ 
Band Saw Blades 
Swedish Silicon Steel - lJS" - 2" 
www.Suffolkmachinery.com 
Free Catalog - 800-234-7297 

Groff & Groff Lumber 
Exceptioltally Fille Furniture 
& Illstrumem Grade Woods 

PREMIUM WAL NUT, CHERRY, CURLY CHERRY, 
BIRDSEYE AND TIGER MAPLE 

Sawmill Direct · Slabs 10 40" Wide · 75+ Unusual alive & 
Imported Species · Matching Flitches · Burls & Turning Blocks 

Order 75 Domestic and lmported Species 4/4 -16/4 • Custom 
Flooring & Wainscotting · No Order Too Large or Too Small 

858 Scotland Road, Quarryville, PA 1 7566 
www.groffslumber.com 

1.800-342-0001 ' 717-284-0001 ' Fax 7 17-284-2400 
=:Ie Nationa[ & [ntemational Shipping � II 

See ad index on page 112 for reader service number. 

DON'T SETTLE FOR SAP! 
Penna. CHERRY - Plain & Figured 
Selected for good color and minimal sap ' 4/4 to 1 6/4 • 

widths to 18"+ • matched sets for panels · clear matched 
wide 5/4 for tops ' crotches ' 5" figured plank flooring · 

turning stock · custom orders sawn · 200' shippping min. 

MAHOGANY dense & dark ' widths to 40" + TIGER MAPLE 
www.trlonlumber.com 570-724-1895 tr1onlurn@eplx.net 

Woodworking in the 
Foothills of South Carolina 

Instruction at the Studio of Michael 
McDunn, side-by-side with a thirty
year veteran of the craft. Classes 
available for all skill levels. 

_�_ ... "* Basic Woodworking 
"* Furniture Construdion "* Wood Turning 

E-mail: MPMcDunn@aol.com 

Website: www.mcdunnstudio.comlclassesbtm 

741 Rutherford Road, Greenville, SC 29609 
(864) 242·03 1 t 

CLASSIFIED 
The Classified rate is $9 per word, 15 word min. 
Orders must be accompanied by payment, ads 
are non-commissionable. The WOOD & TOOL 
EXCHANGE is for private use by individuals only; 
call for information. Send to: Fine WoodwOJ'killg 
Classified Ad Dept., PO Box 5506, Newtown, cr 
06470-5506. FAX 203-270-6310, Ph. (800) 926-8776, 
ext. 3310. Dea dline for the September/October 
2004 issue is June 25, 2004. 

Finishes 

SPRAY·O SUEDE. Line boxes in seconds. free 
brochure (sample enclosed). Don]er Products, 13142 
Murphy Road, Winnebago, IL 61088. 800-336-6537. 
www.donjer.com 

Hand Tools 

FREE Woodcarving Tool Ca[alog 1 -888·901 ·8099. 
s[ubaidirec[.com. Class info also available! 

ANTIQUE & USED TOOLS. Hundreds of qua l ity hand
[Ools. Many Stanley + pans. At www.amique-used
[Ools.com Visa/Me. BOB KAUNE, 5 1 1  W. l 1 [h, Pon 
Angeles, WA 98362. (360) 452-2292. 



CLASSIFIED (continW!d) 

PETE IEDERBERGER- sed and Antique tools and 
parts. List #1 SOLD OUT- thank you. Contact me for 
current stock. (41 5) 924-8403 or pniederbeNY30l.com 

ANCIENT & MODERN TOOLS. Woodworking, 
metal working and other. Users and col lectors. 
www.pennyfarthingtools.co.uk 

Hardware 

DO IT YOURSELF Replacement hardware for 
cabinets, furniture, windows and closets. 
wwwbainbridgemfg.com 

Instruction 

WI DSOR CHAIRMAKI G in Berea, KY with David 
Wright. Material/tools provided. Individual instruction. 
(859) 986-7962. wrightchairs.com 

SUMMER WORKSHOPS beautiful northern Vermont, 
with leading artists: turning, design, veneering, boxes, 
hand tools, rustic, and more. (802) 985-3648. 
\vww.shelburnecraftschool.org 

HANDS-ON COURSES in beautiful Maine: Workshops, 
Twelve-week Intensives, Nine-month Comprehensive. 
Center for Furniture Craftsmanship ( 207) 594-5611, 
www.woodschool.org 

MASTERPIECE SCHOOL OF FURNITURE offers 1-3 year 
program in traditional furniture making. Mendocino 
Coast, California. Summer classes avai lable. Ph/Fax 
(707) 964-8798. WW\v.masterpieceschool.com 

CHAlRMAKERS WORKSHOP. Ladderbacks, Windsors, 
rockers and more. Week-long classes, individual 
attention, tools provided. (828) 656-2280. 
www.countryworkshops.org. 

RENAISSANCE APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM: 
Design, carving, inlays. East Texas. (903) 769-1017. 
www.furniture4design.com; click on "Apprenticeship." 

BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS, VA. One-year apprentice
ship available to motivated individual. Saturated learning 
environment. Accommodations available, tuition. For 
more information call: Michael Maxwell, (540) 587-9543. 

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL of Architectural Woodwork
ing. 35-week career training in architectural wood
working or 6-week summer intensive for the serious 
enthusiast. (4]3) 527-6103. ( MA) wwwnesaw.com 

COME TO LEARN IN SCOTLAND - The Chippendale 
International School of Furniture offers a 30 week 
intensive career programme in Design, Making 
and Restoration. For further information phone: 
01 1-44-1620-810680 or visit www.chippendale.co.uk 

BENJAMIN HOBBS Furniture Making Classes. Queen 
Anne and Chippendale chairs, chests, beds, tables, more. 
Heltford, l C. (252) 426-7815. wwwhobbsfurniture.com 

WOODWORKER ACADEMY, comprehensive entry 
level workshops and precision improvement are 
our specialty. San Francisco area (510) 521- 1623 or 
www.woodworkeracademy.com 

Machinery NewjUsed 

USED PORTABLE SAWMILLS! Buy/Sell. Call Sawmill 
Exchange: 800-459-2148, ( 205) 969-0007. USA & 
Canada, WW\v.sawmillexchange.com 

Miscellaneous 

ITALIAN 23 CARAT GOLD LEAF. Same day shipping. 
Call ] -800-841-9442 for prices. W\V\v.jfreeman.com 

WOODSLICER.COM Rated best-performing 1/2-in 
bandsaw blade by Fine Woodworking. Great for 
resawing! 800-24]-6748. 

GLASS SOURCE FOR WOODWORKERS. Glass and mir
ror custom cut, beveled, edged, etched, or grooved to 
your specifications. Shipped direct from our shop to 
yours. Call for free brochure, inquiries, or to place an 
order. Glass Source 1-800-588-7435. 

Musical Supplies 

BUILD YOUR OWN violin, guitar, or dulcimer! Free cat
alog featuring kits and all the tools, finishing supplies 
and instructions needed to build your own instrument. 
Stewart-MacDonald, Box 9OO-F, Athens, OH 45701. Call 
800-848-2273. w wwstewmac.com 

PLANS KITS & SUPPLIES FOR musical instruments; 
harps, dulcimers, psalteries, banjos and more. Music
maker's Kits, Dept. FW, PO Box 2117, Stillwater, MN 
55082. (651 )  439-9120. wwwmusikit.com 

Plans & Kits 
FULL-SIZE PLANS for building fine furniture. Catalog 
$3. Furniture Designs, Inc., CK-804, 1827 Elmdale 
Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025. ] -800-657-7692. 
www.furnituredesigns.com 

CARLYLE LYNCH MEASURED DRAWINGS-Museum 
and private collection furniture plans by Carlyle 
Lynch. Catalog $2. P.O. Box 13007, Arlington, TX 
76094 (817) 861-1619. 

FULL SIZE FURNITURE LAYOUTS Drawn by: Philip C. 
Lowe. Catalog $3. (978) 922-0615. 1 16 Water Street, 
Beverly, MA 019]5. www.furnituremakingclasses.com 

Power Tools 

NAILERS AND STAPLERS at www.nailzone.com Top 
brands of tools and fasteners. Visit our website. 
(800) 227-2044. 

LAMELLO BISCUIT JOINERS and Accessories/ 
Parts/Repairs. Best prices, most knowledgeable. Call 
us for all your woodworking & solid surfacing 
needs. 800-789-2323. Select Machinery, Inc. 
www.selectmachineryinc.com 

NAILERS AND STAPLERS at www.frytool.com Low 
prices on Paslode, Senco, DuoFast, etc. Tools ship 
FREE to 48 states. 888-520-7976. 

Publications 

WOODWORKING BOOKS, VIDEOS, Plans. Discount
ed, huge selection. FREE U.S. shipping. Woodbooks™ 
800-378-4060. www.discount-books.com 

CHAINSAW CARVING INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS Set 
of 10. Everything you need to know, fun and easy. 
$79.95 plus $ 14.95 S&H. FREE INFO 1 -866-44CARVE . 

Wood Products 

PEN BLANKS. Burl and figured Aussie woods. Mallee, 
coolabah, and myltle burl, tiger myrtle and many oth
er varieties. Available from Gondwana Forest Products. 
Your direct Aussie source for fine decorative woods. 
www.aussieburls.com 

OSBORNE WOOD PRODUCTS, Inc. New 2004 catalog 
of woodturnings with corbels, kitchen island legs, 
bun-feet etc. Ten wood types in stock. Visit 
www.osbornewood.com or call 800-849-8876, fax 
706-886-8526. 

Wood 
QUILTED, CURLY, SPALTED, Burled & birdseye maple, 
figured claro walnut, figured myrtlewood, musical 
grade lumber and billets. Visit our online store @ 
www.nwtimber.com or call (541) 327-1000. 

CUBAN MAHOGANY (Swietenia Mahogoni). Veneer: 
flitch prices available. Solid slabs also available. Frank: 
(707) 744-1530. (CA) 

WESTERN RED CEDAR vertical grain and clear Dou
glas fir. For more information call ( 541)-344-3275, fax 
541-344-1654 or www.easycreeklumber.com 

MESQU1TE Cheap. (915) 585-7693. 

BLACK WALNUT BURL, buckeye burl, Red River gum 
burl. Slabs, blocks, turning, carving, veneer. 4/4 to 12/4 
lumber. (559) 277-8456 or www.walnulWoods.net 

QUILTED MAPLE, curly maple, figured claro walnut, 
African ebony, beng (afzelia), Honduras rosewood, se
quenced wide boards, lumber, squares. ( 54 1 )  467-2288. 
wwwPineCreekWood.com 

QUALITY NORTHERN APPALACHIAN hardwood. Cus
tom milling. Free delivery. Bundled, surfaced. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Niagara Lumber, 800-274-0397 ( Y) 
www.niagaralumber.com 

DOMESTIC A D IMPORTED EXOTICS.  For musical 
instruments, pool cues, knife handles and custom 
furniture. Price list. Exotic Woods, J -800-443-9264. 

WW\v.exoticwoods.com 

ATTE TlON VA/MD AREA WOODWORKERS. K/D 
quartersawn sycamore, red & white oak. Cherry, 
walnut, elm, apple, and other domestic hardwoods. 
Herbine Hardwoods, Leesburg, VA. (703) 771-3067. 

BIRD'S-EYE AND CURLY MAI'LE, 4/4 to ] 2/4 lumber, 
flitches, turning squares and blocks. Black walnut, 
cherry/quartersawn, and curly oak lumber. Dunlap 
Woodcrafts, Chantilly, VA. (703) 63] -5147. 

FLORIDA-FROM ASH TO ZEBRAWOOD with milling 
available, including custom, antique restoration and 
curved moldings. Hardwood Lumber of Lakeland. 
(863) 646-8681. FREE 877-7]0-3900. 

SAWMILL DIRECT 100 species of exotics, turning, lum
ber, logs, slabs, musical instruments TROPICAL EXOTIC 
HARDWOODS OF LATIN AMERICA, LLC: Toll Free 
(888) 434-3031. www.anexotichardwood.com. 

TIGER MAPLE, MAHOGANY, CHERRY, WALNUT; plain 
and figured. Wide boards, matched sets, 4/4 to 24/4. 
200-ft. minimum. (570) 724-]895. www.irionlumber.com 

FIGURED CLARO WALNUT slabs, planks, blocks, 
dimensions suitable for small to very large pro
jects. California Walnut Designs. 800-660-0203. 
www.woodnut.com 

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST BURLWOODS: Massive inven
tory, many varieties, all sizes, any lise, direct, guaran
teed. Established 30-years. Burl Tree, 800-785-I3UHL 

EISENBRAND EXOTIC HARDWOODS - Wide selection 
of impolts. Reasonable prices. Quality guaranteed. FREE 
brochure. 800-258-2587. (CA) www.eisenbran.com 

WALNUT SLABS/CROTCHES Claro, myltle, elm. Black 
acacia. 877-925-7522. From our sawmills. Gilroy, CA. 
www.bakerhardwoods.com 

WOOD AND TOOL EXCHANGE 
Limited (0 lise by individuals only. 

For Sale 

Fine Woodworking. Excellent condition. Slipcases 
included. #J to this issue. Call (301 ) 469-8051. 
(MD) 

Fine Woodworking Issues #49-166 (missing # J 50) & 15 
mixed earlier issues. $350.00 plus shipping. Atlanta. 
Finley (770) 461-5513. 

sass Hinges 17 pr. # 101, 19 pro # 1 14, 24 pr. #204. $200. 
Can separate. 174 Windermer Rd., Lockpol1, l\ry 14094. 
(716) 434-4493. 

Wanted 

CONOVER LATHE. Call Tom at (908) 730-7665. Nj, MA. 
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F i n i s h  L i n e B Y  P E T E R  G E D R Y S  

Alte r i ng  the co l o rs of dyes a n d  sta i ns 

Always make a sample board. When mixing 
colors, it is important to test them on scrap
wood before applying them to the workpiece. 

All colors are not created equal. How 
many times have you bought a stain or a 
dye and been surprised or unhappy with 
the results? Each manufacturer presents us 
with its version of a particular color, such 
as cherry, and the versions can be as dif
ferent as night and day. 

However, with a little knowledge of col
or tlleory and how to "read" colors in dif
ferent ways, you'll soon be controlling the 
color and not the other way around. 

Learn to read a color 
Before you can adjust tlle color of a dye or 
stain, you need to discover what its true 
color is by applying it on a white back
ground. Oil-based colors can be tested on 
paper, but because water- or alcohol
based dyes are absorbed quickly by paper, 
tlley are best tested on plastic plates. Dab 
on a small amount of color, tllen drag 
some of it out into a thin line. Do the same 
witll a color you think will blend well, and 
then with the two colors mixed together. 
When using any pigmented color, be sure 
to stir the can until all of the pigment is in 

A C O L O R  W H E E L  H E L P S  D I A L  I N  C O L O R S 

The colors on a color wheel are divided into 
categories: primary, secondary, and ter
tiary. Primary colors-red, yellow, and blue
combine to create secondary colors-green, 
violet, and orange. Tertiary colors combine 
one primary and one secondary color. Col
ors opposite each other on the wheel are 
complementary colors. Mixing a color with 
its complement neutralizes (reduces the in
tensity of) the color. For example, if a stain 
is too red, add small amounts of green and 
watch the red change to a cooler brown. 
Using a color wheel, first identify the 

main color of a stain. Then select stains 
containing colors adjacent to or opposite 
the main color on the wheel. Use these 
additional stains to mix the exact color 
you want. For a quick preview, you can pick 
a color on the rim of the wheel and rotate 
the inner circle to see the results of adding 
different colors. 

The warm cherry 
and the cool 
wa lnut result i n  a 
deeper, cooler 
brown.  

WA L N UT 
A color with "wa l n ut" in 
the name often w i l l  
conta in  a cooler pigment, 
such as v io let or  b lue.  

Adding a color from the 
opposite side of the wheel 
wi l l  tone down the sta i n .  

Photos, except where noted: Kelly J .  Dunton; rhis page (tOp left): Mark Schofield 

suspension; otherwise, you will get an in
correct reading. 

Test the color on sa mple boards 
Once you have created a blend tllat looks 
good on a plate, it is time to test it on a sam

ple board. se a piece at least 4 in. wide 
and 6 in. long for each sample, and be sure 
to keep notes on what went into each col
or mix and how many coats you applied. 

Alcohol- or water-based colors dry so 
quickly that you won't have the wet fin
ished look you get with an oil-based color. 
So add a couple coats of clear finish to de
velop tlle final look of tlle piece. 

Adj usting dyes and stains 
To help explain the process of adjusting 
color, I made a few sample boards, using a 
variety of cherry stains and dyes. The goal 
was not to produce four identical shades 
of cherry but to show how each original 
color can be changed. 

Oil-based stain-Many penetrating oil 
stains are a blend of dyes and pigments, 

The golden oak 
combines with 
the cherry to give 
a brighter tone.  

G O L D E N  OAK 
To add ye l low tones 
to a sta i n ,  go lden 
oa k is a good choice.  

L Y / A U G  ST 2 0 0 4  1 1 3 



F i  n i s h  L i n  e ( c o n t i n u ed )  

M O R E  R E C I P E S F O R  C H E R RY 

Bartley, Lockwood, and Solar-Lux each has a different idea of what the color cherry 
should look like. Using the techniques described, read the color to get a better idea of 
where it falls on the color wheel. Then, using the wheel, add complementary or adjacent 
colors to manipulate the original color until you are satisfied with the shade. It is safest 
to use stains or dyes from the same manufacturer in your recipe. 

The Pennsylvania cherry stain (left) has a strong purple hue. Mixing it with 
Bartley's greenish fruitwood stain in a 50:50 ratio produces a warm brown 
(center). Substitute Bartley's orange-brown country maple for the fruitwood, 
and you get a medium brown (right). 

The early American cherry (left) is an orange-brown color. To neutralize the 
orange, add a small amount of its complementary color, violet, for a deeper 
brown (center). To create a more golden color (right), add about 20% of 
Lockwood's light golden oak to the cherry dye. 

S O L A R · L U X  N O N · G R A I N · R A I S I N G  S TA I N  

The original cherry (left) is reddish-brown. Adding 25% of medium-red 
mahogany deepens the tone (center). If you don't have the complementary 
color to neutralize red or orange, add black to produce a dark brown (right). 

S O URC E S  O F  S U P P LY 
WATER-BASED DYES 

866-293-8913 
www.wdlockwood.com 
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BARTLEY'S GEL STAINS AND MINWAX STAINS 

SOLAR-LUX NGR STAINS Available at most home centers 
800-645-9292 and hardware stores 

www.woodworker.com 

but Minwax cherry stain is almost all dye 
with a velY small amount of pigment. The 
Minwax product had a weak, almost neu
tral tan color, with very little reddish tone, 
or warmth, to it. For a deeper, warmer 
shade, I added to the cherry stain 25% of 
Minwax's special walnut stain. If you want 
a brighter shade, add 25% of Minwax's 
golden oak to the cherry stain. 

Gel stain-In general, because of the den
sity of their pigment -based color, gel stains 
are best used over wood that has been 
sealed already. However, in this case I 
wanted to emphasize the color, so I ap
plied Bartley cherry stain to bare wood. 

The stain had a pronounced purplish 

hue that I wanted to tone down. Bartley's 
fruitwood gel stain is a greenish brown 
that resembles raw umber. I combined the 
cherry and fruitwood stains in a 50:50 mix
ture, which produced a pleasing, warm 
brown color. For a neutral, medium
brown color, I blended Bartley's counuy 
maple stain, which resembles burnt sienna 
(orange-brown), with the cherry stain in a 
50:50 mixture. 

Water-based dye-For clarity of color, 
powdered dyes are the most versatile be
cause you can mix them yourself, which 
allows you to control the concentration. 
When handling dye powders, make sure 
you wear a dust mask. 

I selected the Lockwood early American 
cherry, which produced an orange-brown 
color. To create a deeper brown, I added a 
few drops of violet, the complementary 
color to orange. 

Non-grain-raising stain- on-grain
raising (NGR) stains, such as Solar-Lux, are 
a mixture of water-soluble dyes and sol
vents that don't include water. They work 
well as a background color. Some start out 
unrealistically bright and in strong light 
fade faster than a campaign promise. 

The Solar-Lux cherry is a warm, reddish 
brown. To bring out the red tones, I added 
about 25% of medium-red mahogany. If 
you want to neutralize a color but don't 
have its complementary color, try adding 
black in very small quantities, say 2% or 3%. 

Color, like food, is a subjective taste. The 
examples I have shown are a starting point. 
Don't be afraid to experiment, and don't 
get stuck using a color you don't like. 0 






